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Editor's Preface The tradition of the architect-writer is wellprecedented in the history of
architecture in ltaly. From the Renaissance to the nineteenth century, ii was
characteristic of certain architects topresent their ideas in a systematic
treatise. Based on the model ojVitruvius, Alberti produced theRenaissance
modelfor such writing. This wasjollowed by treatises like thoseof Serlio and
Palladio. Serlio produced a series ojvolumes which constitute a handbook of
architecture, starting with ancient building and including speculations about
unbuiltjuture work. Theseunbuilt designs, whichwere to becomemore
important than his modest built work, are not so much significant in terms of
specificprojects, bui are rather models which begin to elaboratemany of ihe
types towhich Palladio would refer. Palladio wrote the "QuattroLibri" ten
years beforehis death, as a kind of résumé of his career. These bookscontain
the redrawing of his projects and buildings, thereby serving as much as a
recordof his intentions as oj his actual work. Whether drawing Roman ruins
or redrawing his own projects, Palladiowas primarily interested in the
derivation, invention, and ultimately the distortion ojtypesjrom existing
models. Thus the idea ojthe interrelationship ojdrawing and writing became
part of an architectural tradition.

This tradition has continued in Italy up to the present century. The writings
of Scamozzi, Milizia, and Lodoli, not tomention the more recentwritings and
designs ojGiuseppe Pagano, certainly musi beseen as its bearers,as, indeed,
musi Aldo Rossi's "TheArchitecture of the City." To understand Rossi's
archiieciure, it is also necessary to understand his writings and his drawings.
Yet "TheArchitecture of the City" is also a significant departurejrom past
models. This is because,whilepurporti ngtobea scientific theory, a modern-day
equivalent ojthe Renaissance treatise, ii is on another level a unique
anticipation of Rossi's subsequeni architecture.

The task ojthis prejace, then, is to locate this bookfor an American audience
not only in its own tradition, in the context of ltalian theoreticalwritings by
architects, bui also in the more contemporary context of ltaly in the 1960sand
1970s.Thefirst edition ojthis book, takenjrom Rossi's lectures and notes,
appeared in 1966 during the traumatic years of student discontent as a
polemical critique of theModern Movement position on the city. A second
Italian edition appeared in 1970with a new introduction. The bookwas then
translated into Spanish, German, and Poriuquese editions. Finally, in 1978,
ajourth ltalian edition appearedwith new illustrations. To reissue it now, in
itsfirst English-language edition, with ali of the supplementary materia l that
it has acquired during its successive publications, is to recognize ihe unique
cultura l context within which it wasfirst produced and continued to develop;
all ojthis material is part of the book'shistory. In this way, the bookstands as
a singular and parallel recordof ideas that Rossi has beendeveloping in both
drawing and otherwriting over the lastfifleen years. As such, it is in itselj an
"analogousartijact."

In its American edition, "TheArchitecture ojthe City" is not so much a literal
transcription ojthe original as a carejully revised edition-revised so as to
provide the style andfiavor ojthe original without encumbering it with some
ojthe rhetorical and repetitive passages whichare part ojthe original text.
The rather academic style aj presentation in the ltalian occasionally makes
jor a certain stiltedness in English, and in sueh cases we haveprejerred to opt
jor clarity and simplicity.



My own introduction whichfollows is in certain ways not only about this
book, but also about the Rossi that this book anticipates. In this sense, it is a
kind of analogous writing of Rossi's ideas. Like his analogous drawings, and
his writings which also can be seen as analoqous instruments, it attempts to
collapse and dislocate the time and place ofthe evolution of Rossi's ideas. For
this reason, ii is takenfrom a reading of his later writings, including "A
Scientific Autobiography, " andfrom many private discussions with him, as
much asfrom the text at hand. Like the fourth Italian edition, which brought
together the preceding pieces of the book's history, all ofwhich themselves had
separate memories, this book is similarly, and to an even greaterdegree, a
"collective" artifact. My own introduction attempts to enter into this memory
and in this sense serves as a kind ofanalogy ofan analogy, a creation ofyet
another artifact with its own history and memory. It seeks in this way to
illustrate the analogous current which washes back and forth from drawing to
drawing, andfrom writing to writing, in Rossi's work.

P.E.
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· .. the reliej and design of structures appears more clearly when content,
which is the living energy of meaning, is neutralized, somewhat like the ar
chitecture of an uninhabited or deserted city, reduced to its skeleton by some
catastrophe of nature or art. A city no longer inhabited, not simply left behind,
but haunted by meaning and culture, this state of beinghaunted, which keeps
the city jrom returning to nature . . .
Jacques Derrida
Writing and Difference

The image on the cover of the fourth Italian edition of Aldo Rossi's L'Architet
tura della città summarizes in condensed form not only the ambivalent nature of
Rossi's architectural work, but also the intrinsic problem of its relationship to
the idea of city which is proposed by this book. This image, a horizontal section of
the Mausoleum of Hadrian in the Castel Sant' Angelo in Rome, reads as a spiral.
The spiraI is associated with the form ofthe labyrinth, a construction which, ac
cording to classical myth, was the invention of Daedalus. Daedalus, as the only
architect of mythology and the supposed inventor of many "wondrous" works of
architecture, has become for history the symbol par excellence of the humanist
architect. As such, the labyrinth, Daedalus's creation, can be considered
emblematic of a humanist condition of architecture. But this is not the spiral's
only meaning. As an unfolding path or route, the spiral has also been interpreted
as a psychological figure, the symbol of a process oftransformation. Thus, we are
obliged to interpret Rossi's use ofthe image on the cover ofhis book in two ways:
first, in terms of the spiral as a mausoleum, as representing a symbolic pIace of
death, in this case--even ifunconsciously on his part-that ofhumanism; and at
the same time, in terms of the spiral as labyrinth, as representing a pIace of
transformation.

The spiral has a further, more personal meaning for Rossi. It symbolizes his own
rite of passage, his role as part of a generation progressively more distanced
from the positivism ofmodern architecture by the collapse ofhistorical time and
left drifting into an uncertain presento While this book in many ways is a critique
of the Modern Movement, it nevertheless reflects an ambivalence with respect
to modernism. It suggests Rossi's own uncertainty as much with the generai
ideology ofmodernism as with the failure ofthe specific aspirations ofmodern ar
chitecture. Rossi's anxiety with respect to modernism is thus refracted through
his sympathy with its very concerns. It was, after all, modernism which focused
on the city as one of architecture's centrai problems. Prior to modernism, cities
were thought to have evolved over time through a process which was an imita
tion ofnaturallaw. But in the view ofthe polemicists ofthe Modern Movement,
this natural time had run out, and in its piace succeeded the time ofhistoricism.

For the architects ofthe early twentieth century, the appropriateness ofthe act
of intervening clinically in the city's historical and natural evolution was beyond
questiono Supported by the enormous moral impetus of social and technological
necessity (which had replaced the model of natural evolution), theyattempted
from the stronghold of their "castle of purity' to storm the bastion of evils iden
tified with the nineteenth-century city. To them the stakes appeared higher than
they had ever been. In this heroic climate of modernism the city of modern ar
chitecture, supposedly born out of a rupture of history, was progressively pro
pelled by that very history toward the vision of a sanitized utopia.

The perceived failure of modern architecture to realize this utopia-either to
supersede the nineteenth-century city or to mitigate its destruction after the
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la Horizontal section of ihe
Mausoleum ofHadrian, built 135-139
A.D., later transjormed into the
Castel Sant'Angelo.
1bDrawing of a labyrinth byDom
Nicolas deRély, 1611, basedon the
paving pattern on ihe floor of Amiens
Cathedral. This design, executed in
1288,was known as the "Maison
Dédalus" orHouse of Daedalus.



bombings of the Second World War-became the primary condition confronting
the architects of a generation which matured in the early 1960s. Their disillu
sionment and anger were in direct proportion to modern architecture's failure,
as much with its unrealized aspirations-its castle of purity-as with their own
sense of loss and the impossibility of return; these feelings were directed at the
heroic fathers of modern architecture, both for having been and also for having
failed. For Rossi's generation it was no longer possible to be a hero, no longer
possible to be an idealist; the potential for such memories and fantasies had been
taken away forever. No other generation had to folIow such a sense of expecta
tion with such a sense of loss. Cynicism and pessimism carne to fìll the void
created by the loss ofhope.

The Texts of Analogy Now let us ... suppose that Rome is not a human habitation but a psychical
entity with a similarly longand copiouspast-an entity, that is tosay, in which
nothing that has oncecome into existencewill havepassed away and alt the ear
lier phases of development continue to exist alongside the latest one.... If we
want to represent historical sequence in spatial terms we can only do it byjux
taposition in space: the same space cannot have two different contents.... It
showsus howfar wearefrom mastering thecharacteristicsofmentallife by rep-
resenting them in pictorial terms.
Sigmund Freud
Civilization and Its Discontents

TheArchitecture of the City along with all of Rossi's production is an attempt to
build a different kind of castle from that of the moderns. It is an elaborate scaf
fold erected for and by someone who can no longer climb its steps to die a hero's
death. Proposing an other architecture, an other architect, and most impor
tantly, an other process for their understanding, it can be seen as an attempt to
break not only from the traditional humanist definition of the relationship of ob
ject and subject, but also from the more recent modernist one. Modernism pro
posed a new interpretation ofthe subject which was never fulfilled by modern ar
chitecture; in this respect modern architecture can be seen as simply an exten
sion of nineteenth-century functionalism. Rossi's new construct begins as a
critique of the city of modern architecture and from this goes on to propose an
other object.

The otherobject, the architecture of the book's title, is now defined in two ways:
as the ultimate and verifiable data within the real city, and as an autonomous
structure. But this data is not gathered and applied with the reductive scientisrr
used by the proponents of the Modern Movement city, but rather through ~
more complex rationalism provided by urban geography, economics, and above
all history. Nor is its autonomy entirely that of modernism, of the discipline o
architecture in itself. Rather, it resides in architecture's specific processes anc
its built reality.

This twofold idea of the city as ultimate data-an archaeological artifact-and o
the city as autonomous structure not only characterizes the new city as an object
but more importantly, and perhaps inadvertently, redefines its subject-the ar
chitect himself. As opposed to the humanist architect of the sixteenth century
and the functionalist architect ofthe twentieth century, Rossi's architect wouk
seem to be an unheroic, autonomous researcher-much like his psychoanalys
counterpart who is similarly distanced from the object ofhis analysis and who n·
4
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longer believes in science or progresso However, not surprisingly, this redefini
tion ofthe architect as a neutral subject is problematico

Whereas the humanist conception attempted an integration of subject apd ob
ject, the modernist conception polemically attempted their separation. The
problematic nature of the practice of modern architecture with respect to the
theory ofmodernism has to do precisely with its inability to effect this separation
and thus its contamination with imperatives from the humanist conception.
Rossi intuitively understands this problem; but he cannot face the consequences
oftaking on the unrealized program ofmodernism. Therefore, his new formula
tion focuses on a mediating element: the process of the work. If the subject and
the object are to be independent, it is now the process, previously considered
neutral, which must assume the forces which formerly were contained in the
subject and the object. Into this new idea of process Rossi reintroduces the ele
ments ofhistory and typology, but not as a nostalgia for narrative or a reductive
scientism. Rather, history becomes analogous to a "skeleton" whose condition
serves as a measure of time and, in turn, is measured by time. It is this skeleton
which bears the imprint ofthe actions that have taken place and will take pIace in
the city. For Rossi, architecture's history lies in its material; and it is this mate
riaI which becomes the object ofanalysis-the city. Typology, on the other hand,
becomes the instrument, the "apparatus"-to borrow a term which Rossi will
later use in his Scientific Autobiography-oftime's measurement; it attempts to
be both logical and scientifico The skeleton and its measuring apparatus be come
the process and ultimately the object ofthe autonomous researcher. Historyand
type, as components parts ofresearch, allow for transformations ofthemselves
which are "prearranged but still unforeseeable."

The skeleton, an image which also appears in Rossi's Scientific Autobiography,
is a particularly useful analogue for this idea of city. For the skeleton links the
city to history. It is a history which is limited to the historiographical act-to a
pure knowledge of the past, without the historicizing imperative to determine
the future. For Rossi, historicism, the modernist critique ofhistory, is an imped
iment to invention. Historicism deals in causes or imperati ves while history fo
cuses on effects or facts. The skeleton thus provides an analogue for Rossi's un
derstanding of history, for it is at once a structure and a ruin, a record of events
and a record of time, and in this sense a statement of facts and not causes. But
these are not its only attributes. For it is also an object that can be used to study
its own structure. This structure has two aspects: one is its own abstract signifi
canee; the other is the precise nature of its individuaI parts. The latter is of par
ticular importance because the mere study ofstructure--ofthe vertebrae ofthe
skeleton-is far too generaI for Rossi. Any generalized framework acts as a
mesh which always allows the most important parts to pass through-in this
case, the city's most singular elements and those which give it its specificity.

Thus, the skeleton, which may on one level be compared to the urban plan, while
a generaI structure of parts, is also a material artifact in itself: a collective ar
tifact. The skeleton's nature as a collective artifact allows us to understand
Rossi's metaphor ofthe city as a giant man-made house, a macrocosm ofthe indi
viduaI house of mano Here the dissolution of scale becomes centraI to the argu
ment, as will be seen. This giant house comes into being through a double pro
cessoOne process is that ofproduction, in the sense ofthe city as a work ofman
ufaiu: (manufacture), an object literally made by the hands of men; the second
process is that of time, which ultimately produces an autonomous artifact. The
first process assumes a time which is only that of manufacture-a time with no

5
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before or after; it relates the object ofmanufacture, which has no extensive or in
determinate history, to mano The second process is not only singular as opposed
to collective, but it supersedes man in that it has its own reason and motivation
and thus its own autonomous form, .which, by virtue of its not being determined
by the subject man, is independent of its use.

I

This latter process, that of time, can be seen in Rossi's concept of permanence,
which affects collective and individuaI artifacts.in the city in different ways. The
two main permanences in the city are housing and monuments. With respect to
the first, Rossi distinguishes between housing and individuaI houses. Housing is
a permanence in the city while individuaI houses are not; thus, a residential dis
trict in the city may persist as such over many centuries, while individuaI houses
within a district wilI tend to change. With respect to monuments, the relation
ship is the opposite, for here it is the individuaI artifact that persists in the city.
Monuments are defined by Rossi as primary elements in the city which are per
sistent and characteristic urban artifacts. They are distinguished from housing,
the other primary element in the city, by their nature as a pIace of symbolic fune
tion, and thus a function related to time, as opposed to a pIace of conventionai
function, which is only related to use.

As a permanence and a primary element in the city, a monument is diaiecticalIy
related to the city's growth, and this dialectic of permanence and growth is
characteristic of time in Rossi's skeleton-city. It implies a city which not only
possesses a before and an after, but which is defined by their interrelationship.
Rossi defines primary elements as "those elements which can both retard and ac
celerate the process ofurbanization in a city." Thus they are catalytic. When a
monument retards the process of urbanization, it is considered by Rossi to be
"pathological." The Alhambra in Granada is an example of one such part of a city
functioning as a museum piece. In the city whose analogue is the skeleton, such a
museum piece is like an embalmed body: it gives only the appearance of being
alive.

These preserved or pathological permanences, mummified presences in the city,
often tend to owe their permanent character to their location within a specific
context. In this sense, the quasi-naturalistic urbanism of the contemporary
"contextualists" is dialecticalIy opposed, in Rossi's view, to the concept of
evolutionary time. For Rossi real time tends to erode and supersede the neatly
circumscribed and meticulously observed imagery of a specific urban context. In
light of the recent development of a so-calIed contextual urbanism which has
come to dominate urban thought some fifteen years after the originaI publication
of this book, Rossi's text can be seen as an anticipatory argument against the
"empty formalism" of context reductively seen as a pIan relationship of figure
and ground.

However, permanences in the city are not only "pathological." At times they
may be "propelling." They serve to bring the past into the present, providing a
past that can stilI be experienced. Artifacts like the Theater at Arles or the
Palazzo della Ragione in Padua tend to synchronize with the process ofurbaniza
tion because they are not defined only by an originaI or previous function, nor by
their context, but have survived precisely because of their form-one which is
able to accommodate different functions over time. Here again, the analogue of
the skeleton can be seen to be quite precise. Like the skeleton which is not living
and has lost its originaI function, only its form remaining intact, the propelling
permanence continues to function as a record oftime. This argument, which in it-
6
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self is a critique of "naive functionalism," contains within it Rossi's concept of
specific pIace or locus.

The locus is a component of an individuaI artifact which, Iike permanence, is de
termined not just by space but aiso by time, by topography and form, and, most
importantly, by its having been the site of a succession of both ancient and more
recent events. For Rossi, the city is a theater ofhuman events. This theater is no
Ionger just a representation; it is a reality. It absorbs events and feelings, and
every new event contains within it a memory ofthe past and a potentiai memory
of the future. Thus, while the Iocus is a site which can accommodate a series of
events, it aiso in itself constitutes an evento In this sense, it is a unique or charac
teristic pIace, a "locus solus. " Its singularity is recognizable in signs that come to
mark the occurrence of these events. Included in this idea of the locus solus,
then, is the specific but aiso universai relationship between a certain site and the
buildings that are on it. Buildings may be signs of events that have occurred on a
specific site; and this threefold relationship of site, event, and sign becomes a
characteristic ofurban artifacts. Hence, the locus may be said to be the pIace on
which architecture or form can be imprinted. Architecture gives form to the sin
gularity of pIace, and it is in this specific form that the locus persists through
many changes, particularly transformations of function. Rossi uses the example
of the city of Split in Yugoslavia. He says:
The city of Split which grew up within the walls of Diocletian's palace gave new
uses and new meanings to unchangeableforms. This is symbolic of the meaning
of the architecture of the city, where the broadest adaptability to multiple fune
tions corresponds to an extreme precision of formo

This relationship suggests a different limit to history. History exists so long as
an object is in use; that is, so long as a form relates to its originaI function. How
ever, when form and function are severed, and only form remains vitaI, history
shifts into the realm ofmemory. When history ends, memory begins. The singu
Iar form of Split now not only signifies its own individuality, but at the same
time, it is aiso a sign, a record of events that are part of a collective-that is,
urban-memory. History comes to be known through the relationship between
a collective memory of events, the singularity ofplace (locus solus), and the sign
of the pIace as expressed in formo

Thus is can be said that the process by which the city is imprinted with form is
urban history, but the succession of events constitutes its memory. The "souI of
the city," an idea derived by Rossi from the French urban geographers, resides
in its history; once this souI is given form, it becomes the sign of a pIace. Memory
becomes the guide to its structure. If time in the chronoiogicai sense beionged to
a classicai context, and in the historicist sense to a modernist context, then once
associated with memory rather than history, it moves into a psychological con
text.

The new time of architecture is thus that ofmemory, which replaces history. The
individuaI artifact for the first time is understood within the psychological con
struct of collective memory. Time as collective memory leads Rossi to his par
ticular transformation ofthe idea oftype. With the introduction ofmemory into
the object, the object comes to embody both an idea of itself and a memory of a
former self. Type is no longer a neutral structure found in history but rather an
anaIytical and experimentai structure which now can be used to operate on the
skeleton of history; it becomes an apparatus, an instrument for analysis and
measure. As has been said, this apparatus, while purportedly scientific and logì-
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cal, is not reductive, but allows urban elements to be perceived as having a be
meaning that is always originaI and authentic and although typologically pre- ra. ,
determmed, often unforeseen. Its logie, then, exists prior to a form, but also
comes to constitute the form in a new way. TI

fo
Thus it can be said that the apparatus used to measure the object implies and also th
is implied in the object itself. This returns us to the analogue of the skeleton, ca
which was seen to be at once instrument and object. With this recognition ap- pr
pears a new object-apparatus, an object-as opposed to a subject-that for the th
first time analyzes and also invents. This is the other process mediating be bt
tween architect and architecture. In the past, innovations in architecture did not ex
generally occur through the object; typology was never seen as having the po- en
tenti al to be the animating force of a design processo Rossi, however, discovers og
in typology the possibility of invention precisely because type is now both pro- lal
cess and object. As a process, it contains a synthetic character which is in itself a ar
manifestation of formo Moreover, while the alteration of eertain typological ele- se
ments over time is a stimulus to invention, it is also the effect ofmemory on type tir
which allows for the new process of design. Memory fuses with history to give co
type-form a significance beyond that of an originaI function. Thus, typology, du
which previously consisted only ofthe classifieation ofthe known, now ean serve cls
as a catalyst for invention. It beeomes the essence of design for the autonomous
researcher. Re

re
Both the idea ofthe end ofhistory, when a form no longer embodies its originaI te
function, and the passing of type from the realm of history into that of memory pr
lead Rossi to his internalized, analogous design processo Analogy is Rossi's most po
important apparatus. It is equally useful to him in writing and in drawing. Itis in lai
this context that this book can be seen as an analogous artifact itself-a written an
analogue to built and drawn artifacts. The written analogue, like the drawn one, fif
is bound up with both pIace and memory. Yet unlike the city, the urban skeleton, mi
the analogue is detached from specific pIace and specific time, and becomes in- ler
stead an abstract locus existing in what is a purely typological or architectural 101
time-place. In this way, by displacing type from history to make a connection be- th
tween piace and memory, Rossi attempts through the erasure of history and UI=
transcendence of rea I places to reconcile the contradictions of modernist H.
utopia-literally "no place"-and humanist reality-built "some piace." mc

The time of analogy, a bifocallens of history and memory, takes in and eollapses
ehronological time-the time of events-and atmospheric time-the time of
pIace: piace and event, locus solus plus iime-place. The piace of analogy is
thereby abstracted from the real city. Linking type-forms and specific places, it
dìspossesses, reassoeiates, and thus transforms real places and real times. It is
no piace, but a no piace that is different from that ofmodernist utopia precisely
because it is rooted in both history and memory. This suppression ofthe precise
boundaries of time and piace within the analogue produces the same kind of
dialectic that exists in memory between remembering and forgetting.

Here the analogous city can be seen to subvert the reai city. Where the skeleton
was seen as the form and measure of specific times and places in the city, the
analogous design process displaces the specifics of time and piace in the city for
another reality, a psychologieai one based on memory. While the skeleton, as a
physieai and analytieai object embedded in a humanist and modernist context,
represents verifiable data, arehaeological artifact, memory and analogy bring
the process of architeeture into the realm of the psychologicaI, transforming
8
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~a both subject and object. The analogous process, when applied to the actual geog-
re- raphy ofthe city, therefore acts as a corrosive agent.
Iso

The subversive analogues proposed in Rossi's work involve two kinds of trans
formation. One is the dislocation of pIace, the other the dissolution of scale. In

Iso the former, the logical geography ofthe skeleton is displaced through typologi-
m, cal invention. Rossi uses the example of Canaletto's painting of three Palladian
ip- projects; here, the different places ofthe projects are collapsed into one pIace. In
.he the latter kind of transformation, the dissolution of scale allows the individuaI
be building to refer analogically to the city as a whole. This is illustrated in Rossi's
iot example of Diocletian's Palace at Split: "Split discovers in its typological form an
)0- entire city. From here it follows that the single building can be designed by anal-
srs ogy with the city." Even more importantly, this implies, the design of cities lies
ro- latent in the idea ofthe individuaI building. In Rossi's view, the city's dimensions
lfa are unimportant because its meaning and quality reside not in its different
le- scales, but in its actual constructions and individuaI artifacts. Once again, it is
'pe time which connects things which belong to different scales and heterogeneous
rve contexts. This time-place continuity opposes the discontinuity between the in-
~, dustrial-modernist-city and the historical-humanist-city which was pro-
've claimed by the Modern Movement.
ms
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Rossi's denial ofthe importance ofscale in the context ofthe city is thereby a di
rect assault on most twentieth-century urbanism. Yet precisely within this con
text it becomes problematico For with the dissolution of scale in the analogous
process there is a seeming return to the very same humanist position first pro
posed in Alberti's reciprocal metaphor ofthe house and the city: "the city is like a
large house, and the house in turn is like a small city." Rossi's attempt to propose
an other urban model through analogy becomes conflated with this specifically
fifteenth-century model of the city as the microcosm of a harmonic and macrocos
mie universe. For Rossi, the object represents a dialectic between the giant col
lective house ofthe city and its individuai, specific houses, the city's artifacts. So
long as this dialectic remains internaI to architecture and thereby autonomous,
the city as object is separate from mano Like a truly modernist object, it grows
upon itself and refers to itself, acquiring its own consciousness and memory.
However, once it is seen to be based on a metaphorical conception ofthe house of
individuaI man, it returns again to the Albertian humanist relationship and a
fifteenth-century conception of the object. Rossi never resolves this ambiva
lence in his work. For despite the latent humanism, there is always an overrid
ing pessimism which undercuts this potential neo-Enlightenment position. In
Rossi's own pronouncement, "the time of each man is limited; the future, there
fore, must be the present."

Analogy, as has been said, allows for both memory and history. It mixes "au
tobiography and civic history," individual and colIective. In Rossi's formulation,
alI great manifestations of sociallife and alI great works of art are boro in uncon
scious life. This leads him directly, if unwittingly, into a second contradiction.
The city, a social entity, is in psychological terms a product of a colIective uncon
scious. At the same time, as an amalgam of formai artifacts, it is a product of
many individuals. That is, it is both a product ofthe collective and a designfor
the colIective. In both cases the collective subject is the centrai concept. This re
turns us to Rossi's idea ofthe locus, Whereas the locus solus defines the nature
ofthe object, homo civilis now defines the nature ofthe subject. The contradic
tion ofthe singular object and the collective subject further betrays Rossi's neo
humanism, for despite his pessimism about the power ofthe individuaI to domi-

9



nate history, still he sees the city ultimately as "the human achievement par ex
cellence."

In the end, there is no model for a twentieth-century city in Rossi's work, no
city-object which corresponds to the collective psychological subject. Rossi
finally obscures the presence of a psychological context and undermines the
necessity for a psychological model. To propose that the same relationship be
tween individuaI subject (man) and individuaI object (house) which existed in the
Renaissance now obtains between the collective psychological subject (the popu
lation ofthe modern city) and its singularobject (the city, but seen asahouse at a
different scale) is to imply that nothing has changed, that the city of humanist
man is the same pIace as the city ofpsychological mano Rossi's psychological sub
ject-the autonomous researcher-still continues to seek his own home in the
collective house ofthe city.

uses of Memory Cities are in reality great camps ojthe living and thedeadwheremany elements
remain like signals, symbols, cautions. When the holiday is over,what remains
ojthe architecture is scarred, and the sand consumes the street again. There is
nothing left but to resume with a certain obstinacy the reconstruction oj ele
ments and instruments in expectation oj another holiday.
Aldo Rossi
A Scieniific Autobiography

For Aldo Rossi the European city has become the house ofthe dead. Its history,
its function, has ended; it has erased the specific memories ofthe houses ofindi
vidual childhood to become a locus of collective memory. As a giant or collective
house of memory, it has a psychological reality which arises from its being a
pIace of fantasy and illusion, an analogue of both life and death as transitional
states. For Rossi, writings and drawings are an attempt to explore this giant
house ofmemory and all those specific places ofhabitation encountered between
the childhood house of fantasy and hope and the house of illusion and death.

The bourgeois house of Rossi's childhood permitted fantasy, but denied the or
dering oftype. TheArchitecture ojthe City attempts, through the apparatus of
type, to pIace the city before us in sueh a way that, in spite ofhistory, memory
can imagine and reconstruct a future time of fantasy. This memory is set into mo
tion through the inventive potential of the typological apparatus, the analogous
design processo Rossi's drawings ofthe "analogous city" can be seen to evolve di
rectly from his writing of The Architecture ojthe City. The analogous drawing
embodies a changed condition ofrepresentation; it exists as the record ofits own
history. Thus, Rossi's drawings ofthe city, giving form to their own history, be
come part ofthe city, not just a representation ofit. They have an authenticity, a
reality which is, precisely, that ofillusion. This reality may then, in turn, be rep
resented in actual buildings.

The architectural drawing, formerly thought of exclusively as a form of rep
resentation, now becomes the locusof another reality. It is not only the site of il
lusion, as it has been traditionally, but also a real pIace ofthe suspended time of
both life and death. Its reality is neither foward time-progres&--nor past
time-nostalgia, for by being an autonomous object it eludes both the progres
sive and regressive forces of historicism. In this way it, and not its built rep
resentation, becomes architecture: the locus of a collective idea of death and,
lO
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no ionger a nnanty out oniy a transmonai state. .rne anarogous urawmg tnereny
approximates this changed condition of subject-man-relative to his object-

no city.
issi
the Rossi's analogous drawings, like his analogous writings, deal primarily with
be- time. Unlike the analgous writings, however, the drawings represent the sus-
the pension oftwo times: the one processual-where the drawn object is something
.pu- moving toward but not yet arrived at its built representation; and the other at-
at a mospheric-where drawn shadows indicate the stopping of the clock, are a fro-
nist zen and constant reminder ofthis new equation oflife and death. No longer in the
mb- analogous drawing is time represented by a precisely measured aspect of light,
the the length of a shadow, or the aging of a thing. Rather, time is expressed as an in

finite past which takes things back to the timelessness of childhood, ofillusions,
of fragments of possessions and autobiographical images of the author's own
alienated childhood-ofwhich history's narrative can no longer give an effective
account. Yet for Rossi, this personal aspect of architecture is unsentimentalized.

mis In his personal vision of time, the same dialectic applies as in the city: history
uns provides the material for biography but memory provides the material for au-
'e is tobiography; as in the city, memory begins when history ends. It encompasses
eleo both future time and past time: a project that has to be done and one that is al

ready completed. The images of ruin activate this unconscious memory, linking
the discarded and the fragmentary with new beginnings. Here again, the appar
ently coherent orderliness of logic is biographical, but fragments are autobiog
raphical. Abandonment and death-the attributes of the skeleton-are through

ory, this dialectic now seen as parts of a process of transformation; death is a new be-
ndi- ginning associated with some unknown hope.
tive
'1g a Ultimately, TheArchitecture of theCity, notwithstanding its attempt to pIace it-
onal self within a certain tradition of "scientific" writing about the city, is a very pri-
iant vate and personal text. It is the written analogue of yet another analogous pro-
/een cess: the unconscious revelation of a potential new relationship ofman to object.

It anticipates the psychological subject-homo civilis-of the collective uncon
scious; but at the same time, it also nostalgically evokes the individuaI subject,

~or- the mythic hero-architect ofhumanism, the inventor ofthe house. The shadow of
lS of the humanist poet hovers continuously behind the figure of the autonomous re-
nory searcher. The potential transformation ofthe individuaI into the collective sub-
mo- ject is left in suspension. Ambiguously, the object of the analogous city begins to
gous define the subject once again, not so much as a humanist-hero, nor as the
e di- psychological collective, but as a complex, divided, and shattered solitary sur-
ving vivor, appearing before, but not withstanding, the collective will ofhistory.
own
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In the fifteen years since its first publication, this book has been published in four
languages and numerous editions and has influenced a generation ofyoung Euro
pean architects. I first set forth the idea ofthe analogous city in the introduction
to the second ltalian edition and certain clarifications in the introduction to the
Portuguese edition, and since then I have preferred not to make any additions to
the text. Like a painting, a building, or a novel, a book becomes a collective ar
tifact; anyone can modify it in his own way, the author notwithstanding. The fig
ure is clear, as in Henry James's "figure in the carpet," but everyone sees it in a
different way. J ames's image suggests that clear analysis gives rise to questions
that are difficult to subject to further analysis. For this reason, when I first
wrote this book, its style and literary construction were of particular concern to
me, as they always are, because only the perfect clarity of a rational system al
lows one to confront irrational questions, forces one to consider the irrational in
the only way possible: through the use of reason.

I believe that the concepts of locus,monument, and type have opened up a gen
eraI discussion which, if at times inhibited by academicism, at other times has
produced significant studies and initiated a debate that still today is far from
being resolved. For reasons of chronology, I have used great discretion in alter
ing the book, mostly modifying the illustrations and clarifying the language of
the present translation.

America ... For this country I have decided to write a special introduction.
Even though I was influenced by American culture as a young man, especially its
literature and film, the influence was more fantastic than scientifico My slight
knowledge of the language and lack of direct experience of the country made it
alien to me as a field ofwork. lts architecture, its people, American things were
not yet precious to me. Even more seriously, I could not measure my own ar
chitecture-my ideas and my buildings-on the immeasurable body, static and
dynamic, sane and feverish, that is the United States. Nonetheless, I was con
vinced that there was an official ltalian academic ignorance of America; film di
rectors and writers understood it far better than architects, critics, and schol
arso

In the last few years, in the course of my visiting and working in America, L'ar
chitettura della città has returned to mind. Although eminently sensible critics
have found this to be a paradox, I have discovered the American city and coun
tryside to be the decisive confirmation ofthis book. Perhaps, one might say, this
is because America is by now an "old" country full of monuments and traditions,
or because in America the city ofparts is a historic and dynamic reality; but more
importantly, it is because America seems to be constructed in accordance with
the arguments presented in this book.

What does this mean?

Once the pioneers arrived in this vast new country, they had to organize their
c.ities. They followed one of two models: either cities were laid out along grid
hnes, as is the case in most Latin American cities, New York, and othercenters,
or they were established as "main street" villages, the image of which has be
come legendary in film westerns. In both cases, the buildings of the by now
bourgeois European city had a particular relevance: church, bank, school, bar,
and market. Even the American house maintained with extreme precision two
fundamental European typologies: the Spanish corral and patio in Latin
America, and the English country house in the United States.

Introduction to the
First American Edition

2 View of Nantucket, Massachusetts.
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I could offer many examples of this but I am hardly an expert on the history of
American architecture and cities; I prefer to stay with my impressions, albeit
ones rooted in a sense ofhistory. The market in Providence, towns in Nantucket
where the white houses of the fishermen are like fragments of ships and the
church towers echo the lighthouses, seaports like Galveston-all seem to be, and
are, constructed out of preexisting elements that are then deformed by their
own context; just as the large American cities exalt the urban whole of stone and
cement, brick and glass, from which they are constructed. Perhaps no urban con
struct in the world equals that of a city like New York. New York is a city of
monuments such as I did not believe could exist.

Few Europeans understood this during the years of the Modern Movement in
architecture; but certainly Adolf Loos did in his project for the ChicagoTribune
competition. That enormous Doric column, which to many Europeans may have
seemed only a game, a Viennese divertissement, is the synthesis ofthe distort
ing effects of scale and the application of "style" in an American framework.

This framework ofthe American urban context or landscape makes it as impres
sive to walk through Wall Street on Sunday as it would be to walk into a realiza
tion of one of Serlio's perspective drawings (or of some other Renaissance
theoretician). The contributions of, and the intersection with, European experi
ences here have created an "analogous city" of unexpected meaning, as unex
pected as the meaning ofthe "styles" and "orders" that have been applied to it.
This meaning is completely different from what historians of modern archi tec
ture typically see: an America composed of disparate examples of good architec
ture, to be sought out with guides--an America of a necessarily "international
style" and of the isolated masterpiece of the great artist in a sea of mediocrity
and businessmen's buildings. The exact opposite is true.

American architecture is above alI "the architecture of the city": primary ele
ments, monuments, parts. Thus, if we wish to speak of "style," in the sense of
Renaissance and Palladian and Gothic architecture, we cannot leave out
America.

AlI ofthese architectures reemerge in my projects. Alter I had completed work
on the Casa delloStudente in Chieti, an American student gave me a publication
on Thomas Jefferson's Academical Village at the University of Virginia. I found
a number of striking analogies to my own work, yet I had previously known
nothing ofthis project. Carlo Aymonino, in an article entitled "Une architecture
de l'optimisme," has written: "If, to make an absurd supposition, Aldo Rossi
were to do a project for a new city, I am convinced that his project would resem
ble the plans made two hundred years ago upon which many American cities
were based: a street network that permits the division of property, a church that
is a church, a public building whose function would be immediately apparent, a
theater, a courthouse, individuaI houses. Everyone would be able to judge
whether the building corresponded to his ideal-a process and a structure that
would give confidence as much to the designer as to those who would use it." In
these terms, the American city is a new chapter of this book rather than merely
an introduction.

I spoke in the introduction to the first Italian edition of a necessary chapter that I
could not yet write about colonial cities. In the magnificent book Urbanismo
espaitolen America by Javier Rojas and Louis Moreno, l there are certain plans
that deserve particular study, plans of incredible cities in which the churehes,
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3View ofNantucket, Massachusetts.
4 Projectfor the ChicagoTribune
Building, Adolf Loos, 1922.
5 University ofVirginia,
CharlottesviUe,Virginia, Thomas
Jefferson, 1817.
6Aerial view of the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia,
Thomas Jefferson, 1817.
7View ofWall Street, New York
City.
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courts, and gallerias of Seville and Milan are transformed into new urban design
elernents. In my earlier introduction, I spoke of la-fabbricadella città and not of
"urban architecture": fabbrica means "building" in the old Latin and Renaìs,
sance sense of man's construction as it continues over time. Still today, the
Milanese call their cathedral "la fabbrica del dòm," and understand by this ex
pression both the sizeand the difficultyofthe church's construction, the idea ofa
single building whose process goes on over tirne. Clearly, the Cathedrals of
Milan and Reggio Emilia and the TempioMalatestiano in Rimini were-are
beautiful in their incompleteness. They were and are a kind of abandoned ar
chitecture-abandoned by time, by chance,or by the destiny ofthe city. The city
in its growth is definedby its artifacts, leaving openmany possibilities and con
taining unexplored potential. This has nothing to do with the concept of open
form or open work; rather it suggests the idea of interrupted work. The analo.
gous city is in essence the city in its diverse totality; this fact is visible in the
echoesofthe Eastand the North that onefindsinVenice, in thepiecemealstruc
ture of New York, and in the memories and analogies that every city always
offers.

Interrupted work cannot be foreseen by the individuaI. It is, so to speak, a his
torical accident, an occurrence, a change in the history ofthe city. But, as I point
out later in this bookwith respect to the NapoleonicpIan forMilan,there is ulti
mately a relationship between any singlearchitectural project and the destiny of
the city. When a project or a formis not utopian or abstract but evolvesfrom the
specific problems of the city, it persists and expresses these problerns both
through its style and form as welIas through its many deformations. These de
formations or alterations are of limited importance precisely because architec
ture, or thefabbrica ofthe city, constitutes an essentially collectiveartifact and
derives from this its characteristic features.

I concludedthe first edition of this book in 1966by writing, "Thus the complex
structure of the city arises froma discoursewhose terms ofreference are as yet
inadequately developed.This discourseis perhaps exactIyIikethe Iawsthat reg
ulate the life and destiny ofindividual men; each biography, although cornpres
sed between birth and death, contains much compIexity. ClearIy the architec
ture ofthe city, the human thing par excellence, i~ven beyond the meaning
and the feeIingswith whichwe recognize it-the real sign ofthis biography."

This overlapping ofthe individuaIand the collectivememory, together with the
invention that takes pIacewithin the time ofthe city, has Iedmeto the conceptof
analogy. Analogy expresses itself through a process of architectural design
whoseelements are preexisting and formallydefined, but whosetrue meaning is
unforeseen at the beginning and unfoldsonlyat the end ofthe processoThus the
meaning ofthe process is identifiedwith the meaning ofthe city.

This, in the end, is the meaning ofpreexisting elements: the city, like the biog
raphy of an individuaIman, presents itself through certain clearIy defined eIe
ments such as house, school,church, factory, monumentoBut this biography of
the city and ofits buildings, apparently so c1earlydefined, has in itself sufficient
imagination and interest-deriving preciseIy from their reality-uItimateIy to
envelop it in a fabric of artifacts and feelings that is stronger than either ar
chitecture or form, and goes beyondany utopian or formalisticvisionofthe city.

I think ofa nameless architecture ofIarge cities, streets, and residential bIocks,
ofhouses scattered in the countryside, ofthe urban cemetery insucha city as Sto 1
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Louis, of the people, living and dead, who have continued to build the city. We
may look at modern cities without enthusiasm, but ifwe could only see with the
eye of the archaeologist of Mycenae, we would fìnd behind the facades and frag
ments of architecture the fìgures of the oldest heroes of our culture.

I have eagerly written this introduction for the first American edition ofthe book
both because this rereading, like every experience or design, reflects my own
development, and because the emerging character of the Amèrican city adds an
extraordinary testimony to this book.

Perhaps, as I said at the beginning, this is the meaning ofthe architecture ofthe
city; like the figure in the carpet, the figure is clear but everyone reads it in a
different way. Or rather, the more clear it is, the more open it is to a complex
evolution.

New York, 1978
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The city, which is the subject ofthis book, is to be understood here as architec
ture. Byarchitecture I mean not only the visible ìmage ofthe city and the sum of
its different architectures, but architecture as construction, the construction of
the city over time. I believe that this point ofview, objectively speaking, consti
tutes the most comprehensive way of analyzing the city; it addresses the ulti
mate and definitive fact in the life of the collective, the creation of the environ
ment in which it lives.

I use the term architecture in a positive and pragmatic sense, as a creation in
separable from civilized life and the society in which it is manifested. By nature it
is collective. As the first men built houses to provide more favorable surround
ings for their life, fashioning an artificial climate for themselves, so they built
with aesthetic intention. Architecture carne into being along with the first traces
of the city; it is deeply rooted in the formation of civilization and is a permanent,
universal, and necessary artifact.

Aesthetic intention and the creation of better surroundings for life are the two
permanent characteristics of architecture. These aspects emerge from any sig
nificant attempt to explain the city as a human creation. But because architec
ture gives concrete form to society and is intimately connected with it and with
nature, it differs fundamentally from every other art and science. This is the
basis for an empirical study of the city as it has evolved from the earliest settle
ments. With time, the city grows upon itself; it acquires a consciousness and
memory. In the course ofits construction, its originaI themes persist, but at the
same time it modifies and renders these themes of its own development more
specificoThus, while Florence is a real city, its memory and form come to have
values that also are true and representative of other experiences. At the same
time, the universality ofthese experiences is not sufficient to explain the precise
form, the type of object which is Florence.

The contrast between particular and universal, between individuaI and collec
tive, emerges from the city and from its construction, its architecture. This con
trast is one of the principal viewpoints from which the city will be studied in this
book. Itmanifests itselfin different ways: in the relationship between the public
and private sphere, between publicand private buildings, between the rational
designofurban architecture and the values of locus or pIace.

At the same time, my interest in quantitative problems and their relationship to
qualitative ones was one ofthe reasons this bookcarneinto being. Mystudies of
the city have always underscored the difficultiesof establishing an overall syn
thesis and ofproceeding readily to produce a quantitative evaluation ofanalytic
material. In fact, while each urban intervention seems fated to reIy on generaI
criteria of pianning, each part of the city seems to be a singuiar pIace, a locus
solus. AIthough it is impossible to make decisions about such interventions in
any rational manner solely on the basis of localsituations, onemust realize that
their singularity is stilI what characterizes them.

Urban studies never attribute sufficient importance to research dealing with
slllguiarurban artifacts. By ignoring them-precisely those aspects of reality
that are most individuaI, particular, irregular, and also most interesting-we
endup constructing theories as artificiaias they are useless. With this inmind, I
h~vesought to establish an analytical method susceptible to quantitative evalu
~b?n and capabie of collectingthe material to be studied under unifiedcriteria.
hISrnethod, presented as a theory of urban artifacts, stems fromthe identifi-
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*TheItalianfatto urbano comes from the
Frenchfaite urbaine. Neither the Italian
nor the English translation "urban
artifact" (alsoused by SirJohnSummerson
in anessay of1963entitled "Urban
Forrns," see note 7, chapter l)adequately
renders the full meaning ofthe originai,
whichimpliesnot just a physical thing in
the city, but aliof its history, geography,
structure, and connectionwith the
generallife ofthe city. This meaning is
the one intended throughout this book.
-Ed.

cation of the city itself as an artifact and from its division into individuaI build
ings and dwelling areas.* While the division of the city along these lines has been
proposed many times, it has never been placed in this particular context.

Architecture, attesting to the tastes and attitudes of generations, to public
events and private tragedies, to new and oid facts, is the fixed stage for human
events. The collective and the private, society and the individuaI, balance and
confront one another in the city. The city is composed ofmany people seeking a
generaI order that is consistent with their own particular environment.

The changes in housing and in the Iand on which houses leave their imprint be
come signs of this daily life. One need only look at the layers of the city that ar
chaeologists show us; they appear as a primordiai and eternaI fabric oflife, an im
mutable pattern. Anyone who remembers European cities after the bombings of
the last war retains an image of disemboweled houses where, amid the rubble,
fragments of familiar places remained standing, with their colors of faded
walIpaper, laundry hanging suspended in the air, barking dogs-the untidy inti
macy of places. And always we could see the house of our childhood, strangely
aged, present in the flux ofthe city.

Images, engravings, and photographs ofthese disemboweled cities, record this
vision. Destruction and demolition, expropriation and rapid changes in use and
as a result of speculation and obsolescence, are the most recognizable signs of
urban dynamics. But beyond alI else, the images suggest the interrupted destiny
of the individuaI, of his often sad and difficult participation in the destiny of the
collective. This vision in its entirety seems to be reflected with a quality of per
manence in urban monuments. Monuments, signs of the collective wiU as ex
pressed through the principles of architecture, offer themselves as primary ele
ments, fixed points in the urban dynamic.

The laws of reality and their modifications thus constitute the structure of
human creation. It is the purpose ofthis study to organize and order these princi
pal problems of urban science. The study ofthese problems in their totality, with
alI their implications, returns urban science to the broader complex ofhuman sci
ences; but it is in such a framework that I believe that urban science has its own
autonomy (even though in the course of this studyI will often question the na
ture ofthat autonomy and its limits as a science). We can study the city from a
number of points of view, but it emerges as autonomous only when we take it as a
fundamental given, as a construction and as architecture; only when we analyze
urban artifacts for what they are, the fìnal constructed result of a complex opera
tion, taking into account alI of the facts of this operation which cannot be em
braced by the history of architecture, by sociology, or by other sciences. Urban
science, understood in this way, can be seen in its comprehensiveness to consti
tute one of the principai chapters in the history of culture.

Among the various methods employed in this study of the city, the most impor
tant is the comparative one. Because the city will be seen comparatively, Ilay
particular emphasis on the importance ofthe historical method; but I also main
tain that we cannot study the city simply from a historical point of view. Instead
we must carefully elaborate a city's enduring elements or permamences so as to
avoid seeing the history ofthe city solely as a function ofthem. I believe that per
manent elements can even be considered pathological at times. The significance
of permanent elements in the study of the city can be compared to that which
fixed structures have in linguistics; this is especially evident as the study ofthe
22



1- city presents analogies with that oflinguistics, above all in terms ofthe complex-
n ity of its processes of transfonnation and pennanence.

The points specified by Ferdinand de Saussure' for the development of linguis-
ic tics can be translated into a program for the development of an urban science: de-
n scription and history of existing cities; research on the forces that are at play in a
d pennanent and universal way in all urban artifacts; and naturally, delimitation
a and definition of the field of study. Bypassing a systematic development of a

program of this type, however, I have instead sought to dwell particularly on
historical problems and methods of describing urban artifacts, on the relation-

!- ships between local factors and the construction of urban artifacts, and on the
"- identification of the principal forces at play in the city-that is, the forces that
1- are at play in a pennanent and universal way.
}f
~, The last part ofthis book attempts to set forth the political problem ofthe city;
d here the political problem is understood as a problem of choice by which a city
i- realizes itself through its own idea of city. In fact, I am convinced that there
y should be many more studies devoted to the history ofthe idea ofthe city, that is,

to the history ofideal cities and urban utopias. To my knowledge, undertakings
in this area are scarce and fragmentary, although some partial studies exist in

is the fields of architectural history and the history of political ideas. In effect,
d there is a continuous process ofinfluence, exchange, and often opposition among
)f urban artifacts, and the city and ideaI proposals make this process concrete. I
y maintain that the history of architecture and built urban artifacts is always the
e history ofthe architecture ofthe ruling classes; it remains to be seen within what
"- limits and with what concrete success eras ofrevolution have imposed their own
.- alternative proposais for organizing the city.

In beginning a study of the city, we find ourselves confronted with two very dif
ferent positions. These are best exemplified in the Greek city, where the Aris-

)f totelian analysis ofurban reality is counterposed to that ofPlato's Republic. This
i- opposition raises important methodological questions. I am inclined to believe
h that Aristotelian planning, insofar as it was a study of artifacts, decisively
i- opened the road to the study of the city and also to urban geography and urban
n architecture. Yet doubtless we cannot explain certain experiences without avail-
L- ing ourselves of both these Ievels of analysis. Certainly ideas of a purely spatiai
a type have at times notably modified, in form and through direct or indirect inter-
a ventions, the times and modes of the urban dynamic.
e
L- There exists a mass of impressive studies to refer to in the elaboration of an
1- urban theory, but it is necessary to gather these studies from the most disparate
n places, then to avail ourselves of what they suggest about the construction of a
1- generaI frame ofreference, and finally to apply this knowledge to a specific urban

theory. Without here outlining such an overall frame of reference for the history
ofthe study ofthe city, we can note that two major systems exist: one that con-

- siders the city as the product ofthe generative-functional systems ofits architec-
y ture and thus ofurban space, and one that considers it as a spatial structure. In
1- the first, the city is derived from an analysis ofpolitical, social, and economie sys-
d tems and is treated from the viewpoint of these disciplines; the second belongs
o m~re to architecture and geography. Although I begin with this second view-

poìnt, I aiso draw on those facts from the first which raise significant questions.
e
h In this work, then, I will refer to writers from diverse fields who have elaborated
e theses that I consider fundamental (not, of course, without certain qualifica-
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tions). However, there are not a great many works which I find valuable, consìd.
ering the mass of material available; and in any case let me observe generally
that if an author or a book does not play an important part in an analysis, or if a
point ofview does not constitute an essential contribution to a work ofresearch,
it is meaningless to cite it. Therefore I prefer to discuss only the works of those
authors who seem to be fundamental for a study of this kind. The theories of
some of these scholars, in fact, consti tute the hypotheses ofmy study. Wherever
one chooses to lay the groundwork for an autonomous urban theory, it is impossi.
ble to avoid their contributions.

There are also certain fundamental contributions that I would have liked to con
sider except that they are naturally beyond the scope of this discussion, for
example the profound intuitions of Fustel de Coulanges and Theodor
Mcmmsen.P In the case ofthe first ofthese writers I refer in particular to the im
portance he ascribes to institutions as truly constant elements of historicallife
and to the relationship between myth and institution. Myths come and go, pas
sing slowly from one pIace to another; every generation recounts them dif
ferently and adds new elements to the patrimony received from the past; but be
hind this changing reality, there is a permanent reality that in some way man
ages to elude the action oftime. We must recognize the true foundation ofthis re
ality in religious tradition. The relationships which man found with the gods in
the ancient city, the cults that he consecrated to them, the names under which he
invoked them, the gifts and the sacrifices made to them were all tied to inviolable
laws. The individuaI man had no power over them.

I believe that the importance of ritual in its collective nature and its essential
character as an element for preserving myth constitutes a key to understanding
the meaning of monuments and, moreover, the implications of the founding of
the city and ofthe transmission ofideas in an urban context. I attribute an espe
cial importance to monuments, although their significance in the urban dynamic
may at times be elusive. This work must be carried forward; I am convinced that
in order to do so, it will be necessary to probe into the relationship between
monument, ritual, and mythological elements along the lines indicated by Fustel
de Coulanges. For ifthe ritual is the permanent and conserving element ofmyth,
then so too is the monument, since, in the very moment that it testifies to myth,
it renders ritual forms possible.

Such a study should, once again, begin with the Greek city, which offers many
significant insights concerning the meaning ofthe urban structure, and which at
its origins had an inseparable relationship with the mode ofbeing and behavior of
human beings. The researches ofmodern anthropology on the social structure of
primitive villages also raise new issues relative to the study of urban planning;
they demand a study of urban artifacts according to their essential themes. The
existence of such essential themes implies a foundation for the study of urban ar
tifacts, and requires a knowledge of a larger number of artifacts and an integra
tion of these artifacts in time and space--more precisely, a clarifying of those
forces that are at work in a permanent and universal way in all urban artifacts.

Let us consider the relationship between an actual urban artifact and the utopian
idea ofthe city. Generally this relationship is studied within a limited period of
history, within a modest framework, and with results that are usually question
able. What are the limits within which we can integrate such limited analyses
into the larger framework of the permanent and universaI forces at play in the
city? I am convinced that the poIemies that arose between utopian socialism and
24
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scientific socialism during the second half of the nineteenth century constitute
important scholarly material, but we cannot consider only their purely political
aspects; these must be measured against the reality ofurban artifacts or else we
will perpetuate serious distortions. And this must be done for the full range of
urban artifacts. What we see in actuality are the application and extension of
only partial conc1usions to the history ofthe city. Generally, the most difficult
historical problems of the city are resolved by dividing history into periods and
hence ignoring or misunderstanding the universal and permanent character of
the forces of the urban dynamic; and here the importance of a comparative
method becomes evident.

Thus, in their obsession with certain sociological characteristics of the industriaI
city, urban scholars have obscured a series of extremely important artifacts
which can enrich urban science with a contribution as origìnal as it is necessary. I
am thinking, for example, ofthe settlements and colonial cities founded by Euro
peans particularly after the discovery of America. Little exists on this topic;
Gilberto Freyre, for example, discusses the influence of certain urban and build
ing typologies that the Portuguese brought to Brazil and how these were struc
turally linked to the type of society established in Brazil. 3The relationship be
tween the rural and latifundist families in the Portuguese colonization of Brazil
was associated with the theocracy conceived by the Jesuits and, together with
the Spanish and French influence, was enormously important in the formation of
the South American city. I consider such research to be very important for the
study ofurban utopias and the construction ofthe city.

This book is divided into four parts: in the first I will consider problems of de
scription and classification and thus of typology; in the second, the structure of
the city in terms ofits different elements; in the third, the architecture ofthe city
and the locus on which it is imprinted and thus urban history; and in the fourth,
the basic questions of urban dynamics and the problem of politics as choice.

The urban image, its architecture, pervades alI ofthese problems and invests all
of man's inhabited and constructed realm with value. It arises inevitably be
cause it is so deeply rooted in the human condition. As Pierre Vidal de la Blache
wrote, "the heath, the woods, the cultivated fields, the uncultivated zones, are
related in an inseparable whole, the memory of which man carries with hìm.t'"
This inseparable whole is at once the natural and the artificial homeland ofman,
and suggests a definition of natural which also applies to architecture. I am
thinking ofFrancesco Milizia's definition ofthe essence of architecture as the im
itation ofnature: "Although architecture in reality lacks a model in nature, it has
another model derived from man's naturallabor in constructing his first house.t"

With this definition in mind, I believe that the urban theoretical scheme pre
sented in this book can give rise to many kinds of development, and that these
developments can in turn take unexpected emphases 'and directions. For I am
convinced that progress concerning knowledge of the city can be real and effica
cious only if we do not try to reduce the city to any one of its partial aspects,
thereby losing sight of its broader significance. My outline for the establishment
of an urban theory should be evaluated within this framework. It is the result of
long research and is intended to initiate a discourse on its own development and
research rather than simply to act as a confirmation of results.
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Our description of the city will be concerned primarily with its formo This form
depends on real facts, which in turn refer to real experiences: Athens, Rome,
Paris. The architecture of the city summarizes the city's form, and from this
form we can consider the city's problems.

r I
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~
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By architecture of the city we mean two different things: first, the city seen as a
gigantic man-made object, a work of engineering and architecture that is large
and complex and growing over time; second, certain more limited but still crucial
aspects of the city, namely urban artifacts, which like the city itself are charac
terized by their own history and thus by their own formo In both cases architec
ture clearly represents only one aspect of a more complex reality, of a larger
structure; but at the same time, as the ultimate verifiable fact ofthis reality, it
constitutes the most concrete possible position from which to address the
problem.

We can understand this more readily by looking at specific urban artifacts, for
immediately a series of obvious problems opens up for us. We are also able to
perceive certain problems that are less obvious: these involve the quality and the
uniqueness of each urban artifact.

In almost alI European cities there are large palaces, building complexes, or
agglomerations that constitute whole pieces of the city and whose function now
is no longer the orìgìnal one. When one visits a monument ofthis type, for exam
ple the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua, one is always surprised by a series of
questions intimately associated with it. In particular, one is struck by the mul
tiplicity of functions that a building of this type can contain over time and how
these functions are entirely independent ofthe formoAt the same time, it is pre
cisely the form that impresses us; we live it and experience it, and in turn it
structures the city.

Where does the individuality of such a building begin and on what does it de
pend? Clearly it depends more on its form than on its material, even ifthe latter
plays a substantial role; but it also depends on being a complicated entity which
has developed in both space and tirne. We realize, for exarnple, that if the ar
chitectural construction we are examining had been built recently, it would not
have the same value. In that case the architecture in itself would be subject to
judgment, and we could discuss its style and its form; but it would not yet pre
sent us with that richness of its own history which is characteristic of an urban
artifact.

In an urban artifact, certain original values and functions remain, others are to
tally altered; about some stylistic aspects of the form we are certain, others are
less obvious. We contemplate the values that rernain-I am also referring to
spiritual values--and try to ascertain whether they have some connection with
the building's materiality, and whether they constitute the only empirical facts
that pertain to the problem. At this point, we might discuss what our idea of the
building is, our most general memory of it as a product ofthe collective, and what
relationship it affords us with this collective.

It also happens that when we visit a palazzo like the one in Padua or travel
~hrough a particular city, we are subjected to different experiences, different
lI~pressions. There are people who do not like a place because it is associated
~th some ominous moment in their lives; others attribute an auspicious charac-
er to a place. All these experiences, their sum, constitute the city. It is in this
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Chapter 1
The Structure of Urban Artifacts

The Individuality of Urban Artifacts
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sense that we must judge the quality of a space--a notion that may be extremely
difficult for our modern sensibility. This was the sense in which the ancients con
secrated a place, and it presupposes a type of analysis far more profound than
the simplistic sort offered by certain psychological interpretations that rely only
on the legibility of formo

We need, as I have said, only consider one specific urban artifact for a whole
string of questions to present themselves; for it is a general characteristic of
urban artifacts that they return us to certain major themes: individuality, locus,
design, memory. A particular type ofknowledge is delineated along with each
artifact, a knowledge that is more complete and different from that with which
we are familiar. It remains for us to investigate how much is real in this complex
of knowledge.

I repeat that the reality I am concerned with here is that of the architecture of
the city-that is, its form, which seems to summarize the total character of
urban artifacts, including their origins. Moreover, a description of form takes
into account all ofthe empirical facts we have already aHuded to and can be quan
tified through rigorous observation. This is in part what we mean by urban mor
phology: a description of the forrns of an urban artifact. On the other hand, this
description is nothing but one moment, one instrument. It draws us closer to a
knowledge of structure, but it is not identical with it.

Although all of the students of the city have stopped short of a consideration of
the structure ofurban artifacts, many have recognized that beyond the elements
they had enumerated there remained the éme de la cité, in other words, the
quality of urban artifacts. French geographers, for example, concentrated on
the development of an important descriptive system, but they failed to exploit it
to conquer this ultimate stronghold; thus, after indicating that the city is consti
tuted as a totality and that this totality is its raison d'ètre, they left the signifi
canee ofthe structure they had glimpsed unexamined. Nor could they do other
wise with the premises from which they had set out: all ofthese studies failed to
make an analysis of the actual quality of specific urban artifacts.

The Urban Artifact as a Work of Art I williater examine the main outlines ofthese studies, but first it is necessary to
introduce one fundamental consideration and several authors whose work
guides this investigation.

As soon as we address questions about the individuality and structure of a
specific urban artifact, a seri es of issues is raised which, in its totality, seems to
constitute a system that enables us to analyze a work of art. As the present in
vestigation is intended to establish and identify the nature ofurban artifacts, we
should initiaHy state that there is something in the nature of urban artifacts that
renders them very similar=-and not only metaphorically-to a work of art.
They are material constructions, but notwithstanding the material, something
different: although they are conditioned, they also condition.!

This aspect of "art" in urban artifacts is closely linked to their quality, their
uniqueness, and thus also to their analysis and definition. This is an extremely
compiex subject, for even beyond their psychological aspects, urban artifacts
are compiex in themselves, and while it may be possible to analyze them, it is
difficult to define them. The nature ofthis problem has always been ofparticular
Q')



interest to me, and I am convinced that it directly concerns the architecture of
the city.

If one takes any urban artifact--a building, a street, a district--and attempts to
describe it, the same difficulties arise which we encountered earlier with respect
to the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua. Some ofthese difficulties derive from the
ambiguity of language, and in part these difficulties can be overcome, but there
will always be a type of experience recognizable only to those who have walked
through the particular building, street, or district.

Thus, the concept that one person has of an urban artifact will always differ from
that of someone who "lives" that same artifact. These considerations, however,
can delimit our task; it is possible that our task consists principally in defining an
urban artifact from the standpoint of its manufacture: in other words, to define
and classify a street, a city, a street in a city; then the location ofthis street, its
function, its architecture; then the street systems possible in the city and many
other things.

We must therefore concern ourselves with urban geography, urban topography,
architecture, and several other disciplines. The problem is far from easy, but not
impossible, and in the following paragraphs we will attempt an analysis along
these lines. This means that, in a very generaI way, we can establish a logical
geography of any city; this logical geography will be applied essentially to the
problems of language, description, and classification. Thus, we can address such
fundamental questions as those oftypology, which have not yet been the object
of serious systematic work in the domain of the urban sciences. At the base ofthe
existing classifications there are too many unverified hypotheses, which neces
sarily lead to meaningless generalizations.

By using those disciplines to which I have just referred, we are working toward
a broader, more concrete, and more complete analysis of urban artifacts. The
city is seen as the human achievement par excellence; perhaps, too, it has to do
with those things that can only be grasped by actualIy experiencing a given
urban artifact. This conception ofthe city, or better, urban artifacts, as a work of
art has, in fact, always appeared in studies of the city; we can also discover it in
the form of greatly varying intuitions and descriptions in artists of alI eras and in
many manifestations of social and religious life. In the latter case it has always
been tied to a specific pIace, event, and form in the city.

The question ofthe city as a work ofart, however, presents itself explicitly and
scientificalIy above alI in relation to the conception of the nature of collective ar
tifacts, and I maintain that no urban research can ignore this aspect of the prob
lem. How are collective urban artifacts related to works of art? AlI great man
ifestations of sociallife have in common with the work of art the fact that they are
born in unconscious life. This life is collective in the former, individuaI in the lat
ter; but this is only a secondary difference because one is a product of the public
and the other is for the public: the public provides the common denominator.

Setting forth the problem in this manner, Claude Lévi-Strauss" brought the
study of the city into a realm rich with unexpected developments. He noted how,
Inore than other works of art, the city achieves a balance between natural and ar
tificial elements; it is an object of nature and a subject of culture. Maurice
lIalbwachs3 advanced this analysis further when he postulated that imagination
and collective memory are the typical characteristics of urban artifacts.
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These studies of the city which embrace its structural complexity have an unex
pected and little-known precedent in the work of Carlo Cattaneo. Cattaneo
never explicitly considered the question of the artistic nature of urban artifacts
but the close connection in his thinking between art and science as two concret~
aspects ofthe development ofthe human mind anticipates this approach. Later l
will discuss how his concept of the city as the ideaI principle of history, the con.
nection between country and city, and other issues that he raised relate to urban
artifacts. While at this point I am mostly interested in how he approaches the
city, in fact Cattaneo never makes any distinction between city and country
since he considers that all inhabited places are the work ofman: " ... every re
gion is distinguished from the wilderness in this respect: that it is an immense re
pository of labor . . . . This land is thus not a work of nature; it is the work of our
hands, our artificial homeland.?'

City and region, agriculturalland and forest become human works because they
are an immense repository of the labor of our hands. But to the extent that they
are our "artificial homeland" and objects that have been constructed, they also
testify to values; they constitute memory and perrnanence. The city is in its his
tory. Hence, the relationship between pIace and man and the work of art-which
is the ultimate, decisive fact shaping and directing urban evolution according to
an aesthetic finality-affords us a complex mode of studying the city.

Naturally we must also take into account how people orient themselves within
the city, the evolution and forrnation of their sense of space. This aspect consti
tutes, in my opinion, the most important feature of some recent American work,
notably that of Kevin Lynch." It relates to the conceptualization of space, and
can be based in large measure on anthropological studies and urban characteris
tics. Observations of this type were also made by Maximilien Sorre using such
material, particularly the work ofMarcel Mauss on the correspondence between
group names and pIace names among Eskimos." For now, this argument will
merely serve as an introduction to our study; it will be more useful to return to it
after we have considered several other aspects ofthe urban artifact-ofthe city,
that is, as a great, comprehensive representation of the human condition.

Iwill interpret this representation against the background of its most fixed and
significant stage: architecture. Sometimes Iask myself why architecture is not
analyzed in these terms, that is, in terrns of its profound value as a human thing
that shapes reality and adapts material according to an aesthetic conception. It
is in this sense not only the pIace ofthe human condition, but itselfa part ofthat
condition, and is represented in the city and its monuments, in districts, dwell
ings, and all urban artifacts that emerge from inhabited space. It is from this
point of view that a few theorists have tried to analyze the urban structure, to
sense the fixed points, the true structuraljunctions ofthe city, those points from
which the activity of reason proceeds.

Iwill now take up the hypothesis of the city as a man-made object, as a work of
architecture or engineering that grows over time; this is one of the most substan
tial hypotheses from which to work. 7

It seems that useful answers to many ambiguities are still provided by the work
of Camillo Sitte, who in his search for laws of the construction of the city that
were not limited to purely technical considerations took full account of the
911
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"beauty" of the urban scheme, of its form: "We have at our disposal three major
methods of city planning, and several subsidiary types. The major ones are the
gridiron system, the radiai system, and the triangular system. The sub-types
are mostly hybrids of these three. Artistically speaking, not one ofthem is of any
interest, for in their veins pulses not a single drop of artistic blood. Ali three are
concemed exclusively with the arrangement of street pattems, and hence their
intention is from the start a purely technical one. A network of streets always
serves only the purposes of communication, never of art, since it can never be
comprehended sensorily, can never be grasped as a whole except in a pian ofit.
In our discussions so far street networks have not been mentioned for just that
feason; neither those of ancient Athens, of Rome, of Nuremberg, or of Venice.
They are of no concern artistically, because they are inapprehensible in their en
tirety. Only that which a spectator can hold in view, what can be seen, is of artis
tic importance: for instance, the single street or the individuai plaza.t"
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Sitte's admonition is important for its empiricism, and it seems to me that this
takes us back to certain American experiences which we mentioned above,
where artistic quality can be seen as a function of the ability to give concrete
form to a symbol. Sitte's lesson beyond question helps to prevent many confu
sions. Itrefers us to the technique ofurban construction, where there is stili the
actual moment of designing a square and then a principle which provides for its
logical transmission, for the teaching of its design. But the models are always,
somehow, the single street, the specific square.
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On the other hand, Sitte's lesson also contains a gross misconception in that it re
duces the city as a work of art to one artistic episode having more or less legibil
ity rather than to a concrete, overall experience. We believe the reverse to be
true, that the whole is more important than the single parts, and that only the
urban artifact in its totality, from street system and urban topography down to
the things that can be perceived in strolling up and down a street, constitutes
this totality. Naturally we must examine this total architecture in terms of its
parts.
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We must begin with a question that opens the way to the problem of classifica
tion-that ofthe typology ofbuildings and their relationship to the city. This re
lationship constitutes a basic hypothesis ofthis work, and one that I will analyze
from various viewpoints, always considering buildings as moments and parts of
the whole that is the city. This position was clear to the architectural theorists of
the Enlightenment. In his lessons at the Ecole Polytechnique, Durand wrote,
"Just as the walls, the columns, &c., are the elements which compose buildings,
so buildings are the elements which compose cities.?"
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The city as above ali else a human thing is constituted ofits architecture and of ali Typological Questions
those works that constitute the true means oftransforming nature. Bronze Age
men adapted the landscape to social needs by constructing artificial islands of
brìck, by digging wells, drainage canals, and watercourses. The first houses
sheltered their inhabitants from the external environment and fumished a eli-
mate that man could begin to controI; the development of an urban nucleus ex-
panded this type of control to the creation and extension of a microclimate.
Neolithie villages already offered the first transformations of the world accord-
ing to man's needs. The "artificial homeland" is as oid as mano
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In precisely this sense oftransformation the first forms and types ofhabitation,
as welI as temples and more compIex buildings, were constituted. The type de
veloped according to both needs and aspirations to beauty; a particular type was
associated with a form and a way oflife, although its specific shape varied widely
from society to society. The concept of type thus became the basis of architee.
ture, a fact attested to both by practice and by the treatises.

It therefore seems clear that typological questions are important. They have al
ways entered into the history of architecture, and arise naturalIy whenever
urban problems are confronted. Theoreticians such as Francesco Milizia never
defined type as such, but statements like the folIowing seem to be anticipatory:
"The comfort of any building consists of three principal items: its site, its form,
and the organization of its parts. »ro I would define the concept of type as some
thing that is permanent and complex, a logical principle that is prior to form and
that constitutes it.

One of the major theoreticians of architecture, Quatremère de Quincy, under
stood the importance of these problems and gave a masterly definition of type
and model:
"The word 'type' represents not so much the image of a thing to be copied or per
fectly imitated as the idea of an element that must itself serve as a rule for the
model .... The model, understood in terms of the practical execution of art, is
an object that must be repeated such as it is; type, on the contrary, is an object
according to which one can conceive works that do not resemble one another at
alI. Everything is precise and given in the model; everything is more or less
vague in the type. Thus we see that the imitation oftypes invoIves nothing that
feelings or spirit cannot recognize ....

"We also see that alI inventions, notwithstanding subsequent changes, always
retain their elementary principle in a way that is clear and manifest to the senses
and to reason. It is similar to a kind of nucleus around which the developments
and variations of forms to which the object was susceptible gather and mesh.
Therefore a thousand things of every kind have come down to us, and one of the
principal tasks of science and philosophy is to seek their origins and primary
causes so as to grasp their purposes. Here is what must be calIed 'type' in ar
chitecture, as in every other branch of human inventions and institutions ....
We have engaged in this discussion in order to render the value of the word
type-taken metaphorically in a great number of works-clearly comprehensi
ble, and to show the error of those who either disregard it because it is not a
model, or misrepresent it by imposing on it the rigor of a model that would imply
the conditions of an identical copy. ,,11

In the first part ofthis passage, the author rejects the possibility oftype as some
thing to be imitated or copied because in this case there would be, as he asserts in
the second part, no "creation ofthe model"-that is, there would be no making of
architecture. The second part states that in architecture (whether model or
form) there is an element that plays its own role, not something to which the ar
chitectonic object conforms but something that is nevertheless present in the
mode!. This is the rule, the structuring principle of architecture.

In fact, it can be said that this principle is a constant. Such an argument presup
poses that the architectural artifact is conceived as a structure and that this
structure is revealed and can be recognized in the artifact itself. As a constant,
this principle, which we can calI the typical element, or simply the type, is to be l
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found in all architectural artifacts. It is also then a cultural element and as such
can be investigated in different architectural artifacts; typology becomes in this
way the analytical moment of architecture, and it becomes readily identifiable at
the level of urban artifacts.

Thus typology presents itself as the study of types of elements that cannot be
further reduced, elements of a city as well as of an architecture. The question of
monocentric cities or ofbuildings that are or are not centralized, for exampIe , ii;
specifically typological; no type can be identified with only one form, even if all
architectural forms are reducible to types. The process of reduction is a neces
sary, logical operation, and it is impossible to talk about problems ofform with
out this presupposition. In this sense all architectural theories are also theories
of typology, and in an actual design it is difficult to distinguish the two moments.

Type is thus a constant and manifests itself with a character of necessity; but
even though it is predetermined, it reacts dialectically with technique, function,
and style, as well as with both the collective character and the individuaI mo
ment ofthe architectural artifact. It is clear, for example, that the centraI pIan is
a fixed and constant type in religious architecture; but even so, each time a cen
tral pIan is chosen, dialectical themes are put into play with the architecture of
the church, with its functions, with its constructional technique, and with the
collective that participates in the life of that church. I tend to believe that hous
ing types have not changed from antiquity up to today, but this is not to say that
the actual way of living has not changed, nor that new ways of living are not al
ways possible. The house with a loggia is an old scheme; a corridor that gives ae
cess to rooms is necessary in pIan and present in any number of urban houses.
But there are a great many variations on this theme among individuaI houses at
different times.

Ultimately, we can say that type is the very idea ofarchitecture, that which is
closest to its essence. In spite of changes, it has always imposed itself on the
"feelings and reason" as the principle of architecture and of the city.

While the problem of typology has never been treated in a systematic way and
with the necessary breadth, today its study is beginning to emerge in architec
ture schools and seems quite promising. I am convinced that architects them
selves, if they wish to enlarge and establish their own work, must again be con
cerned with arguments of this nature.P' Typology is an element that plays its
own role in constituting form; it is a constant. The problem is to discern the mo
dalities within which it operates and, moreover, its effective value.

Certainly, ofthe many past studies in this field, with a few exceptions and save
for some honest attempts to redress the omission, few have addressed this prob
lem with much attention. They have always avoided or displaced it, suddenly
pursuing something else-namely function. Since this problem of function is of
absolutely primary importance in the domain of our inquiry, I will try to see how
it emerges in studies of the city and urban artifacts in generaI and how it has
evolved. Let us say immediately that the problem can be addressed only when
we have first considered the related problems of description and classification.
For the most part, existing classifications have failed to go beyond the problem
of function.
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27Plan ofthe House ofAurighi,
abooe,and Serapide, below,Ostia
Antica, Rome, as reconstructed by
Italo Gismondi, 1940.
28Insula with the Houses ofAuriqh»
and Serapide and bathhouse in the
middle, Ostia Antica, Rome.
Axonometric drawing by Italo
Gismondi.

29 The zone ofOstia Antica, Rome,
including the Houses of Aurighi and
Serapide, as reconstructed by Italo
Gismondi,1940.
30 Internal courtyard ofHouse of
Diana, OstiaAntica, Rome.
Rendering by Italo Gismondi.
31House ofDiana, Ostia Antica,
Rome. Plan as reconstructed by Italo
Gismondi, 1940.
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Critique of Naive Functionalism
~
f

We have indicated the principal questions that arise in relation to an urban ar, .
tifact-among them, individuality, locus, memory, design itself. Function was
not mentioned. I believe that any explanation ofurban artifacts in terms offun-, ,tion must be rejected if the issue is to elucidate their structure and formation.
We wilIlater give some examples of important urban artifacts whose function i
has changed over time or for which a specific function does not even exist. Thus, :
one thesis of this study, in its effort to affirm the value of architecture in the .
analysis ofthe city, is the denial ofthe explanation ofurban artifacts in terms of
function. I maintain, on the contrary, that far from being illuminating, this ex
planation is regressive because it impedes us from studying forms and knowing
the world of architecture according to its true laws.

We hasten to say that this does not entail the rejection ofthe concept offunction
in its most proper sense, however, that is, as an algebra of values that can be .
known as functions of one another, nor does it deny that between functions and l

form one may seek to establish more complex ties than the linear ones of cause (
and effect (which are belied by reality itself), More specificalIy, we reject that
conception of functionalism dictated by an ingenuous empiricism which holds
that functions bringform togetherand in themselves constitute urban artifacts
and architecture.

So conceived, function, physiological in nature, can be likened to a bodily organ
whose function justifies its formation and development and whose alterations of
function imply an alteration of formo In this light, functionalism and organicism,
the two principal currents which have pervaded modern architecture, reveal
their common roots and the reason for their weakness and fundamental am
biguity. Through them form is divested ofits most complex derivations: type is .
reduced to a simple scheme of organization, a diagram of circulation routes, and
architecture is seen as possessing no autonomous value. Thus the aesthetic in
tentionality and necessity that characterize urban artifacts and establish their
complex ties cannot be further analyzed.

Although the doctrine of functionalism has earlier origins, it was enunciated and
applied clearly by Bronislaw Malinowski, who refers explicitly to that which is
man-made, to the object, the house: "Take the human habitation . . . here again
the integraI function of the object must be taken into account when the various
phases of its technological construction and the elements of its structure are
studied. ,,13From a beginning ofthis sort one quickly descends to a consideration
solely of the purposes which man-made items, the object and the house, serve.
The question "for what purpose?" ends up as a simple justification that prevents
an analysis of what is real,

This concept of function comes to be assumed as a given in alI architectural and
urbanistic thinking and, particularly in the field of geography, leads to a
functionalist and organicist characterization of a large part of modern architec
ture. In studies of the classification of cities, it overwhelms and takes priority
over the urban landscape and form; and although many writers express doubts
as to the validity and exactitude of this type of classification, they argue that
there is no other viable classification to offer as an alternative. Thus Georges
Chabot,14 after declaring the impossibility of giving the city a precise definition
because there is always a "residue" that is impossible to describe in a precise
way, then turns to function, even ifhe immediately admits its inadequacy.

In such formulations, the city as an agglomeration is explained precisely on the
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·_ hasis ofwhat functions its citizens seek to exercise; the function of a city becomes
IS its raison d'ètre, and in this form reveals itself. In many cases the study ofmor-
~_ phologyis reduced to a simple study offunction. Oncethe concept offunction is
l. established, in fact, one immediately arrives at obviousclassifications:commer-
n eialcities, cultural cities, industriai cities, military cities, etc.
s,
e Morever, even in the context of a somewhat generai critique of the concept of
)f function, it must be pointed out that there is already within this system of as-
~_ signingfunctions a difficultyin establishing the role ofthe commercialfunction.
g In fact, as proposed, the concept of classificationaccording to functionis far too

superficial;it assumes an identical value for ali types offunctions, whichsimply
is not the case. Actually, the fact that the commercialfunction is predominant is

n increasingly evident.
e
d This commerciai function is the basis, in terms of production, of an "economie"
e explanation of the city that, beginningwith the classical formulation offered by
It MaxWeber, 15has undergone a specificdevelopment, oneto whichwe shallhave
ls to return later. Givena function-basedclassificationofthe city, it is only logical
.s that the commercial function in both the city's formation and its development

presents itself as the most convincingexplanation for the multiplicity of urban
artifacts and is tied to economietheories ofthe city.

n
)f Oncewe attribute different values to different functions,we deny the validity of
l, naive functonalism; in fact, using this line of reasoning, we see that naive
II functionalismends up contradicting its own initial hypothesis. Furthermore, if
1- urban artifacts were constantly able to reform and renew themselves simplyby
s establishing new functions, the values of the urban structure, as revealed
d through its architecture, wouldbe continuous and easily available. The perma-
1_ nenceofbuildings and formswouldhave no significance,and the very idea ofthe
.r transmission ofa culture, ofwhich the city is an element, wouldbe questionable.

Noneof this corresponds to reality.

d Naive functionalist theory is quite convenient for elementary classifications,
s however, and it is difficultto seewhat can substitute for it at this leve!.Itserves,
n that is, to maintain a certain order, and to provideus with a simpleinstrumental
s fact-just so long as it does not pretend that an explanation for more complex
e facts can be extracted from this same order.
n
. Onthe other hand, the definitionoftype that wehave tried to propose for urban
s artifacts and architecture, a definitionwhich was first enunciated in the En

lightenment, allowsus to proceed to an accurate classificationofurban artifacts,
and ultimately also to a classificationbased onfunctionwherever the latter con-

d stitutes an aspect of the general definition. If, alternatively, we begin with a
a classificationbased onfunction, type wouldhave to be treated in a very different
:_ way; indeed, if we insist on the primacy of function we must then understand
y type as the organizing model of this function. But this understanding of type,
sand consequently urban artifacts and architecture, as the organizingprincipleof
t certain functions, almost totally denies us an adequate knowledge of reality.
s Even if a classificationofbuildings and cities according to their function is per-
n missibleas a generalization ofcertain kinds ofdata, it is inconceivableto reduce
e the structure ofurban artifacts to a problemoforganizing somemore or less im

portant function. Precisely this serious distortion has impeded and in large mea
sure continues to impede any real progress in studies ofthe city.

e
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For if urban artifacts present nothing but a problem of organization and classifi-
cation, then they have neither continuity nor individuality. Monuments and ar
chitecture have no reason to exist; they do not "say" anything to uso Such posi
tions clearly take on an ideological character when they pretend to objectify and
quantify urban artifacts; utilitarian in nature, these views are adopted as ifthey
were products for consumption. Later we will see the more specifically architec-
turai implications of this notion.

To conclude, we are willing to accept functional classification as a practical and
contingent criterion, the equivalent of a number of other criteria-for example,
social make-up, constructional system, development of the area, and so on
since such classifications have a certain utility; nonetheless it is clear that they
are more useful for telling us something about the point ofview adopted for clas
sification than about an element itself. With these provisos in mind, they can be
accepted.

Problems of Classification
In my summary of functionalist theory I have deliberately emphasized those as
pects that have made it so predominant and widely accepted. This is in part be
cause functionalism has had great success in the world of architecture, and those
who have been educated in this discipline over the past fifty years can detach
themselves from it only with difficulty. One ought to inquire into how it has actu
ally determined modern architecture, and still inhibits its progressive evolution
today; but this is not an issue I wish to pursue here.

Instead, I wish to concentrate on the importance of other interpretations within
the domain of architecture and the city which constitute the foundations of the
thesis that I am advancing. These include the social geography of Jean Tricart,
the theory of persistence of Marcel Poète, and Enlightenment theory, particu
larly that of Milizia. AlI of these interest me primarily because they are based on
a continuous reading of the city and its architecture and have implications for a
generaI theory of urban artifacts.

For Tricart, 16 the social content ofthe city is the basis for readingit; the study of
social content must precede the description ofthe geographical artifacts that ul
timately give the urban landscape its meaning. Social facts, to the extent that
they present themselves as a specific content, precede forms and function and,
one might say, embrace them.
The task of human geography is to study the structures of the city in connection
with the form of the piace where they appear; this necessitates a sociological
study ofplace. But before proceeding to an analysis ofplace, it is necessary to es
tablish a priori the limits within which pIace can be defined. Tricart thus estab-
lishes three different orders or scales:
1. the scale of the street, including the built areas and empty spaces that sur-

round it;2. the scale of the dìstrict, consisting of a group of blocks with common charac-

teristics;
3. the scale of the entire city, considered as a group of districts.
The principle that renders these quantities homogeneous and relates them is so-

cial content.
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fherefore while we do not wholly deny that there are different scales of study,
Ne believe that it is inconceivableto think that urban artifacts change in some
Nayas a result oftheir size. The contrary thesis impliesaccepting, as domany,
.he principle that the city is modifiedas it extends, or that urban artifacts in
;hemselvesare different because ofthe sizeat whichthey are produced. Aswas
;tated by Richard Ratcliff, "To consider the problems of locationalmaldistribu
don only in the metropolitan context is to encourage the popular but false as
;umptionthat these are the problems of size. We shall see that the problems to
beviewed cropup in varying degrees ofintensity in villages, towns, cities, and
metropolises, for the dynamic forces of urbanism are vital wherever men and
things are found compacted, and the urban organism is subject to the same
natural and sociallaws regardless of size. To ascribe the problems of the city to
sizeis to imply that solutions lie in reversing the growth process, that is, in de
concentration;both the assumption and the implicationare questionable."!"

)n the basis of Tricart's thesis, I will develop one particular type of urban
Lnalysiswhich is consistent with his premises and takes a topographical point of
riew that seems quite important to me. But before doingso, I wish to register a
undamental objection to the scale ofhis study, or the three parts into whichhe
livides the city. That urban artifacts should be studied solely in terms ofpIace
Ne can certainly admit, but what we cannot agree with is that places can some
lOW be explained on the basis of different scales. Moreover, even if we admit
.hat the notion is useful either didactically or for practical research, it implies
lomethingunacceptable. This has to dowith the quality ofurban artifacts.

At the scale of the street, one of the fundamental elements in the urban land
scapeis the inhabited real estate and thus the structure ofurban real property. I
speakofinhabited real estate andnot the housebecause the definitionis farmore
precisein the various European languages. Real estate has to dowith the deed
registry of land parcels in which the principal use of the ground is for construc
tion.The usage of inhabited land in large measure tends to be residential, but
onecould also speak of specializedreal estate and mixed real estate, although
this classification,while useful, is not sufficient.

Toclassifythis land, we can begin with some considerations that are apparent
fromplans. Thus we have the following:
1. a blockofhouses surrounded by open space;
2. a blockofhouses connected to each other and facingthe street, constituting a
continuouswall parallel to the street itself;
:3.a deep blockof houses that almost totally occupiesthe available space;
4. houseswith closedcourts and small interior structures.

A classificationof this type can be considered descriptive, geometrie, or topo
graphic.We can carry it further and accumulate other classificatorydata rela
tive to technical equipment, stylistic phenomena, the relationship between
green and occupiedspaces, etc. The questions this informationgives rise to can
leadus back to the principal issues whichare, roughly speaking, those that deal
with
1. objective facts;
2. the influenceof the real-estate structure and economiedata;
3. historical-socialinfluences.
The real-estate structure and economiequestions are of particular importance
and are intimately bound up with what we call historical-social influences. In
order to demonstrate the advantages of an analysis of this type, in the second
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chapter of thi b . d the residential
district F IS ook we will examine the problems ofhousmg an tructure and
econom·· dornow, Wewill continue with the subject ofreal-estate s

ic ata ev if h t t' en I t e second is given summary trea men .

The shape ofth l . lution, repre
sents a lon h' e P ots ofland in a city, their formation and t~e~r evo l associated
with the ci; ~t?ry of urban property and of the classes I~tlmate ~ontrasts in
the fonn fYi ncan has stated very clearly that an analysìs of the t' of the
real-estat: p ots confinns the existence of a class struggle. M?~ifica IO~ h his
torical . structure, which we can follow wìth absolute precISIon t.h:o g d the
ph regIstry maps, indicate the emergence of an urban bourgeOlSIe anenomenon of the' .

progressIve concentration of capital.

~ c~t~rion of this type applied to a city with as extraordinary a life cycle as :~
cien . ome offers infonnation of paradigmatic clarity. It allows us t~ trace e
~~olrlOn ~romthe agricultural city to the formation ofthe great pubhc spaces:f
e m~enal age and the subsequent transition from the courtyard houses oft e

Republie to the fonnation ofthe t l bei . l The enormous lots that. . grea p e elan 'lnsu ae. . .
constItuted the msulae an extr d' t' f the house-dlstnct, an-. . ,aor lOary concep IOno
tIclpate the concepts of the modern capitalist city and its spatial divison. They
also help to explain its dysfunction and contradictions.

Real estate, whi:h.~: considered earlier from a topographic point of.view, also
offers other POSSlbIhtJesof classification when seen in a socio-economlc context.
We can distinguish the following:
1. the "pre-capitalist" house, which is established by a proprietor without
exploitative ends;
2. the "capitalist" house, which is meant for rental and inwhich everything is
subordinated to the production of revenue. lnitially it might be intended either
for the rich or the poor, but in the first case, following the usual evolution of
needs, the house drops rapidly in class status in response to social changes.
These changes in status create blighted zones, one ofthe most typical problems
of the modern capitalist city and as such the objeèt of particular study in the
United States, where they are more evident than inItaly;
3. the "para-capitalist" house, built for one family with one fioor rented out;
4. the "socialist" house, which is a new type of construction appearing in
socialist countries where there is no longer private land ownership and also in
advanced democratic countries. Among the earliest European examples are the
houses constructed by the city of Vienna after the First World War.

When this analysis of social content is applied with particular attention to urban
topography, it becomes capable ofproviding us with a fairl,! complete knowledge
of the city; such an analysis proceeds by means of succeSSIve syntheses, causing
certain elementary facts to come to light which ultimately encompass more gen
eraI facts. In addition, through the analysis ofsoc.ialcontent,.the fonnal aspect of
urban artifacts takes on a reasonably convincingmterpretatlOn, and a number of
themes emerge that play an important role inthe u~ban structure.

From the scientific point of view, the work of Marcel Poè~e18is ~thout doubt
. 't p ète concerns himselfWlth u bone of the most modern studIes of the CIy. o h d't' f h r an ar-

. . d' t' of t e con I lons o t e urbtIfacts to the extent that they are 10 Ica lVe . rifi bI • th '. an or-
. 'd' . e t' which ISve a e m e eXlStJng 'tgamsm; they prOVI e precIse lOlorma IOn hl . Cl y.

Their raison d'étre is their continuity: while geograp c, econolll1~'and statisti_
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al cal inforrnation must also be taken into consideration along with historical facts,
Id it is knowledge ofthe past that constitutes the terrns ofthe present and the mea

sure of the future.

e- Such knowledge can be derived from a study of city plans; these possess precise
-d formaI characteristics: for example, the forrn of a city's streets can be straight,
ID sinuous, or curved. But the generaI forrn ofthe city also has a meaning of its own,
le and its needs naturally tend to be expressed in its built works, which beyond cer-
s- tain obvious differences present undeniable similarities. Thus in urban architec-
le ture a more or less clearly articulated bond is established between the shapes of

things throughout history. Against a background ofthe differences between his
torical periods and civilizations, it therefore becomes possible to verify a certain

n- constancy ofthemes, and this constancy assures a relative unity to the urban ex-
le pression. From this develop the relationships between the city and the geo-
of graphic region, which can be analyzed effectively in terrns of the role of the
le street. Thus in Poète's analysis, the street acquires major significance; the city is
at boro in a fixed place but the street gives it life. The association of the destiny of
n- the city with communication arteries becomes a fundamental principle of develop-
~y mento

In his study of the relationship between the street and the city, Poète arrives at
so important conclusions. For any given city it should be possible to establish a clas-
t. sification of streets which should then be reflected in the map of the geographic

area. Streets, whether cultural or commerciai, should also be able to be charac-
ut terized according to the nature of the changes that are effected because of them.

Thus Poète repeats the Greek geographer Strabo's observation about the
is "shadow cities" along the Flaminian Way, whose development is explained as oc-
er curring "more because they were found situated along that road than for any
of inherent importance.Y'"
s.
ns From the street, Poète's analysis passes to the urban land, which contains
le natural artifacts as well as civic ones and becomes associated with the composi

tion of the city. In the urban composition, everything must express as faithfully
as possible the particular life of the collective organismo At the basis of this or-

in ganism that is the city is the persistence of the plano
in
le This concept of persistence is fundamental to the theory of Poète; it also inforrns

the analysis of Pierre Lavedan.i" one of the most complete analyses available to
US, with its interposing of elements drawn from geography and the history of ar-

In chitecture. In Lavedan, persistence is the generator of the pian, and this
se generator becomes the principal object of urban research because through an
19 understanding of it one can rediscover the spatial forrnation of the city. The
n- generator embodies a concept ofpersistence which is refleeted in a city's physical
of structures, streets, and urban monuments.
oi

The contributions ofPoète and Lavedan, togetherwith those ofthe geographers
Chabot and Tricart, are among the most significant offerings of the French
school to urban theory.

bt
r
r
y.
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Th~ contribution of Enlightenment thought to a comprehensive theory of urban
arbfacts would merit a separate study. One objective ofthe treatise writers of
the eighteenth century was to establish principles of architecture that could be
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developed from logical bases, in a certain sense independently of design; thus the
treatise took shape as a series ofpropositions derived serialIy from one another.
Second, they conceived ofthe single element always as part of a system, the sys
tèm of the city; therefore it was the city that conferred criteria of necessity and
reality on single buildings. Third, they distinguished form, as the final manifes
tation of structure, from the analytical aspect of structure; thus form had a "clas
sical" persistence of its own which could not be reduced to the logic of the mo-
mento

One could discuss the second argument at length, but more substantial know
ledge would certainly be necessary; clearly, while this argument applies to the
existing city, it also postulates the future city and the inseparable relationship
between the constitution of an artifact and its surroundings. Yet Voltaire had al
ready indicated, in his analysis of the grand siècle, the limits of such architec
tures, how uninteresting a city would be if the task of every constructed work
was to establish a direct relationship with the city itself.21 The manifestation of
these concepts is found in the Napoleonic plans and projects, which represent
one of the moments of major equilibrium in urban history.

On the basis of these three arguments developed in the Enlightenment, we can
examine the theory of Milizia.22 The classification proposed by Milizia, an ar
chitectural essayist concerned with theories of urban artifacts, deals with both
individuaI buildings and the city as a whole. He classified urban buildings as
either private or public, the former meaning housing and the latter referring to
certain "principal elements" which I wilI calI primary. In addition, he presents
these groupings as classes, which permits him to make distinctions within clas
ses, distinguishing each principal element as a building type within a generaI
function, or better, a generaI idea of the city. For example, villas and houses are
in the first class, while in the second are police buildings, public utilities, storage
facilities, etc. Buildings for public use are further distinguished as universities,
libraries, and so ono

Milizia's analysis refers in the first place, then, to classes (public and private), in
the second to the location of elements in the city, and in the third to the form and
organization of individual buildings. "Greater public convenience demands that
these buildings [for public use] be situated near the center of the city and or
ganized around a large community square.,,23 The generaI system is the city; the
development of its elements is then bound up with the development of the
system adopted.

What kind of city does Milizia have in mind? It is a city that is conceived together
with its architecture. "Even without extravagant buildings, cities can appear
beautiful and breathe desire. But to speak of a beautiful city is also to speak of
good architecture.t''" This assertion seems definitive for all Enlightenment
treatises on architecture; a beautiful city means good architecture, and vice versa.

It is unlikely that Enlightenment thinkers paused over this statement, so in
grained was it in their way ofthinking; we know that their lack ofunderstanding
ofthe Gothic city was a result of their inability to accept the validity of single ele
ments that constituted an urban landscape without seeing these elements rela
tive to some larger system. If'in their failure to understand the meaning and thus
the beauty of the Gothic city they were shortsighted, this of course does not
~ake their own system incorreèt, However, to us today the beauty ofthe Gothic
city appears precisely in that it is an extraordinary urban artifact whose unique-
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ness is clearl r . - ur investigation of t~e
parts of thi y. ecognIzabIe in its components. Through o. system. There IS

s CItyw . . arti . ates ID a hìc cìtnothing more f l e grasp ItS beauty: it too P icip .. on ofthe Got ICCl y.
a se than an organic or spontaneous definitI

There is yet an t .. After establishing
his concept of ~ her aspect ofmodernity in Milizia's pOSltlOn.within the overall
framework an~~sses, he goes on to classify each building tYP;h. notion of fune
tion, which is tre~ ch~racterize it according to its functlO~. ~~form, is under
stood more as the ~d. In?ependently of generaI consid~ratlOnsse Thus buildings
for practical u UIldIng'spurpose than as its functron per .. that are not

ses and th h d ti functlOns .equally tangibl os~ t at are constructe or le buildings
for public healt~ or pragmatJc are put in the same class; for exam~uÙt for their

ìfì or safety are found in the same class as structuresmagm cence or grandeu r.

There are ~~ least three arguments in favor of this position. Most important is
the recognìtìon of the city as a complex structure in which parts can be found that
function as ~orks. of art. The second has to do with the value ascribed to.a g~n
eral typoIogIc~1dlScourse on urban artifacts or, in other words, the realizatlOn
that one can grve a technical explanation for those aspects ofthe city that by.na
ture demand a ~ore complex explanation by reducing them to their typologlCal
essence. The thlrd argument relates to th fact that this typological essence
plays "its own role" in the constitution of th: model.

For example, in analyzing the monument Milizia arrives at three criteria: "that
it is directed toward the public good; that it is appropriately Iocated; and that it is
~onstituted accor.ding to laws offitness.,,25 "With respect to the customs govern
mg the constructlOn ofmonuments, nomore can be said here generally than that
they should be meaningful and expressive, of a simple structure, and with a clear
and short inscription, so that the briefest giance reveals the effect for which they
were constructed. ,,26 In other words, insofar as the nature of the monument is
concerned, even if we cannot offer more than a tautology-a monument is a
monument-we can stilI establish conditions around it which illustrate its
typological and compositionai characteristics, whether these precisely elucidate
its nature or noto Again, these characteristicsare for the most part of an urban
nature; but they are equally conditions of architecture, that is, of composition.

This is a basic issue to which we will return Iater: namely, the way in which prin
ciples and classifications in the Enlightenment conception were a generaI aspect
of architecture, but that in its realization and evaluation, architecture involved
primarily the individuaI work and the individuaI architect. Milizia himself
scorned the builders who mixed architecturai and sociai orders as well as the
proponents of objective models of functional organization such as were Iater pro
duced by Romanticism, asserting that "to derive functionai organization from
beehives is to go insect-hunting .... ,,27Here again we ~d within a single for
mulation the two themes which were to be fundamental m the sUbsequent de
velopment of architectural thought, and which ~~ea~y indicated in their dual as
pects of organicism and functionalism their antIclpatIon ofthe Romantic sensibiI
ity: the abstract order of organization and the reference to nature.

With respect to function itself, Miliziawrites, "... ~eca~s~ ofits enorrnous vari
ety functionai organization cannot always be re.gu ~te F y ~ed and constant
Iaws, and as a result must always resist generalizatlOn. thor t elmost part, the

d h· h h . h to concern emse ves With fumost renowne arc ltects, w en t ey WlS d d . t. nc-
~~nal organization, mainly produced drawi~S.:~t;;;t;;;:;;rtheir build- l
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ings rather than rules that could then be leamed.,,28 This passage clearly shows
how function is understood here as a relationship and not a scheme of organiza
don; in fact, as such it is rejected. But this attitude did not preclude a contem
poraneous search for rules that might transmit principles of architecture.

ng
'alI
ne-
er- I am now going to consider some ofthe questions underlying the various theories The Complexity of Urban Artifacts
Igs just outlined, emphasizing certain points which are crucial for the present study.
iot The fìrst theory referred to was drawn from the French school of geographers; I
Igs noted that although it provided a good descriptive system, it stopped short of an
eir analysis of the structure of the city. In particular I mentioned the work of

Chabot, for whom the city is a totality that constructs itself and in which a11the
elements participate in forming the ame de la cité. How is this latter perception

; is to be reconciled with Chabot's study offunction? The answer, already implicit in
iat some of what has been said so far, is partia11y suggested by Sorre's critique of
m- Chabot's book. Sorre wrote that for Chabot, in essence, "la vie seule explique la
on vie." This means that if the city explains itself, then a classification by functions
la- is not an explanation but rather a descriptive system. This can be rephrased in
eal the fo11owingmanner: a description offunction is easy to verify; like any study of
Ice urban morphology, it is an instrument. Furthermore, since it does not posit any

element of continuity between the genre de vie and the urban structure, as the
naive functionalists would like, it seems to be as useful an element of analysis as

iat any other. We wi11retain from Chabot's studies his concept ofthe city as a total
; is ity and his approach to an understanding of this totality through the study of its
"Il- various manifestations, its behavior.
iat
.ar In presenting the work of Tricart I tried to indicate the importance of a study of
ey the city that takes social content as its point of departure; I believe that the
, is study of social content has the capacity to illuminate the meaning ofurban evolu
; a tion in a concrete way. I especia11yemphasized the aspects ofthis research that
its relate to urban topography and therefore the formation of boundaries and the
.te value of urban land as basic elements of the city; later we wi11lookat these as
an pects from the standpoint of economie theory.
1.

With respect to Lavedan's work, we can pose the fo11owingquestion: ifthe struc
in- ture Lavedan proposes is a real structure, formed of streets, monuments, and
.ct the like, how does it relate to the present study? Structure, as Lavedan under
ed stands it, means the structure of urban artifacts, and in this way it resembles
elf Poète's concept ofthe persistence ofthe plan and the plan as a generator. As this
he generator is by nature both real and abstract, it cannot be catalogued like a fune
'0- tion. Moreover, since every function can be artieulated through a form, and
un forms in turn eontain the potential to exist as urban artifaets, one ean say that
ir- forms tend to a110wthemselves to be artieulated as urban elements; thus if a
le- form is artieulated at all, one ean assume that a speeifie urban artifaet persists to
IS- gether with it, and that it is preeisely a form that persists through a set oftrans
,il- formations whieh eonstitutes an urban artifaet par exee11enee.

I have already made a eritique ofnaive funetionalist elassifieations; I repeat, at
ri- times they are aeeeptable, so long as they remain within the handbooks of ar-
nt chiteeture to which they are appropriate. Sueh classifications presuppose that alI
he urban artifaets are ereated to serve partieular funetions in a statie way and that
le- their strueture precisely eoincides with the funetion they perform at a eertain
d- momento I maintain, on the eontrary, that the city is something that persists
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through its transformations, and that the complex or simple transformations of
functions that it gradually undergoes are moments in the reality ofits structure.
Function here is meant only in the sense of complex relationships between many
orders of facts. I reject linear interpretations of cause and effeet because they
are belied by reality itself. This interpretation certainly differs from that of
"use" or of "functional organization."

I also wish to emphasize my reservations about a certain language and reading of
the city and urban artifacts which present a serious obstacle to urban research.
In many ways, this language is linked with naive functionalism on the one hand
and a form of architectural romanticism on the other. I refer to the two terms or
ganic and rational, which have been borrowed by the architecturallanguage
and which, although they possess an indubitable historical validity for making
distinctions between one style or type of architecture and another, certainly do
not help us to clarify concepts or somehow to comprehend urban artifacts.

The term organic is derived from biology; I have elsewhere noted that the basis
of Friedrich Ratzel's functionalism was a hypothesis that likened the city to an
organism, the form ofwhich was constituted by function itself.29 This physiologi
cal hypothesis is as brilliant as it is inapplicable to the structure ofurban artifacts
and to architectural design (although the application to the problem of design is a
subject in itself and requires a separate treatment). Among the most prominent
terms of this organic language are organism, organic growth, urban fabric.
Similarly, in some of the more serious ecological studies, parallels between the
city and the human organism and the processes ofthe biological world have been
suggested, although quickly abandoned. The terminology, in fact, is so perva
sive among those in the field that at first sight it seems intimately tied to the
material under consideration, and only with some difficulty is it possible to avoid
the use of a term like architectural organism and substitute for it a more approp
riate word like building. The same can be said for fabric. It even seems that
some authors define modern architecture tout court as organic, and by virtue of
its powerful appeal this terminology has passed rapidly from serious studies'" to
the profession and to journalism.

The terminology ofthe so-called rationalist variety is no less imprecise. To speak
of rational urbanism is simply a tautology, since the rationalization of spatial
choices is by definition a condition ofurbanism. "Rationalist" definitions have the
undoubted merit, however, of always referring to urbanism as a discipline (pre
cisely because of its character of rationality) and thus offer a terminology of
clearly superior usefulness. To say that the medie val city is organic reveals an
absolute ignorance of the political, religious, and economie structures of the
medie val city, not to mention its spatial structure. To say, on the other hand,
that the pIan of Miletus is rational is true even if it is so generaI as to be generic
and fails to offer us any real idea of Miletus's layout (beyond the ambiguity of
confounding rationality with what is a simple geometrie scheme).

Both of these aspects are aptly characterized in Milizia's comment cited earlier
about functional organization and beehives.F' Thus, even though this terminol
ogy undoubtedly possesses a certain poetic expressiveness. and as such might be
ofinterest to us, it has nothing to do with a theory ofurban artifacts. It is really a
vehicle of confusion, and it would be useful to drop it altogether.
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urban life was the same as nationallife; the municipal system in antiquity thus
was identical to the constitutional one. Rome, extending her domination to the
Mediterranean world, made her colonized cities outposts ofthe Imperial system;
this system survived the Germanic and Arab invasions, but over time the cities
completely changed their function. This change is essential for comprehending
their subsequent evolution.

At first the Church established its dioceses according to the existing districts of
the Roman cities; the city in this way became the bishop's seat, and thereby
caused the exodus of merchants, the decrease of commerce, and the end of in
terurban relationships which, having no influence on the ecclesiastical organiza
tion, also had no impact on the urban structure. Cities identified themselves with
the prestige of the Church and were enriched by donations while maintaining
their alignment with the Carolingians in matters of administration; so that on
the one hand their wealth increased and on the other their moral prestige grew.
With the fall of the Carolingian empire, feudal princes continued to respect the
authority of the Church, and even during the anarchy of the tenth and eleventh
centuries, the dominance of the bishops was so absolute that it extended natur
ally to the residential districts as well, that is, to the ancient Roman cities.

Pirenne indicates how this transfer of power actually saved the cities from ruin
even when tenth-century economie conditions gave them no reason to exist,
since with the disappearance of the merchants they no longer had any value to
lay society. Around them the great agricultural domains existed autonomously,
and the State, constituted on a purely agricultural basis, was not interested in
their survival. Thus, although the castles of the princes and counts were in the
countryside, the bishops were tied to the city precisely through the immobile na
ture of the ecclesiastical office, and this ultimately saved the city from ruin. In
this way the city survived-as the physical piace of the bishop's seat, not as a
matter of the continuity of urban institutions.

In Pirenne's anaIysis, the exampie of Rome becomes extraordinariIy revealing:
"The imperiai city became the pontificaI city. Its historic prestige enhanced that
of St. Peter's successor. Isoiated, he appeared larger and at once became more
powerful. One saw onIy him ... and continuing to live in Rome, one made it his
Rome, as each bishop also made the city in which he lived his city. ,,26

In what way did the ancient city become the origin of the modern city? For
Pirenne, it is entireIy wrong to attribute the formation of the medieval city to the
activities of the abbey, the castle, or the market. The cities along with their
bourgeois institutions were born out of the economie and industriai reawakening
of Europe. Why and how were they installed, so to speak, in the old Roman
cities? Because the Roman cities, Pirenne argues, were not artificial creations;
on the contrary, they reunited ali the conditions of geographic order without
which an urban agglomeration cannot live and prospero Situated at the intersec
tion ofthe indestructible "roads ofCaesar," for centuries the roads ofmankind,
they were destined to become the seats ofmunicipallife again. "The cities which
from the tenth to the eleventh century had been hardly more than the center of
large ecclesiastical domains began to recover, in a rapid and inevitable transfor
mation, their long-lost originai character. ,,27 Such a transformation could not
have occurred except within or around the ancient cities, since these rep
resented a man-made complex, a halfway point between artifice and nature,
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meaning to give permanences: they are a past that we are stilI experiencing.

Poète's theory is not very explicit on this point, but I will try to summarize it
briefly. Although he presents a number of hypotheses among which are
economic considerations that relate to the evolution ofthe city, it is in substance
a historical theory centered on the phenomenon of "persistences." These persis
tences are revealed through monuments, the physical signs of the past, as well
as through the persistence of a city's basic layout and plans. This last point is
Poète's most important discovery. Cities tend to remain on their axes of de
velopment, maintaining the position of their originallayout and growing accord
ìng to the direction and meaning of their older artifacts, which often appear
remote from present-day ones. Sometimes these artifacts persist virtually un
changed, endowed with a continuous vitality; other times they exhaust them
selves, and then only the permanence of their form, their physical sign, their
locus remains. The most meaningful permanences are those provided by the
street and the plan. The plan persists at different levels; it becomes differen
tiated in its attributes, often deformed, but in substance it is not displaced. This
is the most valid part ofPoète's theory; even ifit cannot be said to be completely
a historical theory, it is essentially born from the study ofhistory.

At first sight it may seem that permanences absorb all ofthe continuity ofurban
artifacts, but in reality this is not so, because not all things in the city survive, or
if they do, their modalities are so diverse as often to resist comparison. In this
sense, according to the theory of permanences, in order to explain an urban ar
tifact, one is forced to look beyond it to the present-day actions that modify it. In
substance, the historical method is one that isolates. It tends not only to dif
ferentiate permanences but to focus entirely on them, since they alone can show
what a city once was by indicating the way its past differs from its presento Thus
permanences may appear with respect to the city as isolated and aberrant ar
tifacts which characterize a system only as the form of a past that we are stilI ex
periencing.

In this respect, permanences present two aspects: on the one hand, they can be
considered as propelling elements; on the other, as pathological elements. Ar
tifacts either enable us to understand the city in its totality, or they appear as a
series of isolated elements that we can link only tenuously to an urban system.
To ilIustrate the distinction between permanent elements that are vital and
those that are pathological, we can again take the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua
as an example. I remarked on its permanent character before, but now by per
manence I mean not only that one can stilI experience the form ofthe past in this
monument but that the physical form of the past has assumed different functions
and has continued to function, conditioning the urban area in which it stands and
continuing to constitute an important urban focus. In part this building is stilI in
use; even if everyone is convinced that it is a work of art, it stilI functions quite
readilyat ground level as a retail market. This proves its vitality.

An example of a pathological permanence can be seen in the Alhambra in
Granada. It no longer houses either Moorish or Castilian kings, and if we ac
cepted functionalist classifications, we would have to say that this building once
represented the major function ofGranada. It is evident that at Granada we ex
perience the form ofthe past in a way that is quite different from at Padua. In the
first instance, the form ofthe past has assumed a different function but it is stilI
intimately tied to the city; it has been modified and we can imagine future modifi
cations. In the second, it stands virtually isolated in the city; nothing can be
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~fiddde~.It constitutes in fact an experience so essential that it cannot be mod
I e (1 thi , , t d an excep-t" ~ ISsense, the palace of Charles V in Granada must be coun nsil b d
SIton, sdInceprecisely because it lacked this quality it could so eaSI y e et-
rOye ) But· b . f th city that cannob . In oth cases the urban artifacts are a part o e
e suppressed because they consti tute it.

In choosing th . t ban artifact as. ese two examples I have defined a persisten ur
somethIng ver . ·1' k n ofthe Doge'sPala-s : .YSImIar to a monumento I could in fact have spo e .

ace InVenIce or the Theater at Nimes or the Mezquita ofC6rdob~, and th.e ar
~:ent w.ou1dnot change. In fact, I am inclined to believe that perslstence m an

an artIfact often causes it to become identifìed as a monument, and that a
mon~ment persists in the city both symbolically and physically. A monument's
persisi . it hience o~permanence is a result ofits capacity to consti tute the CIty,1 s IS-
tory and art, ìts being and memory.

We have just distinguished between a historical or propelling permanence as a
fO?TIof a past that we still experience and a pathological permanence as some
~hmg.that is isolated and aberrant. In large measure the pathological fO?TIis
Idenhfiable because of a particular context since context itself can be seen either
as the persistence ofa function over time o; as something isolated from the urban
struct~re. that is, as something which stands outside oftechnological and social
evol~tIon. Context is commonly understood as referring primarily to residential
sectlOn_sof the city, and in this sense, its preservation is counter to the real
d.yna~llc of the city; so-called contextual preservation is related to the city in
tirne hke the embalmed corpse of a saint to the image of his historical personal
ity. In contextual preservation there is a sort ofurban naturalism at work which
admittedly can give rise to suggestive images--for example, a visit to a dead city
is always a memorable experience--but in such cases we are well outside the
realm of a past that we stilI experience. Naturally, then, I am referring mainly to
living cities which have an uninterrupted span of development. The problems of
dead cities only tangentially concern urban science; theyare matters for the his
torian and the archaeologist. It is at best an abstraction to seek to reduce urban
artifacts to archaeological ones.

So far we have spoken only ofmonuments, inasmuch as they are fixed elements
ofthe urban structure, as having a true aesthetic intentionality, but this can be a
simplification. The hypothesis of the city as a man-made object and a work of art
attributes as much legitimacy of expression to a house or any other minor work
as to a monumento But perhaps this carries us too far afield; I mainly want to es
tablish at this point that the dynamic process ofthe city tends more to evolution
than preservation, and that in evolution monuments are not only preserved but
continuously presented as propeIIing elements of development. This is a fact
that can be verified.

Moreover, I have already attempted to demonstrate how function alone is in
sufficient to explain the continuity ofurban artifacts; ifthe origin ofthe typology
of urban artifacts is simply function, this hardly accounts for the phenomenon of
survival. A function must always be defined in time and in society: that which
cIosely depends on it is always bound up with its develop~ent. An urban artifact
determined by one function only cannot be seen as ~ythmg other ~han an expIi
cation ofthat function. In reaIity, we frequently contmue to a~preclate elements
whose function has been lost over time; the value ofthese artifacts often resides I::.:t~e~~=~~~.i~ft~:::~:~~i=~~~~t~~1



constitutive elements, with the origins of the city, and are included among its
monuments. Thus we see the importance of the parameter of time in the study of
urban artifacts; to think of a persistent urban artifact as something tied to a
sìngle period ofhistory constitutes one ofthe greatest fallacies ofurban science.

The form of the city is always the form of a particular time of the city; but there
are many times in the formation ofthe city, and a city may change its face even in
the course of one man's life, its original references ceasing to exist. As
Baudelaire wrote, "The old Paris is no more; the form of a city changes more
quickly, alas, than the heart of a mortaI. ,,32Welookuponthe housesofour child
hoodas unbelievably old, and often the city erases our memories as it changes.

Thevarious considerationswe have put forward in this chapter nowpermit us to
attempt a specificreading ofthe city. The city will be seen as an architecture of
different parts or components, these beìng principallythe dwelling andprimary
elements. It is this reading that I will develop in the followingpages, beginning
with the concept of the study area. Since dwellings cover the major portion of
the urban surface and rarely have a character of permanence, their evolution
shouldbe studied together with the area uponwhichthey are found;thus Iwill
speak of the dwelling area.

I willalsoconsider the decisiverole played by primary elements inthe formation
and constitution of the city. This role tends to be revealed through their charac
ter of permanence in the case of the monuments, which, as we will see, have a
very particular relationship to primary elements. Farther onwewillinvestigate
what effective role primary elements have in the structure of urban artifacts,
and for what reasons urban artifacts can be said to be works of art or, at least,
how the overall structure of the city is similar to a work of art. Our previous
analysisshouldenable us to recognizethis overall compositionofthe city and the
reasons for its architecture.

There is nothing new in all of this. Yet in attempting to formulate a theory of
urban artifacts that is consistent with reality, I have benefited from highly di
verse sources. From these I consider some of the themes I have discussed
function,permanence, classification,and typology-to be particularly significant.
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In our hypothesis of the cityas a man-made object-as a total architecture--we
have put forward three distinct propositions. The first ofthese is that urban de
velopment has a temporal dimension, that the city has a before and an after. This
suggests that we can connect comparable phenomena which are not by nature
homogeneous along temporal coordinates. The idea of permanence derives from
this proposition. The second proposition concerns the spatial continuity of the
city. To accept this continuity means to assume that a11those elements which we'
find in a certain region or within a certain urban area are artifacts of a homogene
ous nature, without discontinuities. This is a very controversial assumption, and
we must continualIy return to it and its implications. (For example, it would
deny that there is a qualitative leap from the historical city to the city of the In
dustriaI Revolution. Itwould also deny that the open city and the closed city are
different kinds of artifacts.) Finally, as a third proposition, we have acknow
ledged that within the urban structure there are some primary elements of a
particular nature which have the power to retard or accelerate the urban pro
cesso

I will now concern myself specificalIy with the place in which urban artifacts are
manifested, that is, the area in which they can be seen, the physical ground they
occupy. This area is to some extent determined by natural factors, but it is also a
public object and a substantial part of the architecture of the city. We can con
sider this area as a whole, as the projection of the city's form on a horizontal
plane, or else we can look at individuaI parts. Geographers call this the site-the
area on which a city rises, the surface that it actualIy occupies. From this geo
graphical perapective it is essential for describing the city and, along with loca
tion and situation, an important element for classifying different cities.

This brings us to the concept of the study area. Since we assume that between
any urban element and any urban artifact there exists an interrelationship
whose particularity is related to a specific city, it is necessary to elaborate the
nature of the immediate urban context. Such a mìnimum urban context consti
tutes the study area, by which we mean a portion of the urban area that can be
defined or described by comparison to other larger elements ofthe overall urban
area, for example, the street system.

The study area, then, is an abstraction with respect to the space ofthe city, and
as such, it serves to define specific elements more clearly. For example, in order
to define the characteristics of a certain plot ofland and its influence on a housing
type, it is useful to examine the contiguous lots, those elements which demarcate
a particular context, to see if their form is entirely anomalous or whether they
arise frornunore generaI conditions in the city . But the study area can also be de
fined by historical elements which may coincide with a particular urban artifact.
Just to consider this area in itself means to recognize that there are both specific
and disparate qualities within parts of the more generaI urban whole, This as
pect ofurban artifacts is extremely important; the recognition oftheir specificity
allows us to understand their structure better.

Several other aspects ofthe study area should be mentioned. For example, there
is a relationship between the spatial idea of the study area and the sociological
one of "natural area," and this leads us to the concept of the residential district.
Another aspect of the study area is its character as a recinto or vertical slice of
the city. In all these cases, it is necessary to define the limits ofthe urban whole
with which we are concerned; jhìs is the best defense against the serious distor
tions that are so common in those studies where the growth of the city and the
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evolution f turaI processes and
where th o urban artifacts are taken to be continuous nl~tyofthe structure of

e real diffi . . . The rea I t difurban arti!: t . erences withìnthem dlsapperu:. ace, per genus e l-
ferentiarn ~ s ISsUchthat cities are distinct in nme and sp ses a qualitative as
well as a . a~h lllodification of an urban artifact presuppo

quantItative change.

We WiII attelll t f building typology and
urban morph r to show that between the two facts o d further that the
study of this o 01~ a revealing binary relationship exists; ad~g the st~cture of

re atIonship . t l ful f, nderstan murban artifa t E ISex reme y use or u t lationship, it can
for the mostc:. ven th~ugh this structure is not part oftha re

P rt be clanfied by a knowledge of it.

tThhe~alPIri~ri importance that I attach to the study area implies my conviction ofe iO Owmg:

1. Wit~ respect to urban intervention today one should operate on ~li:nited part
of the CIty, althou~h .t?is does not preclude an abstract plan o.fthe city s devel?p
ment a?d .the.po~slbI!lty of an altogether different point of vle~. Such a self-im
posed hnlltatJon ISa more realistic approach from the standpomt of both knowIedge and program.

2. .T~e city is not by nature a creation that can be reduced to a single basic idea.
ThIS IStrue both for the modern metropolis and for the concept ofthe city as the
s_umo~man~ part~,'of quarters and districts that are highly diverse and dif~er~n
tIated Inthelr soclOlogicaland formaI characteristics. In fact, this differentIatlOn
constitutes one ofthe typical characteristics ofthe city. To reduce these diverse
aspects to one kind of explanation, and thus to one formaI law, is a mistake. The
city in its totality and beauty is made up of numerous different mpments of for
mation; the unity ofthese moments is the urban unity as a whole. The possibility
for reading the city with any continuity resides in its dominant formaI and spatialcharacteristics. l

The form of the study area, seen as a constituent part of'the city, is thus useful
for analyzing the form of the city itself. This type of analysis does not invoIve a
communitarian idea of the area nor any ofthe implications in the idea of commun
ity which relate to neighborhood; these questions are largely sociological in na
ture. In the present context the study area always involves a notion ofthe unity
both of the urban whoIe as it has emerged through a process of diverse growth
and differentiation, and ofthose individuaI areas or parts ofthe city that have ac
qqired their own characteristics. The city comes to be seen as a "masterpiece,"
something that is substantiated in form and space but understood in time, in its
different moments (which cannot be predicted with certainty). The unity of
these parts is fundamentaHy supplied by history, by the city's memory ofitseif.

These areas, these parts, are defined essentiaHy ~y the~ location, their imprint
on the ground, their topographicallimits, and thelr physlcal presence; and in this
.way they can be distinguished within the urban whole. Thus, Wearrive at a more
generaI and conceptual development of the pr?blem: th~ study area can be de
fined as a concept that takes in a series of spatIal ~d socl~l factors which act as
determining influences on the inhabitants of a sufficlently clrcUmscribed cultural
and geographical area.

From the standpoint of urban morphology the definition is simpler. lIere the
study area would include aHofthose urban areas thathavea physical and social
homogeneity. (Even if defining what ~ is not
fi4.
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easy, especially from aformal point ofview, it is still possible to define a typologi
cal homogeneity: that is, all those areas where consistent modes and types ofliv
ing are realized in similar buildings; thus the homogeneity of residential dis
tricts, Siedlungen, etc.) The study ofthese characteristics ends up by becoming
specificto socialmorphologyor socialgeography (and in this sense homogeneity
can also be defined sociologically),so that the activities of social groups are
analyzedwith respect to how they are continuouslymanifested in fixedterrito
rial characteristics.

The study area thus becomesa particular moment in the study ofthe city and as
such gives rise to a true and proper urban ecology, which is a necesary pre
requisite for studies of the city. The two distinctive features that take shape in
this relationship are mass and density, and these are manifested in the
homogeneityof the occupationofspace in both plan and section. The study area
is a surface that relates to the specificmass and density of a part of the city and
alsobecomesa dynamicmoment within the life of the city itself.

Theconceptofarea just developedis closelyboundupwith that ofthe residential
district. I have already introduced this notion in speaking ofTricart's theory,
but at this point I think it wouldbe appropriate to return to the idea ofthe part or
segment ofthe city, and to viewthe city as a spatial system formedofparts, each
with its own characteristics.· Fritz Schumacher has also developed a theory of
this type and it seems to have muchvalidity. Aswehave suggested, the study of
the urban residential district is simply an extension of the concept of the study
area.*

The residential district is thus a moment, a piece of the city's formoIt is inti
mately bound up with the city's evolutionand nature, and is itself constituted of
parts, which in turn summarize the city's image. We actually experience these
parts. In socialterms, it is amorphologicaland structural unit characterized by a
certain urban landscape, a certain socialcontent, and its function;thus a change
inany one ofthese elements is enough to defineits limits. We shouldalsobear in
mindthat an analysis ofthe residential district as a socialartifact based onthe di
visionof socialor economieclasses as well as oneconomiefunctions corresponds
in an essential way to the process of formation of the modern metropolis; this
processis the same for ancient Romeas for the large cities oftoday. Moreover, I
wouldmaintain that these residential districts are not somuch subordinated to
one another as relatively autonomous parts; their relationships cannot be
explainedas a simplefunctionofdependence but seeminglyrespond to the entire
urban structure.

Tostate that a part ofthe larger city constitutes a smaller citywithin it is to chal
lenge another aspect of functionalist theory. This aspect is zoning. I am refer
ringhere not to zoningas a technicalpractice, whichis somewhat acceptableand
has another meaning, but rather to the theory ofzoningas it was first advanced
scientificallyin 1923by Robert Park and Ernest Burgess with respect to the city
ofChicago.In Burgess's study ofChicago,2 zoningcarneto be definedas the ten
dencyofthe city to be disposed in concentric residential districts around either a
centraI business district or a governmental core. In his description of that city,
Burgess indicated a series of concentric zones which corresponded to well-de
finedfunctions: the business and governmental zoneswhich absorbed the com
merciaI, social, administrative, and transportation life; the transìtional zones
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Residential Districts as Study Areas

*The Italian quartiere, the equivalent of
the French quartier, has been translated
here and throughout as "district," but this
doesnot dofulljustice to the originaI.The
intended meaningof the word is more or
less retained in an expression like
"workingclass quarters," where it
suggests a residential area whichhas
evolvedin the city rather than been
superimposedupon it (by zoning,for
example).-Ed.



40 Plan dividing Chicago by use and
ethnic zones. 1) Principal parks and
arteries. 2) Industrial and railroad
land. 3)German zone. 4) Swedish
zone. 5) Czechoslavakian zone.
6) Polish and Lithuanian zone.
7) Italian zone. 8) Jewish zone.
9) Black zone. 10)Mixed population.

which encir l le ofdecay, formed of
Poor reside c ed the center and represented a kind of a~re~ and where small offi-
ces Were fonc~~where bIacks and recent immigrants live rkers who wanted to
live neaj-th:n f:' the working-class residential zone for W_Ocluding singIe-family
dwellings anl~ actOries; the zone ofweaIthierresidences, ;nzone where the daily
commuters w multi-story houses; and finalIy an externa h'ch converged on the
cities. ere clustered at the intersections ofroads w I

Among the criti d overly schematic even
as applied to Ch~ues made ofthis theory, which seeme . acceptance. It at-

ICago that f H H yt3 . d a certamtempted to e t bI': o omer o game . iple ofgrowth ac-
cording to ce~ a. Ish, Ifalso in an overly schematic way,.a pnncluperimposing on
h ain aXesof traffic or transportation in this way s
t e concentric sectors d' l . 't d ut from the center of theit S h ra la vectors WhIChemana e o h' l
c y. uc a theory is related to that ofSchumacher, especialIy to ISproposa sfor the pIan of Hamburg.

It is appr?priate to note that although the term zoning appeared in the fo~mof,a
theory Wlth Burgess it had m d 't fir t e l'nReinhard Baumelster sd '· 4' a el s s appearanc .
stu les lO 1870 and also WasappIi d t th l f 1925for the city of Berlm. But. Br' e o ep ano . h .
m ~r m ~twas used in an entirely different way; it indicated five zon~sm ~ .e cIty
(resldentIal, parkland, commerciaI industriaI mixed) but the dlsposltIon of
thes~ zon~s was not radiocentric. AIthough th~ busine~s center co~ncided with
the hIstOrIcal center, there was an alternation ofindustrial, residentlal, and open
Iand zones which contradicted Burgess's formulation.5

I do not wish to contest Burgess's theory; this has already been done by many. I
only mention it here to emphasize the fundamental weakness of considering the
various parts ofthe city merely as embodiments offunctions, and so narrowly as
to describe the entire city as if no other considerations existed. This theory is
limiting in that it conceives ofthe city as a series ofmoments which can be com
pared in a simple way and which can be resolved on the basis of a simple rule of
functional differentiation; such a theory results in suppressing the most impor
tant values implicit in the structure of urban artifacts. In contrast to this ap
proach is the possibility we have suggested of considering urban artifacts in
their entirety, of resolving one part ofthe city completely, determining alI of the
relationships that can be established within it.

In this context Baumeister's formulation is as useful as any, for beyond a doubt,
specialized zones do exist. We may say these zones are characteristic:that is,
they have a particular physiognomy and are autonomous parts. Their distribu
tion in the city does not depend-at least not only-on the various interdepen
dent functions which the city requires, but rather relies mainly on the entire his
toricaI process ofthe city through which th~y come .tobe ~xactly as they are, ac
cording to their particuIar make-up. Thus, m studymg Vle~na, Hugo Hassinger
described the city in 1910 as comprised of the Altstadt which was encircled by
the Ring, which was in turn surrounded by th~ Gurtel, with the Grossstiid
tischer Vorstadtgurtel,the section ofhighest ~enslty, between theRing and the
Gurtel. In addition to these zones, he distingwshed the ~os~stadtkern, the nuc
leus of the city and spoke of the GrossstiidtischerWetChb~ld,the zone consti
tuted partly b; the city proper and partly by th.e cO?nt:'1:sIdewhich American
scholars later defined as the urban fringes. Desplte hISngId pIans and parceling
of lots in a checkerboard pIan superimposed o~ t?e .city, Hassinger grasped a
basic characteristic that is still valid today and ISmtJmately.part ofthe form of
Vienna. Here already the issue is not one ofthe ~~h~~!Q(,;gl~divisi~n ofthe i .&.1
fil)
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41 PlanojFrankjurt am Main, West
Germany. 1)Old center. 2)Fifteenth
century city. 3)Modern districts.
4) Railroad lines. 5)Parks.
6)Woods.
42Plan ojVienna. Schematic plam.at
upper right indicates the different
phases oj urban development.
1)Vienna in 1683.2)Old districts of
the eighteenthand beginning ojthe
nineteenth century within the walls of
1703.3) TheRing. 4)Districts of
1860.5) Developmentfrom the end of
the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth century.
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city, but rather of a definition by parts and by forms, by characteristics; these
characteristics are a synthesis of functions and values."

In generaI, every city possesses a center. This center is either more or less com
plex and has different characteristics, and it plays a particular role in the urban
life. Tertiary activities are in part concentrated in this center, mostly along the
axes of external communications, and in part within large residential complexes.
What characterizes the city from a generaI standpoint of the relationships be
tween zones is the existence of a complex and polynuclear tertiary network. But
its center as well as other subcenters can only be studied in terms of primary
urban artifacts. Only by knowing their structure and location can we know their
particular role.

As we have said, the city is distinguished by its various parts, and these, from
the formal and historical standpoint, constitute complex urban artifacts. As is
consistent with a theory of urban artifacts that emphasizes the structures of ar
tifacts rather than their functions, we can say that individual parts ofthe city are
distinguishable as characteristic; they are characteristic parts. Since the resi
dential district is predominant and undergoes noticeable environmental changes
over time which characterize its site far more than its buildings, I propose to use
the term residential or dwelling area (the term area once again being derived
from socìological literature).

It is universalIy acknowledged that residential districts in ancient cities, with
their centers, their monuments, and their way of life, were well demarcated
from one another; this is verifiable in urban history as much as in the physical re
ality of the architecture itself. These characteristics are no less apparent in the
modern city, above all in the great European cities, whether there has been an
effort to subsume the city in a grand overall design, as in Paris, or there is an ab
solutely emerging urban form that is typicalIy shaped by different places and
situations, as in London.

This latter phenomenon is also predominant in American cities, and its many
components develop, often dramaticalIy, as a major urban problem. Without
even touching here on the social aspects of the problem, w.efind in the very for
mation and evolution of the American city a confirmation of the "city of parts."

Kevin Lynch writes, "Many persons interviewed tookcare to point out that Bos
ton, while confusing in its path pattern even to the experienced inhabitant, has,
in the number and vividness of its differentiated districts, a quality that quite
makes up for it. As one person put it: 'Each part of Boston is different from the
other. You can tell pretty much what area you're in .. .' [New York] was cited ...
because it has a number ofwell-defined characteristic districts set in an ordered
frame of rivers and streets. ,,7 In his constant concern with the residential dis
trict, Lynch speaks of "areas of reference" as having "little perceptual content,
but theyare useful as organizing concepts ... " and distinguishes between intro
verted districts "turned in upon themselves with little reference to the sur
rounding area" and isolated districts that arise independently of their zone."
This aspect of Lynch's work supports the thesis-of the city as constituted of dif
ferentiated parts.

Along with Lynch's psychological analyses it should also be possible to carry out
69



linguistic research th t t layers of the
urban structure. One ~h·W~Uldproduce evidence of the dee~es tbezirk, which
identifies the residenti ~nd~o~the Viennese expression Hmrna d one's living
space. Willy Hellpach ri~htllSthct with both one's homela~d o:::eland" of mod
ern mano Heimatbezirk es y spoke ofthe metropolis as the ~cal and historical
structure of Vienna, a eit ~eclal!y expresses the morphologI esame time the
only real piace in the mon~lit~~t ISboth ~nternational and at ~~ate. In Milan, to
take another example th di . ~ conceptlOn of the Hapsburg S ish walls into
borghi can be understoo: o~~lslonofthe areas outside o~theri:;~tudy; here a
phenomenon of persistence h y by close morphological-hlSto I guage that the
principal zone of San Gott /s. so much remained alive in th~ an

. ar o ISstill called el burg by the MIlanese.

This type of linguistie researeh lik . h. apable ofproduc-. ful i formati , I e PsychologIcal researc ,IS c
mlgufse miormatI~n co~eerning the formation of cities. Toponymy, for exam-
p e, requent y provldes Important cont ib ti t th tudy ofurban develop-t·it . h· . h U ions o es.men ,I ISapparent t at all CItIes eont . I of signlficant phys-. I di . aIDnumerous examp es
rea mo ifìcations of the land whl·ch d d i th ames of their older. arerecor e m en
streets and roads. In Milan, streets n d B tt t Poslaghetto, Pantano,

d S G· .. C alOe o onu o,
an an IOvanmmonca, instantly re II f mps and ancient hyd-

I· k A . ·1 ca a zone o swa
rau le wor. s. slml ar phenomenon can be found in the Marais quarter in Paris.
Such stud.le~ confirm what Weknow about how a city is structured according to
charactenstIc parts.

The Individuai Dwelling To take the dw~lling as a category in itself does not mean to adopt a functional
criterion ofurban land-use division but simply to treat an urban artifact in such a
way that it is in itselfprimary in the eomposition ofthe city. To this end, the use
of the term dwelling area in the sense illustrated in the preceding pages can
bring the study of the individuai dwelling within the generai theory of urban ar
tifacts.

The city has always been characterized IargeIy by the individuaI dwelling. It can
be said that cities in which the residentiai aspect was not prese~t do not exist or
have not existed; and where the residential function was initially subordinated
to other urban artifacts (the castle, the military ellcampment), a modification of
the city's structure soon Qccurred to confer importance on the individuaI dwelling.

One cannot argue either by historical analysis or by description of actual sites
that a dwelling is something amorphous or easily and quickly transformable. The
form in which residentiai building types are realized, the typological aspect that
characterizes them, is closely bound up with the u,rban form, and the house,
which materially represents a people's way oflife, the precise manifestation of a
culture, is modified very sIowIy. Viollet-Ie-Due, inthe great panorama ofFrench
architecture contained in his Dictionnaire raisonnéde l'architecturefrançaise
du XI' au XVle siècle, says, "In the art of architecture, the house is certainly
that which best characterizes the customs, tastes, and usa~es of a people; its
order, like its organization, changes only over very long penods oftime.,,9

In ancient Rome individuai dwellings were classified q~te rigidIy into the
domus type and the insula type; these two types characten~ed the city and the
fourteen regions of Augustus. In its own divisions an~ evo~u~lOn.'t~e insula was
virtually a microcosm of the city. There was more soclalmlxm~ IDl~than is com-
~only thought, and as with houses built in Paris after l~;:'O;:~f:~erentiation 1



was signified by changes in height. Of extremeIy poor and 'temporary construc
tion, these insulae constantly renewed themselves; they constituted the urban
substratum, the material out of which the city was molded. AIready in the in
sula, as in any other form of mass housing, one of the most important forces of
urban growth could be felt: speculation. The mechanism of speculation as applied
to the residentiallandscape was responsible for the most characteristic moments
of growth in the Imperial city. Without acknowIedging this fact, we cannot un
derstand the system of public buildings, their dislocation, and the logic of city
growth. An analogous situation, even if not characterized by such high density,
existéd in the ancient Greek cities.

The form ofVienna also is derived from the problem ofhousing. The application
of the Hofquartiersp.flichtlOgreatly increased the density of the center, specifi
cally influenced the building typology of multi-story housing, and decisively
stimulated the development of the suburbs. An effort to reinstate the dwelling
as a determining influence on the form ofthe city and as a typical urban artifact is
seen in the conception of the workers' Siedlungen in the years following the
First World War. The program of the city of Vienna was intended above all to
realize typical complexes whose form wouId be intimately linked to the form of
the city. On this point Peter Behrens wrote, "To criticize their construction on
the basis of principles contrived at the drawing table is to take the wrong path,
because nothing appears so changeable and heterogenous as the needs, habits,
and multiplicity of situations of a population that resides in a particular re
gion."11The relationship between the dwelling and its area thus became prim
ary.

In America, the vast surface areas of cities cannot be explained without
acknowledging the tendency toward a type of sparse, single-family housing.
Jean Gottman's study of"megalopolis" is very precise in this respect.P'

The location ofthe individuaI dwelling depends upon many factors: geographic,
morphological, historical, economico Once again, the geographic factors seem to
be determined by the economie ones. The alternation ofresidential zones, as well
as their specialized structure from a typological standpoint, seems largely de
pendent on economie patterns, and the mechanisms of speculation encourage
this alternation. This is also true in the most contemporary examples, appar
ently even in the socialist city, which, owing to difficulties that are hard to iden
tify, at the present time does not seem to offer a basic alternative to this
economic-based process ofurban growth. Evidently, even where the mechanism
of speculation does not exist, there always tends to be an expression of prefer
ences which are difficult to resolve in the choice of where one lives. Such prob- 43
lems are played out within the overall framework of choices in the urban
dynamic.

It is logical and important to understand that the success of residential com
plexes is also related to the existence of public services and collective facilities.
These make for the dispersal of dwelling areas; certainly residential concen
tration in the ancient cities and in Imperial Rome can be plausibly explained by
the almost total absence of public transportation and the uncommonness of pri
vate transportation. But there are some exceptions to this-for example, the an
cìent Greek city and the morphology of some northern cities.

43Reconstruction of ihirteenth
century house, Burgundy, France,
Viollei-le-Duc.Above:Facade.
Below:Plan of groundfioor.
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Yet it is difficult .... e determining factor. This is
to say th to prove that this relationship ISth. d b particular system

at the form f . h t t b d t rmme y aof pubI" t o a CIty as no ye een e e ected to produce
a certa~C ranSportation; nor in generaI can such a system bebexI~vethat the sub-

Inurban f . d I do not e leway of an o~ or to follow It: In other wor s, t with respect to its
technic l Yf~~geCItycan be an object of controversy exce~d tial settlements
whi h a e Clency, but the same can hardly be said of resi en t b '

IC are the bi . f th ir struc ure as ur an
artifact Th o ~ect of constant controversy m terms o ~ . e that is inti-

s. us there exists a specific aspect of the housmg ISSU .
madt~lyboun~ up with the problem of the city, its way of life, its phYths~caltformd
an Image-that· . . ia snecifì l ent has no mg o o. . IS, with ItS structure. ThIS speci c e em .
with any kmd of technical services for the latter do not constitute urban artifacts,,

r
I

The result is that the study of the individuaI dwelling offers o~e of the best
means of st~dying the city and vice versa. Perhaps nothing so illustrates the
structural dlfferences between a Mediterranean city such as Taranto and a
~orthern one such as Zurich as the different aspects of their housing; I ref~r par
tIcularly ~oth.emorphological and structural aspects. ConsideratlOns of this type
als~ obt~m wlt.h respect to Alpine villages and all those aggreg~ftions where t~e
resldentIal ~rtlfact is in itself dOminant, if not unique. Each of tliese. example~ Il
l~stra~es VlOllet-le-Duc's assertion that the house-its order and ItS orgamza
tlOn-Is not modified except over long periods of time.

~aturally one must remember that among the typological issues of housing are
mcluded many elements that do not concern only the spatial aspects of the prob
lem. At this point, however, I do not wish to discuss them; it is only necessary to
recognize that they exist. Thus it is clear that a good amount of interesting infor- ~
mation .can be obtained by relating the preceding discussion to certain sociologi- ~
cal Positti?ntshanl~~befttehr,~olitical ones concerning the significance ofhousing as ha ~_
momen m e ile o t e cIty. Itwould be possible, for example, to extract muc
useful data from a study of the relationship that exists between information of
this kind and specific solutions by architects. I
I will now attempt to explore the relationship between the individuaI dwelling
and architects by taking the example of Berlin, where much doeumentation
exists not only on housing, as is the case for many other cities, but also on the
modern districts. Since housing is one ofthe most important issues in the thema-
tics ofmodern architecture in Germany on the level ofboth theory and practice,
it will be useful to see what relationships actually exist between the theoretical
formulations and what has been realized. Many outstanding contributions were
made during the interwar period relative to this problem in Germany, among
them those ofWerner Hegemann, Walter Gropius, Alexander KIein, and Henry
van de Velde.

The Typological Problem of
Housing in Berlin

Since housing, like many other urban issues: ~oncerns cities and, for better or
worse, cities are something we can describe, It IS~se~1 to ap~roach this issue in
the context of a specific city. In speaking of housmg m.a specific .city, then, it is
necessary to try to make as few generalizations as.p~sslble. Clearly all cities will
always have something in common relative to thlS .Issue, and by inquiring how
much one artifact has in common with others, we wIlIcome closer to elaborating
a generaI theory.

~;e problem of housing typology in Berlin is ext~:ie#~~;:;:~g, especially J_
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~4Rural communiiu ofAppenzell
im-Rhein, Sunizerland, in 1814.
Orawing by J. Jakob Mock von
Herisau,



45 Plan of Berlin. 1)Gardens and
parks. 2) Forests.
Inset plan, lower right, showing
phases of urban development:
1) The old center. 2) Dorotheenstadt.
3)Eighteenth-century walls.

r
with . . t the patterns that en
abl respect to o.ther cities, and I will attempt .to ~nd~cat~isissue in Berlin, ulti-
ma~e~~~orec.ogmze a certain uniformity or contl~U1ty~nl models, past and pres
ent t' hho~ng the capaeity of a few typical res!dentla . g which in turn relate
to th o s ed hght on a series of questions concernmg housm t The particular in-
t e urban condition and a theory of urban developme~. fthe citv's pIan 13erest ofBerii h . minatlOn o J •
In 1936 n OUSIngbecomes apparent on an ~xa ajor types of struc-
tures . t:?eographer Louis Herbert distingmshed f~U~m d by their distance
f In ~rhn; these distinctions related to four zones e ne
rom the hlstorical center- "
1 a zone f ..,' h buildings of the large: o UUllOrrn and continuous structures sue asCIty" t e. ,

yp ,POssessIng at least four stories: . .
2. ~ zone of diversified urban structures, ~hich could be divlded into tw~ cl.ass
es: m the center of the CI't b ildi . d with very old and low buildingsf y, new Ul mgs mixe t"
o no mo~e than three floors; and along the edges ofthe center, a con muo~s m-
tersperslOn of high and low housing, open spaces, fields, and parceled Iand,
3. lar~e ar~as for industry; . "
4: reslden~lai areas open at the outer edges ofthe city, compnsed oh illas and
smgle-famIly dwellings principally constructed after 1918.

~etwe~n the fourth ~one and the periphery there was a conti~uous blending of
mdustnai zones, resldentiai zones and villages in transformatlOn. These exter
nai zones differed greatly from on~ another and ranged from the working-class
and industriaI districts of Henningsdorf and Pankow to the upper-class district
of Griinewald. On the basis of this already existing organization of Berlin,
Reinhard Baumeister in 1870formulated the concept of zoning which Iater was
incorporated in the Prussian building code.

In Greater Berlin the morphology of the residential complexes was thus quite
varied; the different complexes not directly linked to one another were charac
terized by precise building types: multi-story housing, speculative housing, and
single-family housing. This typological variety represents a very modern type of
urban structure also produced subsequently in other European cities, even
though it never achieved such definitive articulation as in Berlin. Considered in
its duai aspect ofurban structure and typological structure, it is one ofthe princi
pai characteristics of the German metropolis. The Siedlung6;. are a product of
these conditions and must be so judged.

The structure of the residential complexes can be classified according to the fol
Iowing fundamental types:
1. residential blocks;
2. semi-detached houses;
3. single-family houses.
These different types present themselves in Berlin with greater frequency than
in any other European city for historical-cultural and geographical reasons. The
Gothic building, preserved for a long time in ot?er German cities where it consti
tuted the primary image up untii the devastatlOns .of the last war, in Berlin had
disappeared almost completely by the end ofthe nmeteenth century.

Block structures, derived from the police regulations of 1851, constitute one of
the most integraI forms of exploitation of the urb~n la~d; these Were normally
designed around a series of courtyards facing the mteno~ f~cades of the blocks.
Buildings of this type were aiso characteristic of such CltI~Sas Hamburg and
Vienna. The very Iarge presence in Berlin ofthis typ.eof.hoUSIng,known asMiet-
~:sernen or "rental barracks," Ied to its cha~a:te;::;:1;:;t;1:~arracks city." l
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-'lU • t.t.-<" UJ iVneUCaserne,"Berlin,
drawings by Rud Eberstadt. Above:
Example with tuio transverse interior
wings, 1805. Below: Later example
with one transverse wing.
47 Berlin residential and zoning
typology, after Werner Hegemann.
Above: Pian and section oj a typical
Berlin house (with streetlacade oj20
meters and 3 courtyards 5.34 by 5.34
meters) constructed according to the
Prussian building code 011853-1887.
On seven residentialfloors, with an
average 011.5 to 3people per room,
and rooms Irom 15 to 30 square
meters, lived as many as 325 to 650
people. The two lateral walls, 56
meters long, had no windows. Center:
View and pian oj two blocks
constructed according to the police
building code oj 1887.They represent
.an undoubted improvement over the
code oj 1853;the blocks were in
generallarger and had larger internal
courtyards. Drawings by the building
assessor Grobler. Below: Typical
blocks oj three and live stories
constructed according to the building
code oj 1925.

COurty d h . tral Europe, and ash al' OUsingrepresents one typical solution In cen. B rlin The court-
;:;ds",as adopted by many rnodern architects, in Vianna as I~O ~nclude nursery
h l were transformed ìnto large gardens, WhIChcarne . in the German

~c ~o s a.ndvendors' kiosks. Some ofthe best examples ofhousmg
atIOnahst peri od are associated with this formo

The Siedlungen of the Rationalists are characterized by detac~eldt:ctuhr~sh'
and these r. .. 't' n' their ayou ,w ICepresent a hIghly polemical and scientifìe pOSIIO'. . h
demands a totalIy free division ofthe land, depends on solar orientation rat. er
~han .on the generaI form of the district. The structure of these det~ched buìld
Ings ISCompletely disengaged frorn the street, and precisely for thIS reason to
tally alte~s the nineteenth-century type of urban development. In these exam
ples, pubhc green spaces are particularly important.

The study of the celI, of the individuaI habitable unit, is fundamental with r~
spect to the Siedlungen. AlI the architects who worked on shaping these reSI
dential districts and engaged in the formulation of economical buil?ing t;ypes
sought to find the exact form of Existenzminimum the optimum dImensIOnaI
~nit from the point of view of organization and econ;my. This is one of th.e most
Important aspects of the Work of the Rationalists on the probIem of housmg.

We can only suggest that the formulation of Existenzminimum presupposed a
static relationship between a certain styIe of life-hypothetical even if statis
tically verifiable-and a certain type oflodging, and this resulted in the rapid ob
solescence of the Siedlung. It revealed itself to be a spatial conception that was
too particular, too ti ed to specific solutions to function as a generaI element avaiI
able for wide use in housing. Existenzminimum is onIy one aspect ofa far more
complex problem in which many variables participate.

There is a strong tradition ofthe single-jamily house in Berlin residential typol
ogy. Although this is one ofthe most interesting aspects ofRationalist residen
tial typology, I will only mention it briefty since it demands a type of study that is
parallel to but outside the bounds of our present task. In this context, Schinkel's
projects for the Babelsberg castIe for Wilhelm I and the castle and Romische
Bdder of Charlottenhof take on particular importance. The pIan of the Babels
berg castle presents an ordered structure, almost rigid in the organization ofits
rooms, while its external form is an attempt to relate to the surrounding context,
especially the landscape. In this project one can see how the concept ofthe villa
was borrowed and used as a typological model suitable for a city like Berlin. In
this sense, Schinkel's work, constituting the transition from neoclassical models
to romantic ones, mainly by way of the English country house, offers the basis
for the early twentieth-century type ofbourgeois villa.

With the spread of the villa as an urban element in the nineteenth century and
the disappearance of Gothic and seventeenth-century houses, with the substitu-
tion of ministries at the center and Mietkasernen in the peripheral zones, the
urban morphology of Berlin was profoundly modified. The changing image of
Unter den Linden over the centuries is a typical case. The seventeenth_century
street is truIy a "promenade" under the lime tre.es: although of different heights,
the wall of houses has a total architectural umty. They are bourgeois houses,
characteristic of centraI Europe, constructed on narrow a~d deep Iots and re
vealing formaI elements from Gothic buiIding. Houses .o~this ty?e Were charac
teristic of Vienna, Prague, Zurich, and many other cItIes; .theIr ~rigins, often
mercantile, were linked to the earliest form ofthe modern CIty.WIth the trans-76
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48 Rendering of a country estatefor
Prince Wilhelm at Babelsberg, near
Potsdam, Germany, Karl Friedrich
Schinkel. Project datesfrom 1834;
construction began1835.
49 Plan of country estatefor Prince
Wilhelm at Babelsberg,Karl
Friedrich Schinkel, 1834.
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fonnation of the cities in the second half of the nineteenth century, these houses
Iìsappeared fairly rapidly, either because of building renewai or because of alt
erations in the use of areas. With their replacement carne a profound modifica
tion of the urban Iandscape, often a rigid monumentalization, as in the case of
Unter den Linden. For the oider type ofhouse was substituted rentai housing
and the villa.

To Schumacher, the separation between villas and rentai barrack zones in the
second half ofthe nineteenth century represented the crisis ofurban unity in the
centraI European city. The villa was sited to provide a closer relationship to na
ture, to further both sociai representation and sociai division. Itrefused to be, or
was incapable ofbeing, inserted into a continuous urban image. Rentai housing,
on the other hand, in becoming speculative housing, was degraded and never re
covered the value of civic architecture.

Nonetheless, even if Schumacher's vision is correct, it must be acknowledged
that the villa played a large role in the typological transfonnations that led to the
modern house. The Berlin rental barracks have little to do with the single-family
English house, whose definition is that of a particular urban type and a continu
ously developing residential type. The villa was initially a reduction of the
palazzo (as in the case of Schinkel's Babelsberg castle), and it became increas
ingly elaborated in its internaI organization and the rationalization and distribu
tion of its circulation. The work of Hermann Muthesius is important for Berlin;
by focusing on the function and the freedom ofinternal spaces, he developed the
principles of the English country house in a rational way and in the context of
building.

It is significant that these typological innovations did not also lead to sensitive
architecturai modifications, and that the greater internaI freedom-a response
to the bourgeois way of life-was only accompanied by a more monumental
image of building and an ossification of the Schinkelesque models, wherein the
difference between residentiai architecture and public buildings becarne
marked. In this sense the buildings of Muthesius, one of the most typicai build
ers of urban Berlin around 1900, are illustrative. His preoccupations with the
modern house, as aiso expressed in his theoreticai writings, concerned its
typological structure independent of its formal aspects. For the latter he ac
cepted a sort of Germanic neoclassicism with the addition of typical elements
from the local traditions. This was in direct contrast to Schinkel's models, in
which the house was less dependent on representational elements and classical
typological schemes were not in conflict with the architecture.

But the introduction of representational elements into residential architecture
iri the late nineteenth century is typical of all the architecture of the period; it
probably corresponds to changed social conditions and the desire to endow the
house with an emblematic significance. Certainly it corresponds to the crisis of
urban unity ofwhich Schumacher spoke, and thus to the need for differentiation
within a structure where increasingly diverse and antagonistic social classes
lived. The villas built by the most famous architects of the Modern Movement in
Berlin-Gropius, Erich Mendelsohn, Hugo Haring, etc.-developed these
typological models in a fairly orthodox way; there was clearly no sense of rupture
with their previous eclectic housing models, even ifthe image ofthese villas was
transfonned profoundly, Sociologists will have to establish the way in which this
representational or emblematic element was transformed, but it is obviously a
question of different aspects of the same phenomenon. These modern houses
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caITYthe premises of the eclectic villa to its ultimate consequences, and from
this standpoint one can understand why architects like Muthesius and Van de
Velde were looked upon as masters: precisely because they established a generaI
model, even if only by translating English or Flemish experiences.

All these themes of the single-family house are represented in the Siedlunq,
which by virtue ofits composite character seems to have been suited best to ac
cepting them and to giving certain tendencies a new definition. Without linger
ìng too long on the housing problem as interpreted by the Rationalist architects,
I would like to illustrate some examples realized in Berlin during the 1920s.
These are prototypical, although one could look to the equally famous examples
in Frankfurt and Stuttgart.

Clearly Rationalist urban theory is epitomized, at least with respect to the resi
dential aspect of the problem, in the Siedlung, which is probably a sociological
model even before it is a spatial one; certainly when we speak of Rationalist ur
banism we are thinking ofthe urbanism ofthe residential district. This attitude,
however, particularly in view of its methodological implications, immediately
reveals its insufficiency. To see the urbanism of Rationalism only as the ur
banism ofthe residential district means to limit the magnitude ofthis experience
to German urbanism of the 1920s. In fact, there are so many and such varied so
lutions that the definition is not even valid for the history of German urbanism.
Moreover, the term residential district, which as a translation of the German
Siedlung is as imprecise as it is useful, means so many different things that it is
preferable not to use it until we have first examined it carefully.I"

It is therefore necessary to study actual conditions and artifacts; and given the
morphology of Berlin, its richness and the particularity of its urban landscape,
the importance of its villas, and so on, it is possible to conclude that here the
Siedlung has its own special coherence. The close similarity between such Sied
lungen as Tempelhofer Felde and Britz, or anywhere that the transformation
from the English model is evident, renders our primary reference to the urban
site more apparento While such examples as the Friedrich Ebert are closely
linked to Rationalist theoretical formulations, in all cases it is difficult to go back
from these actual images to an ideology ofthe Siedlung.

Thus, while we have so far considered the Siedlung in itselfwithout referring to,
indeed ignoring, the -context in which it was produced, an analysis of the ur
banism ofthe Siedlung, which essentially means the housing problem in Berlin
during the 1920s, can only be undertaken with reference to the 1920 pIan of
Greater Berlin. What was the basis ofthis pIan? It is far closer to certain recent
models than one might imagine. In generaI, the choice of housing was more or
less independent of location; it manifests itself as a moment in an urban system
which depended on the evolution of a transportation system that in itself em
bodied the pulse ofthe city. Through zoning, it encouraged the self-formation of
the center as a governmental and administrative district, while the centers for
leisure activities, sports facilities, and the like were pushed to outlying areas.

This model is abasie reference even today, especially where the residential dis
trict is a more or less defined zone. Thus in the pIan for Greater Berlin we find the
following:
1. that the Siedlungen were not planned as autonomous districts within a city
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50Site pian of Kiefhoek district
Rotterdam, J. J. P. OUd,1925. '
51Gross-Siedlung Siemensstadt
Berlin, 1929-1931. Above:Gener~l
pian. Below: Typical apartment pian
by OttoBartning for no. 4,
Goebelstrasse,left, and by Walter
Gropiusforno. 6, Jungfernheideweg,
right.
52Gross-SiedlungBritz, Berlin,
1925-1931.Above:Generaipian.
Below: Typical apartment plans for
the curvilinear and the rectilinear
buildings onFritz Reuter Allee, both
byBruno Taut.



Garden City and Ville Radieuse

made up of different sectors-- f . .. ould have been more
revolutionary than a ormulation of this type w

was the reality;
2. that the German Rationalis .' . blem of the large city
and its metropolit' ts Infact recogmzed the pro . ojects for the

.. an Image-one has only to think of the varIOUspr
Fnednchstrasse, in particular th fM' d R he and Bruno Taut;
3 th t th luti ose o ies van er o . diff. a e so utìon to the housi blem i l' not entlrely 1ferent
f h f

mg pro em m Ber m was
rom t e undamental models of h' h' but represented as,we11

h
. ousmguptot at time,

a synt eSISof the new and the old whi h' rtai l sI'gnificant fact., IC ISce am y a

When I speak of fundamentai models I a f . to the English Garden City
d L Cb' , Vill m re errrmg . d' t' t'an e or, usier s l e Radieuse. Steen Eiler Rasmussen made this IS mc IOn

when he said that the "Garden City and the Ville Radieuse represent the two
great contemporary styles of modern architecture. ,,15 Even though this state
ment refers to a11of modern architecture it will be used here to refer to two
~pe.cificfo~u~ations of the housing probl~m. It is interesting that Rasmussen
mdI~a~es m his ~tatement that the typological question is clearer and more
explicit than the ideological one, even ifthe former has sometimes been seen as
unvarying. His statement not only has a historiographic meaning, but it also con
cerns the value ofhousing within the urban structure-something which is still a
generaI problem today. The two models of the Garden City and the Ville
Radieuse are seemingly the most explicit in this regard, and they are also the
clearest in terms ofthe image ofthe city.

With this in mind, one could say that the Berlin Siedlungen in general-and this
is equa11ytrue for other contemporary examples like those of Frankfurt-rep
resented an attempt to set the problem of housing within the larger urban sys
tem, which was itself a product ofthe actual structure ofthe existing city and an
ideal vision of the new city. This ideaI vision was based upon remembered mod
els: that is, the Siedlung which we are able to recognize and describe in the Ber
lin examples did not represent an original model; however, this does not negate
the fact that it had its own particular significance among housing models. Thus,
in an urban situation such as that of Berlin and other European cities, the Sied
lung represents an attempt to mediate, more or less consciously, between two
different spatial conceptions ofthe city. We cannot appreciate the Siedlung as an
autonomous element in the city without also concerning ourselves with the re
lationships that existed between it and the city.

With respect to the Garden City and the Ville Radieuse, it is necessary to inves
tigate the relationship between these two fundamental housing models and cer
tain political and social theories. One work ofthis type is Carlo Doglio's essay on
the Garden City. 16Without trying to summarize Doglio's essay-one of the most
beautifully written works on urbanism in Italy-I would like to quote from the
opening paragraphs where he outlines his precise subject as well as the difficulty
and complexity of the problem:
"The situation is particularly complex in the case under study because of the con-
formist and substantially reactionary overlay ofpositivistic opinions, because of
an ambiguity that undermines not only the formaI aspect of.the problem but ex
tends to its most hidden roots. When Osborn, to mention the most noted
Howardian activist, proposed the Garden City with his p~one:eringexamples of a
truly modern and human reconstruction ofcenters of~abitatIon (and thus of soci
ety, let us add), and disdainfully condemned the low-mcome:~uarters ofVienna
and Stockholm, he was pitting them against the greater validity, both aesthetic



53 Berlin, scheme of the unbuilt
areas within the city limits and the
surrounding zone, 1929, after Werner
Hegemann. In black, general unbuilt
areas; vertical stripes,fields;
horizontal stripes, agricultural
territory of other communities; dofted
line, territoriallimits oj Berlin.



54Generai pian oJHampstead
Garden Suburb, London, Raymond
Unwin and Barry Parker, 1906.
Centrai zone in collaboration with
Edwin Lutyens.



and social, that those quarters had historicaHy ... but when such solutions as
Letchworth and Welwyn are dismissed with Marxist formulas not only because
of their form (and the practicaHy immovable content that derived from it) but
also because of the type of structural proposal they implied (city and country, de
centralization, etc.), then one can only say that in spite of everything, those solu
tions were more alive, more loaded with ferment and future than so many others
that have been offered ever since."!"

Since this subject would take us too far afield, I only note in passing how the
study ofthe relationship between housing and family, with all ofits cultural and
political implications, found interesting application in so-called communitarian
ideology. Here, the relationship between the local community and a form of
democracy, between the spatial dimension as a moment in the sociallife ofthe
community and its politicallife, is weH illustrated. The problem ofhousing obvi
ously emerges as a central theme in a relationship ofthis type.

On the other hand, where the city as a whole seems to be ofprimary importance,
where density and size are predominant, the housing problem seems to be ofless
importance, or at least becomes less focused with respect to the other functions
of urban life. For example, the great works of beautification and enlargement
undertaken in the nineteenth-century city, although often arising out of wide
spread speculation, could be enjoyed by all ofthe population and were a positive
element in their way of life. Few definitions so clearly recognize this "urban ef
fect" as that of Hellpach, who, in contrast to his times, affirmed the validity of
life in the great metropolis: "For the generation shaped by the large cities, it
means not only existential space, pIace for living, market; but it can also become
biologically and sociologically that which most profoundly represents the scene
where one's life unfolds: one's native land. ,,18

There is a parallel between these theories and the residential districts built in
the last sixty years. Sometimes, as in the case ofthe German Siedlungen and the
Italian and English examples, the translations have been quite clear. We can
think of many Italian residential districts where communities that were non
urban, detached, almost untouched by the city, turning inward on themselves
and their neighbors, were proposed again and again, only to be superseded by
ones where a strongly plastic architectural image which was intended to change
the urban image violently was preferred. We could also cite the low-density
schemes, later repudiated, of the first new towns; and finally, the experiments
with new kinds of residential complexes, such as those proposed by Alison and
Peter Smithson and Denys Lasdun and exemplified by the blocks of Sheffield.

The English architects rediscovered a constant theme in residential typological
.models when they realized that the breaking up of slums brought with it a simul
taneous breakup of communities which had traditionally lived in high-density
areas and which, without undergoing substantial changes, were unable to estab
lish new roots automaticaHy in the low-density, suburban areas to which they
were reassigned. The Smithsons rediscovered the concept of the street, and in
their Golden Lane project proposed horizontal passageways on three levels, con
stituting pedestrian access routed to each individuaI dwelling.

Formulations ofthis type are expressed clearly in the Sheffield residential com
plex, where giant slabs are placed in an elevated position over the city, thereby
obliging any future development to relate to them. The very genesis ofthis work
testifies to its relationship with social theory, for example the necessity ofrecov-
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ering the street as a stage set for t . is a] rectangular
stage set where encounters g ~e commuruty: "The stre~t [ courtship and
displays ofpride occur."!? AÙh~::lP, g~mes, fights, jealouSIe~heffield re~all in
a new way the great Corbusi . me tIme, the large bloc~s a,t , Marseille,

an Image ofthe Unité d'HabItatlOn 10

Primary Elements The concept of the study area and th d . d in the preceding
pages is insufficient by itself to charaecteWr.ellmthga:ea prt~POsaendevolution of the
't 't th ize e torma IOnCly, o e concept of area must be add d th . f 'tic urban elements

that have functioned as nuclei of aggr e t' e towtahtyo spellcIdthese urban ele-
hi h . ega lon. e have ca e ,ments, w lC are of a dommant nature' l t b cause they partìci-

t . th l' , pnmary e emen s epa e m e evo utìon of the city over tirn . t y often becoming'd . d ' '. e m a permanen wa , ,
l entifìe with ~hemajor a~lfacts constituting the city. The union of these prim-
ary elements with an area, m terms of location and construction, perrnanence of
pian and permanence of bUilding, natural artif t d constructed artifacts,

t 't t h I h' h . uae s ancons l u es a w o e w lC ISthe physical structure ofthe city.

To define primary elements is by no means easy. When we study a city, we find
that ~he urban w~ol.e,tends to ?e divided according to three principal functions:
housing, fixed activities, and clrculation. "Fixed activities" include stores, pub
lic and co~mercial buildings, universities, hospitals, and schools. In addi~ion,
the urban hterature also speaks ofurban equipment urban standards, servrces,
and infrastructures. Some ofthese terms are defìned or definable, others less so,
but for the most part each author uses them in a particular context to provide the
necessary clarity, To simplify matters I will consider fixed activities as included
within primary elements; I would say that the relationship of the house to the
residential area is like that of fixed activities to primary elements.

I use the term fixed activities because this notion is generally accepted. But even
ifin speaking offixed activities and primary elements we partly refer to the same
thing, the two terms presuppose entirely different ways of conceptualizing the
urban structure. What they have in common is that both refer to the public, col
lective character of urban elements, to the characteristic fact of public things
that they are made by the collective for the collective and are by nature essen
tially urbano Whatever reduction of urban reality we make, we always arrive at
the collective aspect; it seems to consti tute the beginning and end point of the
city,

On the other hand, the relationship between primary elements and residenti al
areas corresponds, in the architectural sense, to the operative distinction made
by sociologists between the public sphere and the private sphere as characteris
tic elements of the formation of the city. The definition given by Hans Paul
Bahrdt in his Die moderne Grossstadt best illustrates the meaning of primary
elements: "Our thesis goes like this: a city is a system in which all life, including
daily life, reveals a tendency to polarize, to unfold in terms of social aggregations
which are either public or private. The public sphere and the private sphere de
velop in a close relationship without losingtheirpolarization, while sectors of life
that cannot be characterized either as 'public' or 'private' lose their meaning.
The more strongly the polarization is exerted and the closer the interchange be
tween the public and private spheres, the more 'urban' the life of an urban aggre
gate is from the sociological viewpoint. In the opposIte case, an aggregate will

. ..20develop the character of a CIty to a lesser degree.
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When we consider the spatial aspect ofprimary elements and their role indepen
dent of their function, we realize how closely they are identified with their pre
sence in the city. They possess a value "in themselves," but also a value depen
dent on their place in the city. In this sense a historical building can be under
stood as a primary urban artifact; it may be disconnected from its origìnal fune
tion, or over time take on functions different from those for which it was de
signed, but its quality as an urban artifact, as a generator of a form ofthe city, re
mains constant. In this sense, monuments are always primary elements.

But primary elements are not only monuments, just as they are not only fixed ac
tivities; in a general sense they are those elements capable of accelerating the
processofurbanization in a city, and they also characterize the processes of spa
tial transformation in an area larger than the city. Often they act as catalysts. At
fìrst their presence can be identified only by their function (and in this respect
they coincide with fixed activities), but they rapidly take on a more significant
value. Frequently they are not even physical, constructed, measurable ar
tifacts; for example, sometimes the importance of an event itself "gives place" to
spatial transformations of a site. I will take up this problem later in terms of the
theme of locus.

Thus primary elements play an effective role in the dynamic ofthe city, and as a
result ofthem and the way they are ordered, the urban artifact acquires its own
quality, which is principally a function of its placement, its unfolding of a precise
action, and its individuality. Architecture is the ultimate moment in this process
and also what emerges from this complex structure.

In this way, the urban artifact and its architecture are one and the same, to
gether constituting a work of art. "To speak of a beautiful city is to speak of good
archìtecture'v! because it is the latter which makes real the aesthetic intention
ality ofurban artifacts. But the analysis ofwhat is real in this contextcan only be
carried out by examining specific artifacts. To reach an understanding of urban
artifacts that is verifiable in a historical context, it will now be instructive to look
at two examples drawn from urban history.

The Roman or Gallo-Roman cities ofthe West developed according to a continu- The Dynamic of Urban Elements
ous dynamic that exists in urban elements. This dynamic is still present today in
their formo When at the end of the Pax Romana the cities marked their bound-
aries by erecting walls, they enclosed a smaller surface area than the Roman
cities had. Monuments and even well-populated areas were abandoned outside
of these walls; the city enclosed only its nucleus. At Nimes the Visigoths trans-
formed an amphitheater into a fortress, which became a little city of two
thousand inhabitants; four gates corresponding to the four cardinal directions
gave access to the city, and inside there were two churches. Subsequently the
city began to develop again around this monumento A similar phenomenon oc-
curred in the city of Arles.

The vicissitudes ofthese cities are extraordinary. They immediately lead us to
considerations about scale and suggest that the quality of artifacts is indepen
dent of their dimensions. The amphitheater at Nimes had a precise and un
equivocaI form as well as function. It was not thought of as an indifferent con
tainer, but rather was highly precise in its structure, its architecture, and its
formo But a succession of external events at a dramatic moment in history re-
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versed its function, and a theater became ' , functioned Iike
a fortress and was adapted to enc] , < a City,This theater-clty

OReand defend its inhabitants,
In another example, that of Vila Viç , I ped between
the walls of a castle. These walls co~sa ,In P~rtugal, a city de~e oas well as its
landscape, The presence of this city_hrlSed It~ ex~ct bou~da~e~e ' and the ac
tual way it carne to be defined_i~ a rS medamn~,ItS arc~ltec Utl'O~S,Only the

" d' , ecor of its tranSlormapreexìsting con ition of a c]osed and st bi l' ' , d tinuity and the
d t , f " . a e rorm permitte con

pro uc ion o successive actwns and form~ I h' the architecture of
b rtif ' c, n t ISway form,ur an a I acts, emerges m the dynamic of th' 'e City,

It is in this sense that I speak ofthe Roman 't' d h. l' left by them: forCIies an t e rorms
example, the aqueduct at Segovia that cro""es th 't lik geographic artifact,h ' ". "" e CIy I e a .
t e M~nda bridge m Estremadura, the Pantheon,' the Forum, the th~aters,
~ver time these elements ofthe Roman city became transformed and their fune
tions altered, and when looked at from the point ofview ofurban artifacts, they
suggest many typological considerations, Another outstanding example is Six
tus V's project for the transformation of the Coliseum into a wool mill; here too
the extraordinary form of the amphitheater is involved. On the ground floor
laboratori es were planned, and on the upper levels there was to have been hous
ing for the workers; the Coliseum would have become a huge workers' quarter
and a rationally organized building, Domenico Fontana had this to say about it:
"Already they have begun to remove the earth surrounding it, & to level the
street that comes from Torre dei Conti & goes to the Coliseum, so that it would
ali be flat, as today one can stili see the ve~tiges of this removal; & they worked
there with sixty horse carriages, & a hundred men, so that [if) the Pope had lived
one [more] year, the Coliseum would have been reduced to housing, ,,22

How does the city grow? The originai nucleus, enclosed within thc walls, ex
tends itself according to its own specific nature; and to this formai individuation
corresponds a political individuation, On thc outskirts of the city develop the
borghi ofthe Italian city, thefaubOlil'gs ofthe French city,

Milan, whose monocentric structure is wrongly attributed to a kind of spreading
out ofthe historical center, was defined clearly throughout the medieval period
by the continued presence of the Gallo-Roman center as well as by convents and
religious buildings, The persistence of the borghi is so strong that the principal
one, San Gottardo, carne to be called in dialect simply et burg, and stili is, with no
othername,

In Paris, outside the Cité, monasteries, mercantile centers, and the university
grew up on the two banks ofthe Seine, Around these elements, centers ofurban
life took form' within the abbatial districts the bourgs forrued, The abbacy ofSt.
Germain-des:Prés, of Merovingian origin, dates to the sixth ~entury, although it
appears in documents only around the twelfth c~n~ury: Thls bo~rg represents
such a strong urban artifact within the city that It IS stIlI rec~gmzable today in
the pIan ofParis, It sits at the convergenee offive streets looking toward the in
terseetion of the Croix-Rouge' there the entranee to the bourg of St, Germain
des-Prés was loeated, and the 'piace was ealled le chef de la ville or le bout de la
ville, 23



55 Roman monuments, Arles,
France. Aerial view of the theater
and amphitheater.
56 Pian of the Santa Crocedistrict,
Florence, indicating buildings
constructed on the site of the Roman
amphitheater .

57a, 57bTworegistry maps of the
amphitheater, Nùnes, France, 1782,
above, and 1809, below, indicating
proprietors and trades.
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58 Project for the transformation of
the Coliseuni in Rome into a forum
for a centrally planned church, Carlo
Fontana, 1707.
59 Pantheon, Rome. Left: Seciional
rendering. Right: Plano Both
enqruoinqs from the early eiçhieenth
ceniuru.
ao Pope Sixiu« V's projeci jor Ihe
transformation. ofthe Coliseum in
Rome into a woolfactory, with
ioorkere' apartmenis (marked "D"),
1590.



A monument stands at a center It ì Il d d bv buildings and be-
comes a pIace f. t· . ISusua y surroun e. b f. o a tractlOn. We have 'd th t 't . 'mary element, ut o aspecial tYl)e' tlu t' . . Sai a I IS a pn. .: . a IS, it IStypical in ths t 't . Il ofthe questlOns posedby the city b t 't . a I summarizes a b d
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Thus, even if alì the monumental structures of the city have a meta-econ~mic
character, they are also outstanding work f rt nd they are characterized
above alI by this aspect. They consti tute a ~:lu: th;' is str~nger than environ
ment and ~tronger than memory. It is significant a city has never intentionally
destroyed ItSown greatest works of architecture' the Pazzi Chapel or St. Peter's
has never needed defending. '

It is also signifìcant that this valuo is the predominant characteristic of the city
and ~he ~m~ue mstance where the entire structure ofthe urban artifact is sum
ma~zed ~nìts fo~~. The monument has permanence because it already exists in
a dlale~tlCal POSltI.onwi.thin urban development; it is understood in the cit~ as
something that arises eithar at a single point in the city or in an area ofthe city.
!n the first case, that ofprimary elements, the ultimate form is most important;
m the second, that ofthe residential district the nature ofthe Iand seems to be
most important. We must remember that a theory ofthis type takes into account
notoon.ly a k~owledge o~the city in terms of its parts but also its growth, and
while it attributes maximum value to the precise empirical experience of pri
mary elements and their urban surroundings, it increasingly diminishes the im
portance of the pIan and the overall pattern of the city, which must be studied
from other points of view.

The Ancient City As we have just seen, the significance ofprimary elements in the evolution ofthe
ancient city demonstrates the importance of the form of urban artifacts, that is
to say, ofthe architecture ofthe city. The permanence ofthis form or its value as
a reference is entirely independent of both the specific function for which it was
designed and its coincidence with the continuity of urban institutions. For this
reason, I am deliberately emphasizing the form and the architecture of the city
rather than its institutions. It is a distortion of history to imagine that institu
tions are maintained and transmitted without interruption or alteration; a posi
tion of this sort ends up glossing over the real trauma of the city's moments of
transformation.

The enormous contribution that Henri Pirenne24 made to the study of the city
and in particular the relationships between the city and civic institutions attests
to the value that comes to be attributed to monuments and places, to the physical
reality of the city as a permanent moment of political and institutional coming
into being. Monuments and alI urban constructions are reference signs which
over time acquire different meanings. "Large towns and boroughs ... have
played an essential role in the history of cities. The~ ~ave been, so to speak,
stones of anticipation. It was around their walIs that cltIes took shape, from the
earliest appearance of the economic renaissance, the first symptoms of which
could be detected at the beginning of the tenth century. ,,25 Even if the city did
not exist in a social, economic, or legaI sense, it is a significant fact that its re
birth began around the walls of the boroughs and the ancient Roman cities.
Pirenne demonstrates how the classical city knew nothing analogous to the local
and particularistic bourgeois city of the Middle Ages .. Inthe classical worId,



urban life was the same as nationallife; the municipal system in antiquity thus
was identical to the constitutional one. Rome, extending her domination to the
Mediterranean world, made her colonized cities outposts ofthe Imperial system;
this system survived the Germanic and Arab invasions, but over time the cities
completely changed their function. This change is essential for comprehending
their subsequent evolution.

At first the Church established its dioceses according to the existing districts of
the Roman cities; the city in this way became the bishop's seat, and thereby
caused the exodus of merchants, the decrease of commerce, and the end of in
terurban relationships which, having no influence on the ecclesiastical organiza
tion, also had no impact on the urban structure. Cities identified themselves with
the prestige of the Church and were enriched by donations while maintaining
their alignment with the Carolingians in matters of administration; so that on
the one hand their wealth increased and on the other their moral prestige grew.
With the fall of the Carolingian empire, feudal princes continued to respect the
authority of the Church, and even during the anarchy of the tenth and eleventh
centuries, the dominance of the bishops was so absolute that it extended natur
ally to the residential districts as well, that is, to the ancient Roman cities.

Pirenne indicates how this transfer of power actually saved the cities from ruin
even when tenth-century economie conditions gave them no reason to exist,
since with the disappearance of the merchants they no longer had any value to
lay society. Around them the great agricultural domains existed autonomously,
and the State, constituted on a purely agricultural basis, was not interested in
their survival. Thus, although the castles of the princes and counts were in the
countryside, the bishops were tied to the city precisely through the immobile na
ture of the ecclesiastical office, and this ultimately saved the city from ruin. In
this way the city survived-as the physical piace of the bishop's seat, not as a
matter of the continuity of urban institutions.

In Pirenne's anaIysis, the exampie of Rome becomes extraordinariIy revealing:
"The imperiai city became the pontificaI city. Its historic prestige enhanced that
of St. Peter's successor. Isoiated, he appeared larger and at once became more
powerful. One saw onIy him ... and continuing to live in Rome, one made it his
Rome, as each bishop also made the city in which he lived his city. ,,26

In what way did the ancient city become the origin of the modern city? For
Pirenne, it is entireIy wrong to attribute the formation of the medieval city to the
activities of the abbey, the castle, or the market. The cities along with their
bourgeois institutions were born out of the economie and industriai reawakening
of Europe. Why and how were they installed, so to speak, in the old Roman
cities? Because the Roman cities, Pirenne argues, were not artificial creations;
on the contrary, they reunited ali the conditions of geographic order without
which an urban agglomeration cannot live and prospero Situated at the intersec
tion ofthe indestructible "roads ofCaesar," for centuries the roads ofmankind,
they were destined to become the seats ofmunicipallife again. "The cities which
from the tenth to the eleventh century had been hardly more than the center of
large ecclesiastical domains began to recover, in a rapid and inevitable transfor
mation, their long-lost originai character. ,,27 Such a transformation could not
have occurred except within or around the ancient cities, since these rep
resented a man-made complex, a halfway point between artifice and nature,
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which, as Pirenne affirrns in reference to the Roman cities, man could not easily
disregard in the course ofhis development. In the utilization ofthe bodies ofthe
old cities, there is at once an economie and a psychological rationale. They be
come both a positive value and a point of reference.

This subject of the transfonnation of the ancient cities is also relevant with re
spect to the modern question of the evolution from the bourgeois city to the
socialist one; here too it already seems certain that moments of institutional
change cannot necessarily be related to the evolution of fonn. Thus to postulate a
simple relationship between the two, as some would like, is an abstraction that is
not responsive to the reality of urban processes. What is clear is that primary
elements and monuments, because they directly represent the public sphere, ac
quire an increasingly necessary and complex character which is not so easily
modified. The residential quarter, being an area, has a more dynamic character,
but it nevertheless depends on the life of these primary elements and monu
ments and participates in the system constituted by the city as a whole.

The relationship between the dwelling areas and the primary elements of a city Processes of Transformation
is responsible for configurating that city in a specific way. If this can be de-
monstrated in cities in which historical events have always acted to unify dispa-
rate elements, it is even more apparent in the case of cities that have never man-
aged to integrate in an overall form the urban artifacts that constitute them:
thus London, Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Bari, and.many other cities.

In Bari,28 for example, the ancient city and the walled city constitute two ex
tremely different, almost unrelated artifacts. The ancient city has never been
enlarged; its nucleus is completely defined as a form, Only its principal street,
which served to link it to the surrounding region, emerges intact and pennanent
in the texture of the walled city. In cases of this type there is always a close con
nection between primary elements and the area; often this connection becomes
an urban artifact so absolutely predominant that it constitutes a characteristic of
the city, for the city is invariably the sum of its artifacts.

Morphological analysis, one ofthe most important instruments for studying the
city, brings these aspects into full view. Amorphous zones do not exist in the
city, or where they do, they are moments of a process of transfonnation; they
represent inconclusive times in the urban dynamic. Where phenomena of this
type appear very frequently, as in the suburbs of the American city, the pro
cesses oftransfonnation have usually been accelerated, since high density puts
greater pressure on land usage. These transfonnations are realized through the
definition of a precise area, and this is when the process of redevelopment occurs.

This process today characterizes a great city like London: "The idea of the pre
cinct," writes Peter Hall, "has been instinctively applied by builders and ar
chitects for centuries, in the Oxford and Cambridge Colleges, in London's Inns
of Court, in the original plans for Bloomsbury where through-traffic was kept
out by gates. ,,29 Politics of this type constituted the basis for Patrick Abercrom
bie's famous precincts for Westminster and Bloomsbury; the road system was to
have been readapted so that the principal streets would encircle the blocks and
prevent through-traffic from penetrating.
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A distinctivs characteristic of all citie:s and th ban aesthetic, is
the tension that has been, and still is '~re t dubsalso of the urand primary ele-

b ' a e etween areas .
tmhendt~f;mdetwbeenone secbtorof t~e city and another This tension andses frtobm
e l rerenees etween ur an artIfacts ex' ti .' lace an mus e. IS lUg In the sarne P .measured not only m terms of spacs but also f ti . I rnean both the his

t . l . h' h h o Ime By time ith Ilo~c~ pr~ces.s, m w IC p enomena of a perman~nt kind are present Wl a
their implications, and a purely chronolOo-ical . h' h such phenomena. .".,. process m w lC 'can be measured agamst urban artIfacts of su .' . dscceSSlvepeno .

In this way, formerly peripheral parts oflarg 't' . t "ormation often ap-. '. e Cl les m ransn
pear beautiful: London, Berlm, MIlan, and Mos l entirely unexpected. d . cow revea .
perspectives, aspects, an. images. The different times more than the lmm~nse
~paces of the Moscow periphery, by virtue of an aesthetic pleasure that resides
m the very nature of the artifaets, give us the real ima of a culture in transfor
mation, of a modifìcation taking pIace in the socìal structure ìtself.

Of cour~e, we ca?not so easil:v entrust the values oftoday's cities to th~ ~aturai
succeSSlOnof artIfacts, Nothmg guarantees an effedive continuity. It ISlmpor
tant to know the mechanism oftransformation and above all to establish how we
can act in this situation-not, I believe, through the totai control ofthis process
of change in urban artifacts, but through the control of the principal artifacts
emerging in a certain periodo Rere the question of scale and ofthe scale ofinter-
vention, comes to the fore. '

The transformation of particular parts of the city over time is very closely linked
to the objective phenomenon of the decay of certain zones. This phenomenon,
generalIy referred to in the English and American literature as "obsolescence,"
is increasingly evident in large modern cities, and it has special characteristics in
the large American cities, where it has been closely studied. For our purposes,
we will define this phenomenon as characterized by a group of buildings-which
may be in the neighborhood of a certain street or may consti tute an entire dis
trict-that has outlived the dynamics of Iand use in the surrounding area (this
definition has a much broader scope than some others). Such areas ofthe city do
not folIow life; often they remain islands for a long time with respect to the gen
eraI development, bearing witness to different periods in the city and at the
same time configurating large areas of "reserve." This phenomenon of obsoles
cence illustrates the validity of studying areas of the city as urban artifacts; we
can then relate the transformations of such areas to the study of specific events,
as we will see later in the theories of Ralbwachs.

The hypothesis of the city as an entity constituted ofmany parts which are com
plete in themseives is, it seems to me, one which truIy permitsfreedom of choice;
and freedom of choice becomes a fundamental issue because of its implications.
For example, we do not believe that questions concerning values can be decided
in terms of abstract architectural and typological formulations-for example,
high-rise or low-rise housing. Such questions can only be resolved at the con
crete levei of urban architecture. We are fully convinced that in a society where
choices are free, the real freedom ofthe citizen rests in being able to choose one
solution rather than another.
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Geography or history
according to what we see
or uihen.we think.
Carlos Barral'"

In the preceding pages we have been primarily concerned with two issues: first,
the dwelling area and primary elements, and second the city as a structure of
parts. I have also dealt with monuments, with the various uses of urban ele
ments, and with ways of reading the city. Man'y of these concerns were
methodological in that they were aimed at defining a system of classification.
Perhaps I have not always chosen the most direct approach; but I have tried to
remain faithful to the studies I consider most valid and, in part, to order them. I
have already remarked that there is nothing new in any ofthis. What is impor
tant is that behind these considerations are real artifacts which testify to the re
lationship of man to the city.

I have also put forward the hypothesis of the city as a man-made object and a
work of art; we can observe and describe this man-made object and seek to un
derstand its structural values. The history ofthe city is always inseparable from
its geography; without both we cannot understand the architecture that is the
physical sign of this "human thing." "The art of architecture," wrote ViolIet-le
Due, "is a human creation," and again, "Architecture, this human creation, is, in
fact, only an application of principles born outside us and which we appropriate
to ourselves by observation. ,,31 These principles are in the city; the stone land
scape of building-of "brick and mortar," in C.B. Fawcett's expression-sym
bolizes the continuity of a comrnunity.I" Sociologists have studied collective
knowledge and urban psychology; geography and ecology have opened broad
vistas. But is not architecture essential for understanding the city as a work of
art?

More precise studi es of specific important moments in urban history are needed
to clarify the question of the architecture of the city as a total work of art. As
Bernard Berenson recognized, even without developing the idea, Venetian art is
explained completely by the city itself: "There was nothing the Venetians would
not do to add to its [the State's] greatness, glory, and splendor. Itwas this which
led them to make of the city itself that wondrous monument to the love and awe
they felt for their Republic, which still rouses more admiration and gives more
pleasure than any other one achievement of the art-impulse in mano They were
not content to make their city the most beautiful in the world; they performed
ceremonies in its honor partaking of alI the solemnity of religious rites. ,,33 Such
an observation is true for all cities; it refers to artifacts, and while these are man
ifested in different ways and with different consequences, they can still be com
pared. No city ever lacked a sense ofits own individuality.

In distinguishing between the two principal artifacts found in the city, the dwell
ing area and the primary elements, we have strongly denied that housing is
something amorphous and transitory. Thus, instead of focusing on the single
house, in which material decay and a necessary accommodation to different so
cìal classes and modes of life are empirically observable over time, we have sub
stituted the concept of the characteristic area. Entire parts of the city manifest
,concrete signs oftheir way oflife, their own form, and their memory, and these
areas may be distinguished from one another for the purpose of investigating
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their characteristics morphologically and possibly also historically and linguisti
cally. In this context, the study of areas in the city raises the issues of locus and
scale.

In contrast to the area, the primary element evolves and should be studied as an
element whose presence accelerates the process of the urban dynamic. Such an
element can be interpreted solely from a functional point ofview as a fixed activ
ity ofthe collective and for the collective, but more importantly it can be seen as
an actual urban artifact, identifiable with an event or an architecture that is cap
able of "summarizing" the city. As such it is already the history and the idea of
the city in the process of constructing itself-a "state of mind," according to
Park's definition.

As the core ofthe hypothesis ofthe city as a man-made object, primary elements
have an absolute clarity; they are distinguishable on the basis of their forrn and in
a certain sense their exceptional nature within the urban fabric; they are charac
teristic, or better, that which characterizes a city. Ifone looks at the pIan of any
city, these immediately identifiable forrns leap out as black spots. The same is
true from a volumetric point ofview.

Although I stated earlier that monuments are not the only primary elements, I
seem always to end up using them as examples. For instance, I spoke ofthe thea
ter at Arles, the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua, and so ono I am not sure that I
can fully clarify this point but let me introduce a different argument. We know
that many geographical or urbanistic texts classify cities into two large families:
planned and unplanned. "In urban studies it is usual to emphasize as primary the
difference between planned and unplanned towns. The former have been con
ceived and founded as towns, whereas the latter have emerged without con
scious planning. They are settlements that have grown and been adapted to dis
charge urban functions. Their urban character has appeared in the course of
their growth, and their layout is essentially the product of accretion of buildings
about some pre-urban nucleus.t''" Thus writes Arthur E. Smailes in his text on
urban geography, as have many others.

Presuming that the theoretical scheme propounded in this statement is securely
founded on genuine facts, we can agree that it has a relative concreteness; it in
voIves an elementary type of classification, and can be debated from many points
ofview. In fact we would say with regard to the genesis ofurban artifacts that in
alI cases the issue is "the aggregation of buildings around some pre-urban nuc
leus," to use Smailes's terrns. This nucleus represents a beginning ofthe process
of urbanization during which the city is constituted together with all of its val
ues.

Consequently, I consider the plan to be a primary element, the equal of a monu
ment like a tempIe or a fortress. The nucleus of a planned city is itself also a pri
mary element; it does not matter whether it initiates an urban process or charac
terizes it, as in Leningrad or in Ferrara. The notion that the existence of a pIan
makes for a rigidly defined spatial solution of a city from an overall perspective is
very much debatable; the pIan is always but one moment ofthe city in the same
way that any other primary element is.

Whether the city grows around an ordered or disordered nucleus or around a
single artifact, then, does not make much difference (although it surely raises
different morphological issues); both these conditions tend to constitute charac-
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teristic art.ifacts This is wh t h d i L . grad and this is what is hap-.. . .. a appene m emn ,
penIng In Brasìììa, two examples which merit further study.

Scholars like Chabot and P . t t t d t draw any distinction be-oe e never at emp e o .
tween the pIan a~d single artifacts, although Chabot rightly consIdered the pIan
to be the theorebcal foundation of all urban operations. However, Lavedan at
tached greater importance to such a distinction, as was only logical after his.l?ng
work on the architecture ofthe city and on the urban structure o~French cities.
If the enormous efforts of the French school had been accompamed more often
by attempts at a synthesis like Lavedan's we would today have marvelous
mat~rial at ?ur disposaI; however, that Alb~rt Demangeon's studie.s on the city
and ItS housmg did not take into account the material gathered by Viollet-le-Duc
is a problem that goes beyond the lack of an interdisciplinary relationship--it has
to do wìth an attitude toward reality.

However, Lavedan should not be reproached for insisting on the architectural
aspect since this is precisely the greatest merit of his work, and I do not think I
am distorting his thinking in saying that when he speaks ofthe "pian" of a city, he
means the architecture. In discussing the origins ofthe city, he wrote, "whether
it is a matter of a spontaneous city or a planned city, the trace of its pIan, the de
sign of its streets, is not due to chance. There is an obedience to rules, whether
unconscious in the first case or conscious and open in the secondo There always
exists the generating element of the pIan. ,,35With this formulation Lavedan re
stores to the pIan its value as an originating element or component.

Itmight appear that in attempting to explain the difference between a primary
element and a monument I have introduced another argument concerning the
pIan, which rather than making my thesis more precise has ultimately enlarged
it. In fact, this enlargement permits us to return to our opening hypothesis,
which we have analyzed from different viewpoints: the city is not by its nature a
creation that ean be reduced to a single basie idea; its proeesses offormation are
many and varied.

The city is constituted of parts, and each one of these parts is characteristic; it
also possesses primary elements around which buildings aggregate. Monuments
are fixed points in the urban dynamic, and as sueh are stronger than economi c
laws. However, primary elements, in their immediate form, are not necessarily
so. In this sense, the essence of monuments is their destiny, although it is obvi
ously hard to say at what point this destiny can be predicted. In other words, it is
necessary to consider both permanent urban artifacts and primary elements
which may as yet have less permanence as essentiai to the constitution of the
city, and this has to do with both architecture and politics. Thus, when primary
elements assume the value of monuments either because of their intrinsic value
or because oftheir particular historical situation, it is possible to relate this fact
precisely to the history and the Iife of the city.

Once again, all these considerations are important only because behind them are
artifacts that show their direct connection to manoFor the elements constituting
the city-these urban artifacts which are by nature characteristic and charac
terizing and as much a product of human activity as a collective artifact-are
among the most authentic human testimonies. NaturalIy when we speak ofthese
artifacts we are speaking of their architecture, their meaning as a human crea-
tion in itself. A French scholar recently wrote ofthe crisis ofthe French univer- 11
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sity that it seemed to him that nothing could more tangibly express this crisis
than the absence of a building that "was" the French university. That Paris, al
though the cradle of the great European universities, never managed to "con
struct" such a pIace, signaled an internaI weakness ofthe system. "The confron
tation with this prodigious architectural phenomenon shocked me. A dis
quietude was born, as well as a suspicion which had to be confirmed, when I sub
sequently visited Coimbra, Salamanca, Gottingen, and Padua again .... It is
the architectural nothingness of the French university which made me under
stand its intellectual and spiritual nothingness. ,,36

Could one not say that the cathedrals and churches scattered throughout the
world together with St. Peter's constitute the universality of the Catholic
Church? I am not speaking of the monumental character of these works of ar
chitecture, nor oftheir stylistic aspects: I refer to their presence, their construc
tion, their history, in other words, to the nature ofurban artifacts. Urban ar
tifacts have their own life, their own destiny. When one goes to a charitable in
stitution, the sadness is almost something concrete. It is in the walls, the court
yards, the rooms. When the Parisians destroyed the Bastille, they were erasing
the centuries of abuse and sadness of which the Bastille was the physical formo

At the beginning ofthis chapter,I spoke ofthe quality ofurban artifacts. Ofthe
authors who have proposed this type of study, Lévi-Strauss has gone further
than anyone in defining the idea of quality and in stating that however rebellious
our Euclidean spirit has become to a qualitative conception of space, its exist
ence does not depend on uso "Space has values peculiar to itself, just as sounds
and scents have their colors and feelings their weight. The search for correspon
dences of this sort is not a poet's game or an act of mystification ... These cor
respondences offer the scholar an entirely new terrain, and one which may stilI
have rich yields."37 This concept of quality in urban artifacts has already
emerged from actual research, from the concreteness ofthe real, The quality of
architecture-the quality of the human creation-is the meaning of the city.
Thus, after investigating a number of possible modes of understanding the city,
we must return to the most intimate, the most private characteristics of urban
artifacts; and with these aspects, those most closely bound up with architecture,
I will begin the next chapter.

To conclude, I wish to emphasize that it is quality and destiny which distinguish
monuments, in the geographical sense, from primary elements. With these two
parameters as guides, studies on both the behavior ofhuman groups and the in
dividuaI in the city can be much enriched. I have mentioned the efforts of the
American Lynch, although along different lines; it is to be hoped that such ex
perimental research wilI be taken further and wilI yield important material for
ali aspects ofurban psychology.

This concept of quality can also cast light on the concepts of area and boundaries,
of political territory and frontier-concepts for which neither the myth of race
nor the community of languages or religions sufficiently accounts. I am only
suggesting here a possible guideline for research; many contributions are bound
to emerge from psychology, sociology, and urban ecology. However, I am con
vinced that they will take on new meaning once they pay more attention to physi
cal realities and to the architecture of our cities. We can no longer concern our
selves with the architecture of the city-in other words, architecture itself
without a generaI framework in which to relate urban artifacts. It is in this sense
that I have spoken ofthe need for a new treatment.
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I have already used the tenn locus several times in this book. The locus is a re
lationship between a certain specific location and the buildings that are in it. It is
at once singular and uni versaI.

The selection ofthe location for any building, as also for any city, was ofprimary
importance in the classical world. The "situation" -the site--was governed by
the genius loci, the local divinity, an intermediary who presided over alI that
was to unfold in it. The concept of locus was also present at alI times for the
theoretician of the Renaissance, even if by the time of Palladio and later Milizia
ìts treatment took on an increasingly topographical and functional aspect. In the
writings ofPalIadio, one can still sense the living presence ofthe classical world,
the vital secret of a relationship between old and new. More than just a function
of a specific architectural culture, this relationship is manifest in works like the
VillaMalcontenta and the Villa Rotonda, in which it is precisely their "situation"
which conditions our understanding. ViolIet-le-Duc, too, in his efforts to inter
pret architecture as a series of logical operations based on a few rational princi
pIes, admitted the difficulty oftransposing a work of architecture from one pIace
to another. In his generaI theory of architecture, the locus participates as a
unique and physical pIace.

More recently, a geographer like Sorre could suggest the possibility of a theory
of spatial divisìon! and, based on this, postuiate the existenèe of "singular
points." The locus, so conceived, emphasizes the conditions and qualities within
undifferentiated space which are necessary for understanding an urban artifact.
Aiong similar lines, Halbwachs, in the last years of his life, concerned himself
with the topography of legendary places. Re argued that during different
periods holy places have presented different physiognomies, and in these can be
found the images of the various Christian groups who constructed and situated
them according to their aspirations and their needs.

Let us consider for a moment the space ofthe Catholic religion. Since the Church
is indivisible this space covers the whole earth. In such a universe the concept of
the individuallocation becomes secondary, as does that ofthe boundary or fron
tier. Space is detennined with respect to a single center, the seat ofthe Pope;
but this same earthIy space is nothing but a moment, a smalI part ofthe uni versaI
space which is the pIace of the communion of saints. (This idea is similar to that of
the transcendence of space as it is understood by the mystics.) Even in this total
and undifferentiated framework, where the idea of space itself is nullified and
transcended, "singuiar points" exist; these are the places of pilgrimage, the
sanctuaries where the faithful enter into more direct communication with God.
In this way the sacraments become signs of grace in the Christian doctrine.
Through their visible parts they signify or indicate the invisible grace which
they confer; and because in signifying it they actualIy confer it, they are potent
signs.

It is possible to identify such a singular point by a particular event that occurred
.~ there at some time or an infinite variety of other causes, both rationai and irra-

tional. Even within the universal space of the Church, there is still an inter
;~ Illediate value that is recognized and sanctioned, the possibility of a real-if ex
~'

ì,.'., traordinary-idea of space. To bring this idea into the domain ofurban artifacts,
I Wemust return to the value of images, to the physicai anaIysis of artifacts and
~ their surroundings; and perhaps this will lead us to a pure and simple under
i standing ofthe value ofthe locus. For such an idea ofpIace and time is seemingIyf capabie of being expressed rationalIy, even if it embraces a series of values that
I 100t~
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63Oneof the chapels of ihe Sacro
Monte at Orta, Italy, circa 1600.
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are outside and beyond wh t .a we expenence.

!realize the delicacy of this argu t. b t't' l t nt in eveI"Yempirical study; it
1 rt f' men, u 1 IS a e Il' F ks pa o expenence Henri p l E d 2' h' t dI'eson Ga IC rance, spo e. . au y oux, m ISs u
specifìcally ofplaces that hav l b 'd d unique and he suggested
fu . e a ways een conSI ere ' . .
rther analysis of such pIace h' h t h b en predestmed by history,s, w IC seem o ave e .'

These places are real signs of space; and as such they have a relatlOnshlp both to
chance and to tradition.

I often thin~ of the piazzas depicted by the Renaissance painters, where the
place of architectin-o, the human construction, takes on a generai val~e of piace :
and of memory because it is so strongly fixed in a single momento This moment
beco~es the primary and most profound idea that we have of the piazzas of Italy,
and IS the~efore linked with our spatial idea of the Italian cities th~mselve~.
Ideas of this type are bound up with our historical culture, with our existence In

built landscapes: with references that carry over from one. context ~o another,
and thus also with the rediscovery of singular points, which are virtually the
closest approximation to a spatial idea that we have imagined. Henri Focillon
speaks ofpsychological places, places without which the spirit ofan environment
would be opaque or elusive. Thus, to describe a particular artistic landscape, he
offers the notion of "art as piace." "The landscape of Gothic art, or rather, Gothic
art as a landscape, created a France and a French humanity that no one could
foresee: of outlines of the horizon, silhouettes of cities-a poetry, in short, that
arose from Gothic art, and not from geology or from Capetian institutions. But is
not the essential attribute of any environment that ofproducing, of shaping the
past according to its own needs?":~

As is evident, the substitution of Gothic ari as place for Gothic landscape is of
enormous importance. In this sense, the building, the monument, and the city
become human things par excellence; and as such, they are profoundly linked to
an original occurrence, to a first sign, to composition, permanence, and evolu
tion, and to both chance and tradition. As the first inhabitants fashioned an envi
ronment for themselves, they also formed a piace and established its unique
nesso

The comments of the theoreticians on the framing of the landscape in painting,
the sureness with which the Romans repeated certain elements in their building
of new cities, acknowledging in the locus the potential far transformation
these and many other facts cause us to intuit the importance of certain artifacts;
and when we consider information ofthis type, we realize why architecture was
so important in the ancient world and in the Renaissance. It shaped a context.
Its forms changed together with the larger changes of a site, participating in the
constitution of a whole and serving an overall event, while at the same time con
stituting an event in itself. Only in this way can we understand the importance of
an obelisk, a column, a tombstone. Who can distinguish anymore between an
event and the sign that marks it?

I have asked many times in the course ofthis book, where does the singularity of
an urban artifaci begin? In its form, its function, its memory, or in something
else again? We can now answer that it begins in the event and in the sign that has
marked the evento This notion has traversed the history of architecture. Artists
have always attempted to make something originaI, to make an artifact which
precedes style. Burckhardt understood this process when he wrote, "There, in
the sanctuary, they [tbe artists] took their first steps toward the sublime; they
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learned to eliminate the contingent from form, Types carne into being; ulti
mately, the first ideals."" Thus, the close relationship that once was present be
tween forms and elements proposes itself again as a necessary origin; and so
while on the one hand architecture addresses its own circumscribed domain, its
elements and its ideals, on the other it tends to become identified with an ar
tifact, and the separation which occurred at its origin and which pennitted it to
develop autonomously no longer is recognizable. It is in this sense that we can in
terpret a comment by Adolf Loos: "Ifwe find a mound six feet long and three feet
wide in the forest, fonned into a pyramid, shaped by a shovel, we become serious
and something in us says, 'someone lies buried here.' That is architecture.t" The
mound six feet long and three feet wide is an extremely intense and pure ar
chitecture precisely because it is identifiable in the artifact. It is only in the his
tory of architecture that a separation between the originai element and its vari
ous forms occurred. From this separation, which the ancient world seemingly
resolved forever, derives the universalIy acknowledged character of perma
nence of those first fonns.

AlI of the great eras of architecture have reproposed the architecture of an
tiquity anew, as if it were a paradigrn established forever; but each time it has
been reproposed differently. Because this same idea of architecture has been
manifested in different places, we can understand our own cities by measuring
this standard against the actuality of the individuai experience of each particular
place. What I said at the beginning about the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua is
perhaps subsumed in this idea, which goes beyond a building's functions and its
history, but not beyond the particuiarity ofthe pIace in which it exists.

Perhaps we can better understand the concept of locus, which at times seems
rather opaque, by approaching it from another perspective, by penetrating it in
a more familiar, more visibIe---even if no longer rational-way. Otherwise, we
continue to grasp at outlines which only evaporate and disappear. These outlines
delineate the singuiarity of monuments, of the city, and of buildings, and thus
the concept of singularity itself and its limits, where it begins and ends. They
trace the relation of architecture to its location-the pIace of art-and thereby
its connections to, and the precise articulation of, the locus itself as a singular ar
tifact detennined by its space and time, by its topographical dimensions and its
form, by its being the seat of a succession of ancient and recent events, by its
memory. AlI these problems are in large measure of a collective nature; they
force us to pause for a moment on the reiationship between pIace and man, and
hence to look at the relationship between ecology and psychology.

"The greatest products of architecture are not so much individuai as they are so- Architecture as Science
eial works; rather the children of nations in labor than the inspired efforis of
men ofgenius; the legacy of a race; the accumulated wealth of centuries, the re-
siduum of the successive evaporations of human society-in a word, a species of
formation: "
Victor Hug06

In his work of 1816 on the monuments of France, Alexandre de Laborde, like
Quatremère de Quincy, praised the artists of the late eighteenth and earIy
nineteenth century for going to Rome to study and master the immutabie princi
ples ofknowIedge, retraveling the great roads of antiquity. The architects ofthis
new school presented themseives as schoIars ofthe physicai artifacts oftheir sci-
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ence: architecture. Thus they were traversing a familiar route, since their mas
ters too had devoted themselves to establishing a logic of architecture based on
essential principles. "They are at once artists and scholars; they have mastered
the habit of observation and of criticism ... ,,7

But Laborde and his contemporaries failed to note the fundamental character of
these studies: the fact that they provided an introduction to urban problems and
to the human sciences, an introduction that tipped the balance in favor of the
scholar rather than the architect. Only a history of architecture based on ar
tifacts gives us a comprehensive picture of this delicate balance and allows us a
well-articulated knowledge ofthe artifacts themselves.

We know that the basic subject ofthe theoreticians and their teachings was the
elaboration of a generaI principle of architecture, of architecture as a science, of
the formulation and applications of buildings. Ledoux'establìshed his principles
of architecture on the basis of the classical conception, but he was also concerned
with places and events, situations and society. Thus, he studied the various
buildings that society demanded with respect to their precise contexts.

For Viollet-le-Due, too, the issue of architecture as science was unambiguous;
for him there was only one solution to a problem. But, and here he expanded the
thesis, since the problems addressed by architecture changed continually,
therefore solutions had to be modified. According to the definition given by this
French master, it was the principles ofarchitecture together with the modifica
tions ofthe real world that constituted the structure ofthe human creation. Thus
in his Dictionnaire he set the great panorama of Gothic architecture in France
before us with unparalleled power.

I know offew descriptions of architectural works which are as complete and per
suasive as that of the Gaillard castle, Richard the Lionhearted's fortress." In
Viollet-le-Duc's prose, it acquires the force ofa permanent image ofhow an ar
chitectural work is structured. Both the structure and the uniqueness ofthe cas
tle are revealed by way of an analysis ofthe building relative to the geography of
the Seine, a study of military art, and a topographical knowledge of antiquity, in
the end investing the two rival condottieri, the Norman and the French, with the
same psychology. Not only does the history of France lie behind this, but the cas
tle becomes a pIace about which we acquire a personal knowledge and experi
ence.

Likewise, the study of the house begins with geographical classifications and
sociological considerations and by way of architecture goes on to the structure of
the city and the country, the human creation. Viollet-le-Duc discovered that of
all architecture the house offers the best characterization of the customs, us
ages, and tastes of a population; its structure, like its functional organization,
changes only over long periods of time. From a study of the plans of houses, he
reconstructed the formation of urban nuclei and was able to point the direction
for a comparative study of the typology of the French house.

Using the same principle, he described the cities constructed ex novo by the
French kings. Montpazier, for example, not only had a regular grid, but all the
houses were of an equal size and had the same pIan. The people who carne to live
in a special city like this found themselves on a pIane of absolute equality. Thus, a
study ofthe lots and the urban block allowed Viollet-le-Duc a glimpse ofthe his
tory of social classes in France that was based on reality: in this respect he antici-
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pates the social geographers and the conclusions of Tricart.

One must read the best texts of the French school of geography written in the
first years ofthis century to find an equally scientific attitude, yet even the most
superficial reading of Demangeorr'? on the rural house in France recalls the
works of the great theoreticians of the pasto Starting with a description of the
man-made landscape of the countryside, Demangeon recognized in the house
persistent elements that were modified only over long periods oftime and whose
evolution was longer and more complex than those ofthe rural economy to which
they did not always or easily correspond; thus he proposed the existence of
typological constants in housing and concerned himself with discovering the ele
mental types of housing.

Ultimately, the house, once extracted from its context, revealed that it derived
not only from this local context, but manifested also external relationships, dis
tant kinships, and generaI inftuences. Thus, by studying the geographical dis
tribution of one type ofhouse Demangeon avoided reducing many ofhis observa
tions to the determinism ofplace, whether in terms ofmaterials, economie struc
tures, or functions; thereby he was able to delineate historical relations and cul
turaI currents. Such an analysis necessarily falls short of a broad conception of
the structure of the city and the region, something which the earlier theoreti
cians were able to recognize in overall form; but by comparison with Viollet-Ie
Duc's studies, it possesses in precision and methodological rigor what it lacks in
generaI comprehensiveness.

It is as significant as·it is surprising that it took an architect who was considered
a revolutionary to take up and to synthesize themes which were seemingly re
mote from his analysis; thus, in his definition of the house as a machine and ar
chitecture as a tool (so scandalous at the time to the cultured academicians of
art), Le Corbusier-'! did no less than combine alI the practical teachings of this
French school which, as we have said, were based on the study ofreality. Itwas
in the same years, in fact, that Demangeon spoke (in the workjust referred to) of
the rural house as a tool forged for the work of the farmer. The human creation
and the forged tool seem, once again, to bracket this discourse and thrust it into a
vision of architecture based on the real, a totalistic vision of which perhaps only
artists are capable.

But such a conclusion only closes the discourse without having accomplished
anything if it presumes the relationship between analysis and design to be a
problem of the individuaI architect rather than of the progress of architecture as
science. It denies the hope contained in Laborde's remark, that he saw in the
new generation of men of art and culture those who had taken up the habit of
criticism and observation-in other words, who saw the possibility of a more
profound understanding of the structure of the city. I believe that this kind of
study of the object of architecture as it is here understood, as a human creation,
must precede analysis and design.

Such study must necessarily take in the full structure of the relationship be
tween individuaI and communal work, the accumulated history of centuries, the
evolution and the permanence of disparate cultures. Thus this section begins
with a passage from Victor Hugo12 which can serve as a program of study. In his
often zealous passion for the great national architecture ofthe past, Hugo, like
so many other artists and scientists, sought to understand the structure of this
fìxed scene ofhuman events; and when he referred to architecture and the city in
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68Gaillard Castle, Normandy,
France, pian by Viollet-le-Duc.
A) Moat dug in the rock and main
tower. B) Secondary towers.
C) Principal towers. D)Secondary
towers. E) First enclosure of ihe
castle, surrounding the lowercourt.
F) Well. G) Cellars leading to
outside. H) Chapel. K) Castle
entrance. L) Moat. M) Keep.
N) Apartments ofthe commander.
P) Emergency exit. R) Surveillance
route. T) Towersand wall dug in the
rock. V) Tower.X) Rampart.
Y) River barricade.Z) Primary
moat.
69 Castle ofCoucy on the Ile de
France, thirteenth tofourteenth
century. Pian ofgroundfioor by
Viollet-le-Duc. A) Already existing
chapels. B) Keep. C), D) Towers.
E) Access bridge.K) Courtyard.
L) Service buildings. M) Typical
apartments. N) Storeroom on ground
floor and large salon on upperfloors.
S), T) Towers.



Urban Ecology and Psychology

*Thedictionary defines "technics" (Italian
tecnica) as "the study ofprinciples of an
art or of the arts in generaI, especially
practical arts" (Webster's New Twentieth
Century Dictionary, Unabridged, 2d ed.).
This is the meaningintended here and in
what follows.-Ed.

r
their collective aspect as "a species f ." enriched our work with a
reference as author't' t' '. o formation, he

I a IVeas it ISsuggestive.

In the preceding section, I tried to emphasize the fact that through archite~tur~,
perhaps more than any other point of'vì ITI'veat a comprehenslVe VI-. f h . iew.one can a
sion o t e Clt~ and an understanding of its structure. In this sense, I under-
scored the studies ofthe house by Viollet-Ie-Duc and Demangeon, and suggested
the u.sefulness of a comparative analysis oftheir findings. Moreover, I suggested
that m Le Corbusier's work such a synthesis has already been accomplished.

I now wish to introduce into this discourse some observations on ecology and
psychology, the latter in its application to urban science. Ecology as the know
l~dge of the relatio~s~ips between a living being and his environment cannot be
dls.cussed here. T.hls IS a problem which has belonged to sociology and. natural
philosophy ever since Montesquieu, and despite its enormous interest, itwould
take us too far afield.

Let us consider only this question: how does the locus urbis, once it has been de
termined, influence the individuai and the collective? This question interests me
here in the ecological sense ofSorre: that is, houi does the environment influence
the individuai and the collecfive? For Sorre, this question was far more interest
ing than the opposi te one ofhow man inftuences his environment. 13With the lat
ter question, the idea of human ecology changes meaning abruptly and involves
the whole history of civilization. We already responded to this question, or to the
system that the two questions form, when at the beginning ofthis study we de
fined the city as a human thing par excellence.

But as we have said, even for ecology and the urban ecology to which we refer,
this study has meaning only when the city is seen in the entirety of its parts, as a
complex structure. The historically determined relationships and influences be
tween man and the city cannot be studied by reducing them to a schematic model
of the city as in the urban ecology models of the American school from Park to
Hoyt. These theories can offer some answers, as far as I can see, relative to
urban technics, but they have little to contribute to the development of an urban
science founded on artifacts and not on models.

That the study of collective psychology has an essential part in the study of the
city seems undeniable. Many of the authors to whom I feel closest in this work
base their studies on collective psychology, which in turn is linked to sociology.
This linkage has been amply documented. Collective psychology has bearing
upon alI the sciences where the city as an object of study is of primary impor
tance.

Valuable information also may be obtained from the experiments conducted
under the banner ofGestalt psychology, as undertaken by the Bauhaus in the do
main ofform and as proposed by the American school of Lynch. 14 In this book, I
have particularly made use of some ofLynch's conclusions with respect to the re
sidential district as confirmation of the distinctive character of different dis-, . .
tricts within the city. There have been, however, some mappropnate extensions
ofthe methods of experimental psychology; but before addressing these I should
touch briefly on the relationship between the city and architecture as technics. *

I
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In speaking of the constitution of an artifact and of its memory, I am thinking of
these problems Iargely in terms of their collective nature; they pertain to the
city, and thus to its collective citizenry. I maintain that in an art or a science the
principles and means of action are elaborated collectively or transmitted
through a tradition in which alI the sciences and arts are operating as collective
phenomena. But at the same time they are not collective in alI their essentiai
parts; individuais carry them out. This relationship between a collective artifact,
which is necessarily an urban artifact, and the individuaI who proposes and
single-handedly realizes it can only be understood through a study of the
technics by which the artifact is manifested. There are many different technics;
one of them is architecture, and since this is the object of our study, we must
here be concerned with it above all, and with economics and history only to the
extent that they are manifested in the architecture ofthe city.

The relationship in architecture between the collective urban artifact and the in
dividuaI is unique with respect to the other technics and arts. In fact, archi tec
ture presents itself as a vast cuiturai movement: it is discussed and criticized
well beyond the narrow circle ofits specialists; it needs to be realized, to become
part ofthe city, to become "the city." In a certain sense, there is no such thing as
buildings that are politically "opposed," since the ones that are realized are aI
ways those ofthe dominant class, or at Ieast those which express a possibility of
reconciling certain new needs with a specific urban condition. Thus there is a di
rect relationship between the formulation of certain proposais and the buildings
that arise in the city.

But it is equally obvious that this relationship can aiso be considered in its sepa
rate terms. The world of architecture can be seen to unfold and be studied as a
logical succession ofprinciples and forms more or Iess autonomous from the real
ity of locus and history. Thus, architecture implies the city; but this city may be
an ideaI city, of perfect and harmonious relationships, where the architecture
develops and constructs its own terms ofreference. At the same time, the actual
architecture of this city is unique; from the very first it has a characteristic-and
ambiguous-relationship that no other art or science possesses. In these terms
we can understand the constant polemical urge of architects to design systems in
which the spatial order becomes the order of society and attempts to transform
society.

Yet outside of design, even outside of architecture itself, exist urban artifacts,
the city, monuments; monographs on single works in particular periods and en
vironments demonstrate this. In his study of Florence in the Age of Humanism,
André Chastel'f demonstrates clearly alI the links between civilization and art,
history, and politics which informed the new vision of Florence (as also Athens,
Rome, and New York) and the arts and processes that were shaping it.

If we consider Palladio and the historically determined cities of the Veneto in
which we find his work, and how the study ofthese cities actualIy transcends Pal
ladio the architect, we find that the concept of locus from which we began these
arguments acquires its full meaning; it becomes the urban context, and is iden
tifiable as a single artifact. Again we can ask, where does the singularity reside?
It resides in the single artifact, in its materiaI, the succession of events that un
folds around it, and the minds ofits makers; but aiso in the pIace that determines
it-both in a physical sense and above alI in the sense of the choice of this pIace
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How Urban Elements Become
Defined

and the indivisible unity that is established between it and the work.

The history ofthe city is also the history of architecture. But we mu~t remember
that ~he history of architecture is at most one point of vie,": from WhI~hto loo~ at
the c~ty. The failure to understand this has led to much tìme spent In studymg
the c~ty and its architecture in terms of its images, or else an attempt to study
the CItyfrom the standpoint of other sciences for example psychology. But what
can psychology tell us ifnot that a certain individual sees the city in one way and
that other individuals see it in another? And how can this private and unculti
vated vision be related to the laws and principles from which the city ~st
emerged an~ through which its images were formed? Ifw~ are.concerned with
the CItyarchItecturally from more than a stylistic point of view, itd~es not make
sense to abandon architecture and occupy ourselves with something else. In
deed, no one would entertain the idea that when the theoretIcIans tell us that
buildings must respond to criteria of firmness commodity, and delight, they
must explain the psychological motives behind thìs principle.

When Bernini speaks disdainfulIy of Paris because he finds its Gothic landscape
barbarous, 16we are hardly interested in Bernini's psychology; instead we are in
terested in the judgment of an architect who on the basis of the total and specific
culture of one city judges the structure of another city. Similarly, that Mies van
der Rohe had a certain vision of architecture is important not for ascertaining
the "taste" or the "attitude" ofthe German middle class relative to the city, but
for allowing us to appreciate the theoretical basis, the cultural patrimony of
Schinkelesque classicism, and other ideas with which this is connected in the
German city.

The critic who discusses why a poet has used a particular meter in a certain pIace
in his poetry is considering what compositional problem has presented itself to
the poet on a specific occasiono And thus in studying this relationship he is con
cerned with literature, and possesses alI the means necessary for grappling with
this problem.

To take this analysis further, we must address ourselves to artifacts themselves,
both typical and atypical, to try to understand how certain problems arise and
become clarified in and through them. I often think, from this point of view, of
the meaning of symbolism in architecture-and among the symbolists, of the
"revolutionary architects" of the eighteenth century and of the Constructivists
(who also were revolutionary architects). The present theory probably permits
the most sensible explanation of symbolism, for to think of symbolism solely in
terms of how a particular symbol actually served an event is simply a
functionalist position. Rather, it is as ifprecisely at the decisive moments ofhis
tory architecture reproposed its own necessity to be "sign" and "event" in order
to establish and shape a new era. 17

Boullée writes, "A sphere, at alI times, is equal only to itself; it is the perfect
symbol of equality. No body possesses, as it does, this exceptional quality: that
each of its facets is equal to all the others." The symbol of the sphere thus can
sum up an architecture and its principles; at the same time, it can be the very
condition for its being constructed, its motive. The sphere not only represents
or rather, does not represent, in itself is-the idea of equality; its presence as a
~~~ere, and thus as a monument, is the constitutin~.::f e~~~~~~. 1



One also thinks in this connection of the discussions (which were only superfi
cially typological) ofthe centraI plan in the humanist period: "the function ofthe
[centraI plan] building is double; it releases the soul as effectively as possible to
its contemplative faculties and by this arrives at a sort oftherapeutic spirituality
that exalts and purifies the spectator; yet the very sublimity ofthe work consti
tutes an act of adoration that attains a religious tone through its absolute
beauty.,,18

The disputes over the central pIan, while they accompanied tendencies to reform
or simplify religious practice within the church, led to the rediscovery of a type
of pIan that was one of the typical forms of early antiquity before it became the
canonical church type of the Byzantine empire. It is as if a continuity ofurban ar
tifacts which had been lost had to be rediscovered amid new conditions, which
then became new foundations. Chastel summarizes all of this when he states,
"Three series of considerations come into play in the choice of the central plan:
the symbolic value attributed to the circular form, the great number of geomet
rie speculations prompted by studies of volumes in which the sphere and cube
were combined, and the prestige of historical examples. ,,19

The centrally planned church of San Lorenzo in Milan is a good example.P' The
scheme of San Lorenzo immediately reappears in the Renaissance; Leonardo
continually, almost obsessively, analyzes it in his notebooks. The scheme be
comes in Borromini's notebooks a unique artifact whose form is strongly influ
enced by two great Milanese monuments: not just San Lorenzo but also the
Duomo. Borromini mediates between these two buildings in all of his architec
ture and, coupling the Gothic verticalism of the Duomo with the central plan of
San Lorenzo, introduces into them strange, almost biographical characteristics.

In the San Lorenzo we see today, the various types of additions to it, from the
medieval (the Chapel of St. Aquilinus) to the Renaissance (Martino Bassi's
dome), are stilI apparent, while the entire structure occupies the place ofthe an
cient Roman baths, in the very heart of Roman Milan. We are clearly in the pre
sence of a monument; but is it possible to speak of it and its urban context purely
in terms of form? It seems far more appropriate to look for its meaning, its
reason, its style, its history. This is how it appeared to the artists ofthe Renais
sance, and how it became an idea of architecture that could be reformulated in a
new design. No one can speak ofthe architecture ofthe city without understand
ing such artifacts; they constantly demand further investigation for they consti
tute the principai foundations of an urban science. An interpretation of symbolic
architecture in these terms can inform all architecture; it creates an association
between the event and its sign.

Certain works which participate as originaI events in the formation of the city
endure and become characteristic over time, transforming or denying their orig
inaI function, and finally constituting a fragment ofthe city-so much so that we
tend to consider them more from a purely urban viewpoint than from an ar
chitecturai one. Other works signify the constitution of something new and are a
sign of a new epoch in urban history; these are mostly bound up with revolution
ary periods, with decisive events in the historicai course of the city. Thus the
need to establish a new standard ofjudgment arises more or Iess necessarily dur
ing certain periods of architecture.
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I have trl'ed t diff . b t n an urban artifact and architecture in itself,o I terentiate e wee. .
but with resp t t b hit ture the most important and concretely verifì-ec our an are I ec , .
able facts OCCurth h th . idence ofthese two aspects, and through the In-roug e comci . b k i b h h'fiuence that one exerts over the other. Although this 00 I~ a. out t e are itec-
tu re of the city and 'd th problems of architecture m itself and those of, consl ers e .
urban architecture taken as a whole to be intimately connected, there a~e certam
problems of architecture which cannot be taken up here; I refer specifìcally to
compositional problems. These decidedly have have their own autonomy. They
concern architecture as a composition, and this means that they also concern
style.

~rchitecture, along with composition, is both contingent u~on and det.e~mina
tIve ofthe constitution ofurban artifacts, especially at those times when it IS cap
able of synthesizing the whole civil and political scope of an epoch, when it is
highly rational, comprehensive, and transmissible-in other words, when it can
be seen as a style. It is at these times that the possibility of transmission is im
plicit, a transmission that is capable ofrendering a style universal.

The identification of particular urban artifacts and cities with a style of architec
ture is so automatic in certain contexts of space and time that we can speak with
discrete precision of the Gothic city, the baroque city, the neoclassical city.
These stylistic definitions immediately become morphological definitions; they
precisely define the nature of urban artifacts. In these terms it is possible to
speak of civic design. For this to occur, it is necessary that a moment of decisive
historical and political importance coincide with an architecture that is rational
and definite in its forms. It is then possible for the community to resolve its prob
lems of choice, to desire colledively one kind of city and to reject another. I wilI
come back to this in the last chapter of this book in discussing the issue of choice
in the context of the political problem of the city. For now it is enough to state
that no choices can be made without this historical coincidence, that the con
stituting of an urban artifact is not possible otherwise.

The principles of architecture are unique and immutable; but the responses to
different questions as they occur in actual situations, human situations, con
stantly vary. On the one hand, therefore, is the rationality of architecture; on the
other, the life ofthe works themselves. When an architedure at a particular mo
ment begins to consti tute new urban artifacts which are noi responsive to the ac
tual situation of the city, it necessarily does so on the level of aesthetics; and its
results inevitably tend to correspond historically to reformist or revolutionary
movements.

The assumption that urban artifacts are the founding principle of the constitu-
tion of the city denies and refutes the notion ofurban design. This latter notion is
commonly understood with respect to context; it has to do with configurating
and constructing a homogeneous, coordinated, continuous environment that
presents itself with the coherence of a landscape. Itseeks laws, reasons, and or-
ders which arise not from a city's actual historical conditions, but from a pIan, a
generai projection ofhow things should be. Such projections are acceptable and
realistic only when they address one "piece of city" (in the sense Wespoke of the
city ofparts in the first chapter), or when they refer to the totality ofbuildings;
but they have nothing useful to contribute relative to the formation ofthe city.
Urban artifacts often coexist like lacerations within a certain order; above all, l
lUi !
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they constitute f ther than continue them. A conception which reduces
orms ra h hi h . his i~he form of urban artifacts to an ìmage and to t e taste w lC receives t IS ~mage

IS ultimately too limited for an understanding of th~ stru~ture of ur~an artifacts.
In contrast is the possibility to interpret urban artifacts m all of their fullness, to
resolve a part of the city in a complete way by determinin~ all the relationships
that can be established as existing with respect to any artifaet.

In a study on the formation of the modern city, Carlo Aymonino illustrated how
the task of modern architecture is "to pinpoint a series of concepts and relation
ships which, ifthey have some fundamentaIlaws in common from a technological
and o~ganizational standpoint, become verified. in pa~ial model~, and ~re dif
fer~ntI.ated p.recisely through their resolution m a firushed ~rc~~tectoruc form
whìch IS specifìe and recognizable." He goes on to state that with the end ofthe
system of horizontal usage [zoning provisions], and with purely volumetric
quantitative bui!ding utilization [standards and regulations], the architectural
sec~ion ... becomes one of the governing images, the generating nucleus of the
entIre composition. ,,21

It seems to me that to formulate a building in the most concreteway possible,
especially at the design stage, is to give a new impulse to architecture itself, to
reconstitute that total vision of analysis and design onwhich we have so urgently
insisted. A conception ofthis type, in which the architectural dynamic prevaiIs in
the form powerfully and fundamentally, responds to the nature of urban ar
tifacts as they really are. The constitution of new urban artifacts-in other
words, the growth of the city-has always occurred through such a precise de
finition of elements. This extreme degree of definition has at times provoked
non-spontaneous formulations, but even iftheir real modes of actualization could
not be anticipated, these have served as a generaI framework. In this sense the
developmental pIan for a city can be significant.

This theory arises from an analysis of the urban reality; and this reality con
tradicts the notion that preordained functions by themselves govern artifacts
and that the problem is simply to give form to certain functions. In actuaIity,
forms in the very act of being constituted go beyond the functions which they
must serve; they arise like the city itself. In this sense, too, the building is one
with the urban reality, and the urban character of architectural artifacts takes
on greater meaning with respect to the design project. To consider city and
buildings separately, to interpret purely organizational functions in terms of
representation, is to return the discourse to a narrow functionalist vision of the
city. This is a negative vision because it conceives ofbuildings merely as scaffold
ings for functional variations, abstract containers that embody whatever fune
tions successively fili them.

The alternative to the functionalist conception is neither simple nor easy, and if
on the one hand we reject naive functionalism, on the other we must stili come to
grips with the whole offunctionalist theory. Thus we must mark out the limits
within which this theory is continuously formulated and the ambiguities which it
contains, even in the most recent proposals, which are sometimes self-contradic
tory. I believe that we will not transcend functionalist theory unti! we recognize
the importance ofbothjorm and therational processesofarchitecture, seeing in
form itself the capacity to embrace many different values, meanings, and uses.
Earlier I spoke ofthe theater in Arles, the Coliseum, and monuments in generaI
as examples of this argument.
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Once again, it is the sum of these values, including memory itself, which consti
tutes the structure of urban artifacts. These values have nothing to do with
either organization or function taken by itself. I am inclined to believe that the
way a particular function operates does not change, or changes only by neces
sity, and that the mediation between functional and organizational demands can
occur only through formo Each time we find ourselves in the presence of reai
urban artifacts we realize their compIexity, and this structurai compIexity over
comes any narrow interpretation based on function. Zoning and generaI organi
zational schemes can onIy be references, however useful, for an anaIysis ofthe
city as a man-made object.

I now wish to return to the reiationship between architecture and locus, first to The Roman Forum
propose some other aspects ofthis probIemand then to consider the value ofthe
monument in the city. Wewilltake the RomanForum as an exampie because it is
a monument of fundamental importance for a comprehensive understanding of
urban artifacts.22

The Roman Forum, center of the Roman Empire, reference point for the con
struction and transformation ofsomanycities ofthe classicalworld, and founda
tion ofclassicalarchitecture and the scienceofthe city practiced by the Romans,
is actually anomalouswith respect to the origins ofRome itself. The city's origins
were at oncegeographical and historical. The site consisted of a Iowand marshy
zonebetween steep hills. In its center, amongwillowsand cane fieIdsthat were
entirely ftoodedduring the rains, was stagnant water; on the hills were woods
and pastures. Aeneas described the sight in this way: u••• and they saw herds of
cattle Iowing here and there in the Roman forum and in the elegant Carinae
quarter.,,23

The Latins and Sabines settled on the Esquiline, the Viminale, and the
Quirinale. These piaceswere favorabie for meetings ofthe peopies ofCampania
and Etruria as well as for settlement. Archaeologists have established that as
early as the ninth century the Latins descended from the hills to disposeoftheir
dead in the valley of the Forum, just one of the valleys of the Roman coun
tryside, and thus the pIace entered into history. The necropolis discovered by
GiacomoBoni in 1902-1905at the foot ofthe TempIeofAntoninus and Faustina
constitutes the most ancient testament man has left there. First a necropolis,
then the pIace of battles or more probabIy religious rites, the Forum increas
ingIycarneto be the site ofa new formoflife, the principle ofa city beingformed
by tribes scattered throughout the hillswho converged there and founded it.

Geographicai formations indicated the way for paths, then for the roads that
climbedup the valleys along the lines that were least steep (Via Sacra, ViaAr
giletus, VicusPatricius), thereby chartingthe course ofthe extra-urban map. It
wasbased not ona clear idea ofurban design but instead ona structure indebted
to the terrain. This link between the terrain and the conditionsofthe city's de
velopment subsequently persists throughout the wholehistory ofthe Forum; it
is present in its very form, rendering it different fromthat ofa city that is estab
lished by pIan. The Forum's irregularity was criticized by Livy==thìs is the
reason that the ancient sewers, which formerly led through the public areas,
nowrun here and there under private buildings, and the formofthe citymore re
sembles an occupied zone than one properly divided,,24-who blamed it on the
speed ofreconstruction after the sack ofthe city by the Gaulsand the impossibil-
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72 The Forum ofTrajan, Rome, built
at the beginning of the second century
A.D.
73TheForum ofTrajan, cross
section.
74 TheForum ofTrajan, axonometric
drawing.

ity of appIying the limitaiio; but in fact this kind ofirregularity is characteristic
of the type of growth Rome underwent and is quite similar to that of modern
cities.

Around the fifth century the Forum ceased its activities as a marketplace (losing
a function that had been fundamental to it) and became a true square, almost ac
cording to the dictum ofAristotIe, who was writing at about this time, "The pub-
lic square will never be sullied by merchandise and artisans will be forbidden
entrance Far away and well separated from it will be the pIace destined as
the market ,,25PreciseIy during this period the Forum was being covered
with statues, tempIes, monuments. Thus the valley that once had been full of
local springs, sacred places, markets, and taverns now became rich with
basilicas, tempIes, and arches, and furrowed by two great streets, the Via Sacra
and the Via Nova, which were accessible from small alleys.

Even after Augustus's systematization and the enlargement ofthe centraI zone
of Rome by the Forum of Augustus and the marketplace of Trajan, after Ha
drian's works and until the fall ofthe Empire, the Forum did not lose its essential
character as a meeting pIace, as the center of Rome; Forum Romanum or
Forum Magnum, it became a specific artifact within the very heart of the city, a
part that epitomized the whole. Thus Pietro Romanelli wrote, "On Via Sacra and
the adjacent streets crowded with luxury stores, the people passed curiously
without wanting anything in particular, without doing anything, onIyawaiting
the arrivaI of the hour of the spectacles and the opening of the baths; we recall
the episode ofthe "bore" who was so brilliantly described by Horace in his satire,
'ibamforte via Sacra ... ' The episode was repeated thousands of times a day,
every day of the year, except when some dramatic event up in the Imperial
palaces on the Palati ne or among the Praetorian Guards succeeded in stirring up
the torpid soul of the Romans again. The Forum during the Empire was stili on
occasion the theater ofbloody events, but they were events that almost always
finished and exhausted themselves in the place where they unfolded, and one
could say the same for the city itself: their consequences were stronger
elsewhere than here.,,26

People passed by without having any specific purpose, without doing anything:
it was like the modern city, where the man in the crowd, the idler, participates in
the mechanism of the city without knowing it, sharing only in its image. The
Roman Forum thus was an urban artifact of extraordinary modernity; in it was
everything that is inexpressible in the modern city. It recalls a remark ofPoète's
about Paris, derived from his unique knowledge ofthe ancient and modern his
tory of that French city: "A breath of modernity seems to waft to us from this
distant world: we have the impression that we are not rnuch out of our own envi
ronment in cities like AIexandria or Antioch, as in certain moments we feel
closer to Imperial Rome than to some medie val city. ,,27

What ti ed the idler to the Forum, why did he intimately participate in this world,
why did he become identified in the city through the city itself? This is the mys
tery that urban artifacts arouse in usoThe Roman Forum constitutes one ofthe
most illustrative urban artifacts that we can know: bound up as it is with the ori
gins ofthe city; extremely, almost unbelievably, transformed over time but al
ways growing upon itself; parallel to the history of Rome as it is documented in
every historical stone and legend, from the Lapis Niger to the Dioscuri; ulti
mately reaching us today through its strikingly clear and splendid signs.
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The Forum epitomizes Rome and is part of Rome and is the sum of its monu
ments; at the same time its uniqueness is stronger than its single monuments. lt
is the expression of a specific design or at least of a specific vision ofthe world of
forms, the classical one; yet its design is also more ancient, as persistent and
preexistent as the valley where the shepherds of the primitive hills gathered. l
would not know how better than this to define an urban artifact. It is history and
it is invention. lt is also, then-and in this sense it particularly approaches the
theory presented here-one of the foremost lessons of architecture that exists.

At this point it is appropriate to distinguish between locue and context as the lat
ter is commonly understood in architectural and urban design discourse. The
present analysis approaches the problem ofthe locus by attempting to set out an
extremely rational definition of an artifact, approaching it as something which is
by nature complex but which it is nonetheless necessary to attempt to c1arify as
the scientist does when he develops hypotheses in order to elucidate the impre
cise world of matter and its laws. Locus in this sense is not unrelated to context;
but context seems strangely bound up with illusion, with illusionismo As such it
has nothing to do with the architecture ofthe city, but rather with the making of
a scene, and as a scene it demands to be sustained directly in relation to its fune
tions. That is, it depends on the necessary permanence of functions whose very
presence serves to preserve forms as they are and to immobilize life, saddening
us like would-be tourists of a vanished world.

It is hardly surprising that this concept of context is espoused and applied by
those who pretend to preserve the historical cities by retaining their ancient
facades or reconstructing them in such a way as to maintain their silhouettes and
colors and other such things; but what do we find after these operations when
they are actually realized? An empty, often repugnant stage. One ofthe ugliest
things l have seen is the reconstruction ofa small part ofFrankfurt on the princi
pIe of maintaining Gothic volumes alongside pseudo-modern or pseudo-antique
architecture. What became of the suggestiveness and iIlusion that seemed so
much to inform the initial proposal l do not know.

Of course, when we speak of "monuments" we might equally well mean a street,
a zone, even a country; but if one of these is to be preserved everything must be
preserved, as the Germans did in Quedlinburg. If life in QuedIinburg has taken
on a kind of obsessive quality, it isjustifiable because this littIe city is a vaIuabIe
museum of Gothic history (and an extraordinary museum of much German his
tory); otherwise there is no justification. A typical case which relates to this sub
ject is that ofVenice, but this city merits a special treatment, and l do not wish to
linger now on it. It has been much debated elsewhere and requires the support of
very specific examples. l will therefore return to the Roman Forum once more as
a point of departure.

lnJuly ofI8lI, Count De Tournon, prefect ofRome during Napoleon I's occupa
tion of Italy, expounded his program for the Roman Forum to Count De Mon
talivet, Minister of the lnterior:
"Restoration work on the ancient monuments. As soon as one addresses this
issue, the first thing that comes to mind is the Forum, the celebrated pIace in
which such monuments have been amassed and associated with the greatest
memories. The restoration of these monuments consists above alI in freeing
them from the earth that covers their lower parts, connecting them to one
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anothel', and finally, rendering aeeess to them easy ~nd pleasurable. . . . !
"The Hecondpart ofthe project envisions the connection ofthe monuments to one
another through . gularly organized passageway. I have proposed a pIan,an lrre . . h' h I l'drawn up under m d' ction for one type of connection, to w le must rererV Ire , . . l
you .... I will only add that the Palatine hill, an Immense museum entire y co-
:ered with the magnificent remains ofthe palaces ofthe Caesars, must necessar
Ily ~e.comprised partly ofa planted ga~den, a ga:den ~oenclose th;,~onuments,
for it ISfull of memories and will certamly be umque m the world.

De Tournon's idea was not realized. It would probably have sacrificed most of
the monuments to the design of the garden, depriving us of one of the purest of
all architectural experiences' but as a consequence of his idea, and with the ad
vent of scientific archaeolog;, the problem of the Foru~ becarne a major urban
problem related to the very continuity ofthe modern CIty. It becarne necessary
to conceive of the study of the Forum no longer as a study of its single monu
ments but as an integrated research into the entire complex, to consider the
Forum not as the sum ofits architecture but as a total urban artifact, as a perma
nence like that of Rome itself. It is significant that De Tournon's idea found sup
port and was developed during the Roman Republic of 1849. Here too it was the
event of a revolution that caused antiquity to be re ad in a modern way; in this
sense, it is closely related to the experience of the revolutionary Parisian ar
chitects. However, the idea ofthe Forum proved to be even stronger than politi
cal events, and it persisted with various vicissitudes even under the Papal resto
ration.

When we consider this problem today from an architectural standpoint, many is
sues come to mind which demonstrate the value ofthe archaeological considera
tions of the last century relative to the reconstruction of the Forum and its
reunification with the Forums of Augustus and ofTrajan, and we can see the ar
gument for actually reusing this enormous complex. But for present purposes it
is sufficient to show how this great monument is stilI today a part ofRome which
summarizes the ancient city, a moment in the life ofthe modern city, and a his
torically incomparable urban artifact. Itmakes us reftect that if the Piazza San
Marco in Venice were standing with the Doge's Palace in a completely different
city, as the Venice ofthe future might be, and ifwe found ourselves in the middle
ofthis extraordinary urban artifact, we would not feelless emotion and would be
no less participants in the history of Venice. I remember in the postwar years
the sight of Cologne Cathedral in that destroyed city; nothing can conjure up the
power that this work, standing intact among the ruins, had on the imagination.
Certainly the pallid and brutal reconstruction ofthe surrounding city is unfortu
nate, but it cannot touch the monument, just as the vulgar arrangements in
many modern museums can annoy but stilI do not deform or alter the value of
what is exhibited.

This recollection of Cologne naturally must be understood only in an analogical
sense. The analogy of the value ofmonuments in destroyed cities serves mainly
to clarify two points: first, that it is not the context or some ilIusionistic quality
that enables us to understand a monument; and second, that only by com
prehending the monument as a singular urban artifact, or by contrasting it with
other urban artifacts, can we attain a sense ofthe architecture ofthe city.

The significance of all this is epitomized, in my opinion, in Sixtus V's pIan of
Rome. Here the basilicas become the authentic places ofthe city; together they l'
constitute a structure that derives its complexity from their value as primary ar-
lQ,! •.. ,.... .



tifacts, from the streets that join them, and from the residential spaces that are
present within the system. Domenico Fontana begins his description ofthe prin
cipal characteristics of the pIan in this way: "Our Lord now wishing to ease the
way for those prompted by devotion or by vows who are accustomed to visit fre
quentIy the most hoIy piaces in the City of Rome, & in particuiar the seven
Churches so celebrated for their great indulgences and relics, has opened a
number of very spacious and straight streets in many places. Thus by foot, by
horse, or in a carriage, one can start from any place in Rome one likes and con
tinue virtually in a straight line to the most famous devotions.t'é"

Sigfried Giedion, perhaps the first to understand the extreme importance ofthis
plan, described it as follows: "His was no paper plan, Sixtus V had Rome, as it
were, in his bones. Re himselftrudged the streets the pilgrims had to follow, and
experienced the distances between points, and when, in March 1588, he opened
the new road from the Coliseum to the Lateran, he walked with his cardinals alI
the way to the Lateran Palace then under construction. Sixtus spread out his
streets organically, wherever they were demanded by the topographical struc
ture of Rome. Re was also wise enough to incorporate with great care whatever
he could of the work of his predecessors. ,,30

Giedion continues, "In front of his own buildings-the Lateran and the Quiri
nal-and wherever his streets carne together, Sixtus V made provision for
ampIe open space, sufficient for much later development. . . . By clearing
around the Antonine Column and tracing the outline of the Piazza Colonna
(1588), he created the present-day center ofthe city. Trajan's Column near the
Coliseum with its enlarged surrounding square was a link between the old city
and the new .... The instinct for civic design ofthe Pope and his architect is de
monstrated again in their selection of a new site for the obelisk at just the right
distance from the unfinished cathedral. . . .
"The last of the four obelisks that Sixtus V was able to set up was given perhaps
the most subtle position of alI. Placed at the northern entrance to the city, it
marked the confluence of three main streets (as well as the often projected but
never executed final extension of the Strada Felice). Two centuries later the
Piazza del Popolo crystallized around this spot. The only other obelisk to occupy
such a dominating position is that in the PIace de la Concorde in Paris, set up in
1836."31

I believe that in this passage Giedion, whose personal contribution to the world
of architecture has always been extraordinary, says many things about the city
in generai that go well beyond the plan under consideration. His comment that
the first plan was not a paper plan but rather a plan derived from immediate, em
pirical experience is significant. Significant also are his remarks that the plan
was, although fairly rigid, stilI attentive to the topographical structure of the
city, and above all, that even in its revolutionary character, or by virtue ofit, the
plan incorporated and gave value to all ofthe preceding initiatives that had valid
ity, that toere in the city.

Added to this is his consideration on obelisks and their locations, those signs
around which the city crystallized. The architecture ofthe city, even in the clas
sical world, probably never again achieved such a unity of creation and com
prehension. An entire urban system was conceived and realized along the lines
of both practical and ideal forces, and it was thoroughly marked by points of
union and future aggregation ..The forms of its monuments and its topographical
form remained stable within a changing system (recall the proposed transforma
tion ofthe Coliseum into a wool factory), as ifwith the placement ofthe obelisks
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Monuments; Summary of the
Critique of the Concept of Context

in their particular places the city was being conceived in both the past and the fu
ture.

It might be objected that in presenting the example of Rome Iam only concerned
with an ancient city. Such a criticism can be answered with two different argu,
ments: first, that a rigorously observed premise of this study is that no distino,
tion can be made between the ancient city and the modern one, between a before
and an after, because the city is considered as a man-made object; and second,
that there exist few instances of cities which display exclusively modern urban
artifacts-or at least such cities are by no means typical, since an inherent
characteristic of the city is its permanence in time.

To conceive of a city as founded on primary elements is to my mind the only ra
tional principle possible, the only law oflogic that can be extracted from the city
to explain its continuation. As such it was embraced during the Enlightenment,
and as such it was rejected by the destructive progressivist theories ofthe city.
One thinks of Fichte's critique of Western cities, where the defense of the com
munitarian (Volk) character ofthe Gothic city already contains the reactionary
critique of subsequent years (Spengler) and the conception of the city as a matter
of destiny. Although I have not dealt with these theories or visions of the city
here, it is clear how they have been translated into an idea of city without formaI
references, and how they contrast, more or less consciously on the part oftheir
modern imitators, with the Enlightenment emphasis on pIan. From this point of
view one can also make a critique ofthe Romantic Socialists, the Phalansterists,
and others who proposed various concepts of self-sufficient community. These
maintained that society could no longer express any transcendent values, or
even any common representative ones, since the utilitarian and functional re
duction ofthe city (to dwellings and services) had become the "modern" alterna
tive to earlier formulations.

I believe instead that precisely because the city is preeminently a collective fact
it is defined by and exists in those works that are of an essentially collective na
ture. Although such works arise as a means of constituting the city, they soon
become an end, and this is their being and their beauty. The beauty resides both
in the laws of architecture which they embody and in the collective's reasons for
desiring them.

So far in this chapter we have principally considered the idea of locus in the sense
of a singular pIace and event, the relationship of architecture to the constituting
of the city, and the relationship between context and monumento As we have
said, the concept of locus must be the object of specific research involving the
whole history of architecture. The relationship between locus and design must
also be anaIyzed in order to clarify the apparently unresolvable conflict between
design as a rational element and an imposition, and the local and specific nature
ofpIace. This relationship takes in the concept ofuniqueness.

As for the term context, we find that it is mostIy an impediment to research. To
context is opposed the idea ofthe monument. Beyond its historically determined
existence, the monument has a reality that can be subjected to anaIysis;
moreover, we can design a "monument." However, to do so requires an architee
ture, that is to say, a style. OnIy the existence of an architectural style permits
fundamental choices, and from these choices the ci!:y.~~v~~ops. .J



I have also spoken of architecture as technics. The question of technics should
not be underestimated by anyone addressing the problem of the city; clearly a
discourse about images is fruitless ifit is not concretized in the architecture that
forms these images. Architecture becomes by extension the city. More than any
other art, it has its basis in the shaping and subjection ofmaterial to a formaI con
ception. The city presents itself as a great architectural, man-made object.

We have tried to show that a correspondence exists in the city between sign and
event; but this is insufficient unless we extend our analysis to the problem ofthe
genesis of architectural formo The architectural form of the city is exemplified in
its various monuments, each of which has its own individuality. They are like
dates: first one, then the other; without them we could not understand the pas
sage of time. Although the present study is not concerned with architecture in it
self but with architecture as a component of the urban artifact, we must note
that it would be foolish to think that the problem of architecture can be resolved
solely from the compositional viewpoint or newly revealed through a context or a
purported extension of a context's parameters. These notions are senseless be
cause context is specific precisely in that it is constructed through architecture.
The singularity of any work grows together with its locus and its history, -which
themselves presuppose the existence of the architectural artifact.

I am therefore disposed to believe that the principal moment of an architectural
artifact is in its technical and artistic formation, that is, in the autonomous prin
ciples according to which it is founded and transmitted. In more generaI terms, it
is in the actual solution that each architect gives to his encounter with reality, a
solution that is verifiable precisely because it relies on certain technics (which
thus also necessarily constitute a limitation). Within technics, by which is meant
the means and principles of architecture, is the capacity to be transmitted and to
give pleasure: "We are far from thinking that architecture cannot please; we say
on the contrary that it is impossible for it not to please, so long as it is treated ac
cording to its true principles ... an art such as architecture, an art which im
mediately satisfies such a large number of our needs . . . how could it fail to
please US?,,32

From the initial constitution of any architectural artifact a series of other ar
tifacts begins; and in this sense architecture is extended to the design of a new
city like Palmanova or Brasilia. We cannot judge the designs of these cities
strictly as architectural designs. Their formation is independent, autonomous:
they are specific designs with their own history. But this history also belongs to
architecture as a whole because they are conceived according to an architectural
technic or style, according to principles and a generaI architectural idea.

Without such principles we have no way to judge these cities. Thus we can ap
proach Palmanova and Brasilia as two notable and extraordinary urban ar
tifacts, each with its own individuality and its own historical development. How
ever, the architectural artifact not only embodies the structure ofthis individu
ality, but it is precisely this structure that affirms the autonomous logic of the
compositional process and its importance. In architecture lies one of the funda
mental principles ofthe city.

78Plan of Brasilia, Lucio Costa,
1957.

The study of history seems to offer the best verification of certain hypotheses The City as History
about the city, for the city is in itselfa repository ofhistory. In this book we have
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made use ofthe historical method from two different points ofview. In the first,
the city was seen as a material artifact, a man-rnads object built over time and
retaining the traces of time, even if in a discontinuous way. Studied from this
point of view-archaeology, the history of architecture, and the histories of ind],
vidual cities-the city yields very important information and documentation.
Cities become historical texts: in fact, to study urban phenomena without the
use of history is unimaginable, and perhaps this is the only practical method
available for understanding specific urban artifacts whose historical aspect is
predominant. We have illustrated this thesis, in part the foundation of this
study, in the context ofthe theories ofPoète and Lavedan as well as in relation to
the concept ofpermanence.

The second point of view sees history as the study of the actual formation and
structure of urban artifacts. It is complementary to the first and directly con
cerns not only the real structure of the city but also the idea that the city is a
synthesis of a series of values. Thus it concerns the collective imagination.
Clearly the fìrst and second approaches are intimately linked, so much so that
the facts they uncover may at times be confounded with each other. Athens,
Rome, Constantinople, and Paris represent ideas ofthe city that extend beyond
their physical forrn, beyond their permanence; thus we can also speak in this way
of cities like Babylon which have ali but physically disappeared.

I would now like to consider the second point ofview further. The idea ofhistory
as the structure ofurban artifacts is affirmed by the continuities that exist in the
deepest layers of the urban structure, where certain fundamental characteris
tics that are common to the entire urban dynamic can be seen. It is significant
that Carlo Cattaneo, with his positivist background, in his study of the civic
evolution of cities which is considered the foundation of Italian urban histories,
discovered a principle that could be articulated only in terms ofthe actual history
of those cities.F' Re found in the cities the "unchanging terms of a geography
prior to the Romans which remained attached to the walls of the cities
(municipi). ,,34

In his description of the development of the city of Milan in the period after the
Empire, he speaks of the city's predominance with respect to other Lombard
centers, a predominance justified neither by its size, greater wealth or popula
tion, nor by other apparent facts. Itwas more something intrinsic to the nature
of the city, almost a typological characteristic, of an undefinable order: "This
predominance was innate to the city; it was the tradition of a greatness prior to
the Ambrosian church, prior to the papacy, the Empire, the Roman conquest:
Mediolanum Galloruni Caput.,,35 But this quasi-mystical principle of order
then became the principle of urban history, resolving itself into the permanence
of civilization: "The permanence of the municipio is another fundamental fact
and is common to almost ali Italian histories. ,,36

Even in the times of greatest decadence, as in the late Empire when the cities
appeared as semirutarum urbium cadavera (the cadavers of half-ruined
cities),37 they were not in reality dead bodies, said Cattaneo, but only in a state
of shock. The relationship between the city and its region was a characteristic
sign ofthe municipio since "the city forms an indivisible body with its region.,,38
In time of war and invasions, in the most trying moments for communalliberty,
the unity between the region and the city was an extraordinary force; at times



the region regenerated the destroyed city. The history of the city is the history
of civilization: "In the roughly four centuries of domination by the Longobards
and the Goths, barbarism grew ... cities were not valued except as fortres
ses. . . . The barbarians were extinguished along with the cities to which they
had laid waste .... ,,39

Cities constitute a world in themselves; their significance, their permanence, is
expressed by Cattaneo as an absolute principle: "Foreigners are astonished to
see ltalian cities persist in attacking one another, although they are not sur
prised to see this between one country and another; this is because they do not
understand their own militant temperament and national character. The proof
that the source of the enmity that encircled Milan was its power or, more cor
rectly, its ambition, is that many ofthe other cities, when they saw it destroyed
and in ruins, thought that they would no longer have to fear it and joined to raise
it from the ruins. ,,40

Cattaneo's principle can be associated with many ofthe themes developed here;
it has always seemed to me that those very deep layers ofurban life which he had
in mind are largely to be found in monuments, which possess the individuality of
all urban artifacts, as has been emphasized many times in the course of this
study. That a relationship between a "principI e" of urban artifacts and form
exists in Cattaneo's thinking is apparent, even if one only examines his writings
on the Lombard style and the beginning ofhis deseription of Lombardy, where
the land, cultivated and made fertile over the course of eenturies, immediately
beeomes for him the most important testimony of a civilization.

His comments on the polemics over the Piazza del Duomo in Milan bear witness,
on the other hand, to the unresolved difficulties inherent in this complex prob
lem. Thus his study of Lombard culture and ltalian federalism finishes by refut
ing all the arguments, real and abstraet, in the debate over ltalian unification
and over the old and new meanings that the cities of the ltalian peninsula were
coming to have in the national framework. His study of federaIism not only al
lowed him to avoid all the errors endemie to the contemporary nationalist
rhetorie, but aIso, in reeognizing the obstaeles to it, to see fully the new
framework in whieh the eities had begun to find themselves.

To be sure the great Enlightenment and the positivist enthusiasm that had ani
mated the cities had waned by the time of ltalian unification; but this was not the
only cause of the citi es' decline. Cattaneo's proposais and the loeai style which
Camillo Boito preached were able to give baek to the cities a meaning that had
been obscured. There was aiso a deeper crisis, which was characterized by the
great debate in ltaly which took pIace after unification over the choice of a capi
taI. This debate turned on Rome. Antonio Gramsci's observation on this subject
is most insightful: "To Theodor Mommsen, who asked what universai idea di
rected Italy to Rome, Quintino Sella responded, 'That of science .. .' Sella's re
sponse is interesting and appropriate; in that historical period science was the
new universal idea, the basis of the new culture that was being elaborated. But
Rome did not become the city of scienee; a great industriaI program wouId have
been necessary, and this did not happen.,,41 Sella's response, that is, remained
vague and ultimately rhetorical, even iffundamentally correct; to achieve such a
goal it wouId have been necessary to implement an industriaI program without
fearing the creation of a modern and conscious Roman working class ready to
participate in the development of a national politics.
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The study of this debate over Rome as capitaI is of great interest for us eVen
today: it engaged politicians and schoIars of alI persuasions, alI of whom were
concerned over which tradition the city shouId be the repository of, and toward
which ItaIy it shouId direct its destiny as capitaI. Through this historicai cir_
cumstance, the significance of certain interventions which tend to characterize
Rome as a modern city and to establish a reiationship between its past and the
images of the other principai European capitais emerges more cIearIy. To see
this debate over the capitaI mereIy as a manifestation of nationalist rhetoric_
which was undoubtedIy present-means to pIace this important process within
limits too narrow to judge it; a similar process was typicai for a number of other
countries in various periods.

Instead, it is necessary to investigate how certain urban structures come to be
identified with the modei of a capitaI, and what reiationships are possibie be
tween the physical reaIity of a city and this modeI. It is noteworthy that for
Europe, but not only for Europe, this model was Paris. This is true to such a de
gree that it is not possible to understand the structure of many modern capi
taIs-Berlin, Barcelona, Madrid, along with Rome and others-without recog
nizing this fact. With Paris the entire historicaI-political process in the architec
ture ofthe city takes a specific turn; but the meaning ofthis relationship can only
be discerned by elaborating the specific ways in which it carne about.

As aIways, a relationship is estabIished between the urban artifacts structuring
the city and the imposition of an ideaI project or generaI scheme, and the pattern
of this relationship is very complex. Certainly there are cities that realize their
own inclinations and others that do not.

The Collective Memory With these considerations we approach the deepest structure of urban artifacts
and thus their form-the architecture ofthe city. "The soul ofthe city" becomes
the city's history, the sign on the walls ofthe municipium, the city's distinctive
and definitive character, its memory. As Halbwachs writes in La Mémoire Col
lective, "When a group is introduced into a part of space, it transforms it to its
image, but at the same time, it yields and adapts itselfto certain material things
which resist it. It encloses itself in the framework that it has constructed. The
image ofthe exterior environment and the stable relationships that it maintains
with it pass into the realm ofthe idea that it has ofitself.,,42

One can say that the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and like
memory it is associated with objects and places. The city is the locus ofthe col
lective memory. This reiationship between the locus and the citizenry then be
comes the city's predominant image, both of architecture and of landscape, and
as certain artifacts become part ofits memory, new ones emerge. In this entirely
positive sense great ideas flow through the history of the city and give shape to
it.

Thus we consider locus the characteristic principle of urban artifacts; the con
cepts of locus, architecture, permanences, and history together help us to un
derstand the complexity of urban artifacts. The collective memory participates
in the actual transformation of space in the works ofthe collective, a transforma
tion that is always conditioned by whatever material realities oppose it. Under
sto od in this sense, memory becomes the guiding thread of the entire complex
urban structure and in this respect the architecture of urban artifacts is distin-
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guished from art, inasmuch as the latter is an element that exists for itself alone,
while the greatest monuments of architecture are of necessity linked intimately
to the city. "... The question arises: in what way does history speak through
art? It does so primarily through architectural monuments, which are the willed
expression of power, whether in the name of the State or of religion. A people
can be satisfied with a Stonehenge only until they feel the need to express them
selves in formo ... Thus the character of whole nations, cultures, and epochs .
speaks through the totality of architecture, which is the outward shell of their
being.,,43

Ultimately, the proof that the city has primarily itself as an end emerges in the
artifacts themselves, in the slow unfolding of a certain idea ofthe city, intention
ally. Within this idea exist the actions ofindividuals, and in this sense not every
thing in urban artifacts is collective; yet the collective and the individuaI nature
of urban artifacts in the end constitutes the same urban structure. Memory,
within this structure, is the consciousness of the city; it is a rational operation
whose development demonstrates with maximum clarity, economy, and har
mony that which has already come to be accepted.

With respect to the workings ofmemory, it is primarily the two modes of actuali
zation and interpretation that interest us; we know that these depend on time,
culture, and circumstances, and since these factors together determine the
modes themselves, it is within them that we can discover the maximum ofreal
ity. There are many places, both large and small, whose different urban artifacts
cannot otherwise be explained; their shapes and aspirations respond to an al
most predestined individuality. I think, for example, of the cities of Tuscany,
Andalusia, and elsewhere; how can common generaI factors account for the very
distinct differences of these places?

The value of history seen as collective memory, as the relationship of the collec
tive to its pIace, is that it helps us to grasp the significance of the urban struc
ture, its individuality, and its architecture which is the form ofthis individuality.
This individuality ultimately is connected to an originaI artifact-in the sense of
Cattaneo's principle; it is an event and aform. Thus the unionbetween the past
and the future exists in the very idea of the city that it flowsthrough in the same
way that memory flowsthrough the lifeof a person; and always, in order to be
realized, this ideamust not onlyshape but be shaped by reality. This shapingis a
permanent aspect ofa city's unique artifacts, monuments, and the idea we have
of it. It also explains why in antiquity the foundingof a city became part of the
city's mythology.

TheAttic historians, who tried togive their country a list ofkings, made out that Athens
in Erichthonios, the secondprimaeval Athenian with the curious birth-legend,
whichwe knowfrom the stories concerningAthene, a Kekrops reappeared....
Allegedly also, he built the shrine of Athena Polias, already mentioned, set up
thewooden image of the goddess in ii, and was buried on the spot.... It seems
rather that his significant name, whichemphatically signijìes a "chthonian," a
beingfrom the underworld, originally meani not a ruler, not a king of this our
world above, but the mysterious child who was worshipped in mysteries and
mentioned in seldom-told tales.... The Athenians called themselves Kekrop-
idai after a primaeval being, but Erechtheidai after this their king and hero.t"
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Itmay seem strange that this chapter, which is dedicated to history, commencea
with the recalling of a myth, a myth which precedes the history of a city we cQl}
no longer refrain from speaking about: Athens. Athens represents the first clear
example for the science of urban artifacts; it embodies the passage from nature
to culture, and this passage, at the very heart ofurban artifacts, is conveyed to
us by myth. When myth becomes a material fact in the building of the tempIe
the logical principle of the city has aiready emerged from its reiationship With
nature and becomes the experience which is transmitted.

Thus the memory of the city ultimately makes its way back to Greece; there
urban artifacts coincide with the development of thought, and imagination be
comes history and experience. Any Western city that we analyze has its origins
in Greece; if Rome is responsible for supplying the generaI principies of ur.
banism and thus for the cities that were constructed according to rational
schemes throughout the Roman worId, it is Greece where the fundamentals of
the constitution ofthe city lie, as well as ofa type ofurban beauty, ofan architso,
ture of the city; and this origin has become a constant of our experience of the
city. The Roman, Arab, Gothic, and even the modern city have consciously emu.
lated this constant, but only at times have they penetrated the surface of its
beauty. Everything that exists in the city is both collective and individual; thus
the very aesthetic intentionality of the city is rooted in the Greek city, in a set of
conditions that can never recur.

This reality of Greek art and Greek cities presupposes a mythology and a
mythological relationship with nature. This must be more extensively studied
through a detailed examination of the city-states of the Hellenic worid. At the
basis of any such study must stand the extraordinary intuition of Karl Marx, who
in a passage of the Critique of Political Economy speaks of Greek art as the
childhood of humanity; what makes Marx's intuition astonishing is his reference
to Greece as the "normal childhood," contrasting it to other ancient civilizations
whose "childhoods" deviated from the destiny of mankind. This intuition crops
up again in the work of other scholars, applied precisely to the life and the origins
of the urban artifact:
"The difficulty, however, does not lie in understanding that Greek art and the
Epic are associated with certain social developments. The difficulty is that they
stilI give us aesthetic pleasure and are in a certain respect regarded as unattain
able models. A man cannot become a child again, or he becomes childish. But
does he not enjoy the naiveté ofthe child, and does he not himselfhave to strive
on a higher level to re produce the child's veracity? In every epoch, does not its
essential character in its natural veracity live in the nature of the child? Why
should not the historical childhood of humanity, where it unfolded most beauti
fully, exert an eternai charm, even though it is a stage that will never return?
There are ill-bred children and precocious children. Many of the ancient peoples
belong in this category. The Greeks were normai children. The charm their art
has for us does not conflict with the undeveloped stage ofthe society in which it
grew. On the contrary [its charm] is inseparably linked with the immature social
conditions which gave rise to it, and which alone it could give rise to, and which
can never recur. ,,45

Ido not know whether Poète knew this passage from Marx; in any case, in de
scribing the Greek city and its formation he felt the need to differentiate it from
the cities ofEgypt and the Euphrates, which were exampies ofthat obscure, un
developed infancy, different from the normal infancy, ofwhich Marx spoke. His
statements recall irresistibly the contrasting myths of Athens and Babylon
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that run through the history of mankind:
"Athens definitively offers us the lesson of a city different from those we have
seen in Egypt or in the valleys ofthe Euphrates and the Tigris, in which the only
formative element was the tempie of the divinity or the palace of the sovereign.
Rere instead, beyond the temples-though they too differ from those ofthe prs.
ceding civilizations-we find as generating elements of the city the sites of the
organs of a free politicallife (boule, ecclesia, areopagus) and the buildings con
nected with typically social needs (gymnasium, theater, stadium, odeum). A city
like Athens represents a higher level of communal human life. ,,46

In the structure of Athens, those elements which we have called primary urban
artifacts here are effectively defined as the generating elements of the city:
namely the tempie and the organs of political and social life, variously located
and in continuous evolution within the residential areas. The house too partici
pates actively in the formation of the Greek city and constitutes a basic design
through which we can account for the city's principal artifacts.

To understand more clearly the value ascribed to the Greek city and its modern
ity as an urban artifact that persists throughout subsequent history, it is useful
to recall the originai structure of the Greek city, especially in comparison to
other cities, including Roman ones. Beyond its complex political composition, in
the sense spoken of by Poète, the Greek city was characterized by a develop
ment from the interior toward the exterior; its constituting elements were its
tempIe and its housing. Only after the archaic period, for purely defensive
reasons, were the Greek cities encircled by walls, and in no case were these the
originai elements ofthe polis. In contrast, the cities ofthe Orient made walls and
gates their res sacra, the constituting and primary elements of the city; the
palaces and temples within the city walls were in turn encircled by other walls,
like a series of successive enclosures and fortifications. This same principle of
boundaries was transmitted to the Etruscan and Roman civilizations. But the
Greek city did not have any sacred limits; it was a piace and a nation, the abode of
its citizens and thus oftheir activities. At its origin was not the will of a sovereign
but a relationship with nature which took the form of a myth.

But this characteristic of the Greek city-and I repeat that it is an unparalleled
model--cannot be completely understood without taking into account another
decisive factor. The polis was a city-state; its inhabitants belonged to the city but
in large part were dispersed throughout the countryside. The city's ties with the
region were extremely strong. It is useful to cite another of Cattaneo's state
ments, since his observations on the nature of the city shed much light on the
constitution ofthe Greek city in particular. To Cattaneo, as also to Poète, the dif
ferent destiny of the polis of the OrientaI cities, which were nothing but "great
walled encampments" and barbarian installations and which "lived off their
neighbors" (per vicos habitant), seemed very clear.?"

Cattaneo correctly intuited that the walled encampments ofthe East were com
pletely detached from the region around them, while in Italy "the city formed an
inseparable body with its region.,,48 "... This adhesion of the country to the
city, where the most authoritative, wealthy, and industrious dwelt, established
a political personage, an elementary, permanent, and indissoluble state. ,,49We
do not know how far Cattaneo took this analogy between the free communal city
and the Greek city since he does not linger on this point. But this consonance be
tween a historian's intuition and the actual structure of the city casts a positive
light on the science of urban artifacts. Is not this link between the city and the re



gion perhaps precisely what characterizes Athens as the democratic Greek city
and city-state par excellence?

Athens was a city formed by citizens, a city-state whose inhabitants lived scat
tered over a reasonably Iarge region that was still closely tied to the city. Even if
many centers of Attica had Iocal administrations they did not compete with the
city-state. "The term polis that designated the city also designated the State; in
itially it was applied to the Acropolis, the primitive site ofrefuge, worship, and
government, and as such the point of origin ofthe Athenian agglomeration. The
Acropolis and the whole city in the sense of State-this is the double significance
of the term polis.,,50 Originally, then, polis meant the Acropolis; the word astu
was used more generally to indicate the inhabited area.

The historical vicissitudes of Athens confirm the fundamentai fact that the link
uniting the Athenian citizen to his city was essentially political and administra
tive and not residential. The problems of the city did not interest the Athenian
except from a generaI political and urban point of view. Roland Martin's obser
vation on this subject is to the point; he noted that precisely because ofthis con
ception ofthe city as state, as the place ofthe Athenians, the first reflections on
urban organization were of a purely theoretical type. That is, they were specula
tions concerning the best form of the city and the political organization most
favorable to the moral development of the citìzen.P! In this ancient organization
it seems that the physical aspect of the city was secondary, almost as if the city
were a purely mental pIace. Perhaps the architecture ofGreek cities owes its ex
traordinary beauty to this intellectual character.

It is at this point, however, that it seems detached from us, from our living ex
perience. Whereas Rome in the course ofits Republican and Imperial history re
veals all of the contrasts and contradictions of the modern city, perhaps with a
dramatic character that few modern cities know, Athens remains the purest ex
perience of humanity, the embodiment of conditions that can never recur.
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The city, like alI urban artifacts, can only be defined by precise reference to
space and time. Although the Rome oftoday and the Rome ofthe classical period
are two different artifacts, we can see the importance ofpermanent phenomena
linking one to the other; nonetheless, ifwe wish to account for the transforma
tions of these artifacts, we must always be concerned with highly specific facts.
Common experience confìrms what the most thorough studies have indicated:
that a city changes completely every fifty years. One who lives in the city for
some time gradualIy becomes accustomed to this process oftransformation, but
this does not make it any Iess true. The literature of alI periods is rich with de
scriptions and records and often nostalgie laments about the transformation of
the city's visage.

Of course, there are certain epochs or periods of time in which a city is trans
formed especialIy quickly-Paris under Napoleon III, Rome when it became the
capitaI of Italy-and when the changes are impulsive and apparently unex
pected. Mutations, transformations, small aiterations-all of these take differ
ent lengths of time. Certain catastrophic phenomena such as wars or expro
priations can overturn seemingly stable urban situations very rapidly, while
other changes tend to occur over Ionger periods and by means of successive mod
ifications of single parts and elements. In alI cases many forces come into play
and are applied to the city, and these forces may be of an economie, politicaI, or
some other nature. Thus, a city may change through its own economie well
being, which tends to impose strong transformations on styles of life, or, in
another instance, may be destroyed by war. Yet whether one considers the
transformation of Paris and Rome during the eras just mentioned, the destruc
tion of Berlin and ancient Rome, the reconstruction of London and Hamburg
after huge fires had devastated them, or the bombardments of the last war, in
each case the forces which governed the changes can be isolated.

An analysis of the city also allows us to see how these forces are applied; for
example, by studying the history of property through deed registries we can
bring to light the sequence of landholdings and trace certain economie tenden
cies like the acquisition of land by large financial groups which, whenever it
takes pIace, causes the end of Iot subdivision and the formation of large areas
destined for totally different programs. What stilI must be clarified are the pre
cise ways in which these forces are manifested and, above all, the relationship
that exists between their potential effect and that which they actually produce.

If we study the nature of speculation, for example, purely as a manifestation of
certain economie laws, we will probably be able to establish severallaws that are
inherent to it; but these will only be of a generai nature. Moreover, if we seek to
discover why the application of these forces of speculation has such varying ef
fects on the structure ofthe city, using the same approach, we wilI be even less
likely to come up with an explanation. Far more useful for understanding the
forces operating on the city are these two orders offacts: first, the nature ofthe
city, and second, the specific way in which these forces produce transformations.
In other words, the principai problem from our point of view is not so much to
recognize the forces per se, but to know, first, how they are applied, and second,
how their application causes different changes; to realize that changes depend,
on the one hand, on the nature ofthe forces, and on the other, on the local situa
tion and the type of city in which they arise. We must therefore establish a re
lationship between the city and the forces acting on it in order to recognize the
modes of its transformation.

Chapter4
The Evolution of Urban Artifacts

The City as Field of Application for
Various Forces; Economics

86aFacade of a typical Paris
bourgeoisapartment house
constructedduring theSecond
Empire,Jrom an English magazine
oj1858.
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86c
86b Typical ground-floor plan of a
Paris bourgeoisapartment house
constructed during theSecond
Empire. Thisfloorwas usedjor
commerciai purposes.
86cTypical first-floor plan of a Paris
bourgeoisapartment house
constructed during the Second
Empire containing threeapartments.
B) Bedroom. C) Courtyard.
D)Drawing room. K) Kitchen.
S) LargeHall. V) Anteroom.
W) Bathroom. Y) Passageway with
skylight.

In the modern period a significant number of these transformations can be
explained on the basis of planning, inasmuch as this constituted the physical
form in which the forces controlling the transformation of the city were man.
ifested. By planning we mean those operations undertaken by the municipality
either autonomously or in response to the proposals of private groups, which
provide for, coordinate, and act on the spatial aspects ofthe city. We have spo
ken ofplanning especially as a modern phenomenon, but in fact cities, ever since
they were founded, typically have possessed and partially grown through plan,
ning; the collective nature of urban artifacts in itself implies that a plan of some
sort has existed, either at the beginning or over the course of development.

We have also seen how such plans impose themselves from a structural point of
view with the same force as other urban artifacts; in this sense they too consti
tute a beginning. Economie forces tend to exert the major influence over plan
ning, and it is interesting to study their application, especially in view ofthe fact
that we have ampIe material on this subject. In the capitalist city the application
of economie forces is manifested in speculation, which constitutes part of the
mechanism by which the city grows. Here we are interested in exploring the re
lationship between speculation and the type of growth a city undergoes and how
the city's form depends on this relationship---in other words, whether, or to
what extent, the configurations ofurban artifacts are dependent on the economie
relationship. We know that forces like planning initiatives, expropriations, and
speculation act on the city, but their relationship to real urban artifacts is highly
complex.

In this chapter I wish to deal especially with two different theses that have been
proposed relative to the city, taking them as fundamental references. The first of
these was developed by Maurice Halbwachs and analyzes the nature of expropri
ations. HaIbwachs maintains that economie factors by nature predominate in the
evolution of the city up to the point when they give way to more generaI rules;
however, he asserts, often the mistake is made from an economie point ofview of
ascribing primary importance to the particular way that a generaI condition
arises. Economie conditions arise of necessity, in his view, and they do not
change in meaning because they arise in one particular form, pIace, or moment
as opposed to another.

For this reason, the sum total of economie factors fails to explain fully the struc
ture of urban artifacts. But then what is the explanation for their uniqueness?
Halbwachs attempts to respond to this question by examining the development
of social groups in the city, and he attributes the relationship between the city's
construction and its behavior to the complexly structured system of the collec
tive memory. In his study ofthe nature of expropriations in Paris, Les expropri
ations et le prix de terrains à Paris (1860-1900),which dates from 1925, the
same year as his Les cadres sociaux de la mémoire, HaIbwachs takes his scien
tific training as a point of departure for analyzing statistical information in mas
terly fashion, as he was also to do in his L'évolution des besoinsdans les classes
ouvrières. l Few works on the city based on these premises have been conceived
with such rigor.

The second thesis to which I will refer is that ofHans Bernoulli. Bernoulli main
tains that private land ownership and its parceling are the principal evils of the
modern city since the relationship between the city and the land it occupies
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should be of a fundamental and indissoluble eharaeter. Re therefore argues that
the land should be returned to collective ownership. From here, his discourse on
the urban structure extends to a number of considerations that are principally
architectural in nature. Re sees housing, the residential district, and public
facilities alI as strongly dependent on the use ofthe land. This thesis, presented
and supported with great clarity, obviously addresses one of the major
categories of urban issues.f

Several theorists have asserted that state ownership of property-that is, the
abolition of private property-constitutes the qualitative difference between
the capitalist city and the socialist one. This position is undeniable, but does it re
late to urban artifacts? I am inclined to believe that it does, since the use and
availability of urban land are fundamental issues; however it still seems only a
condition-a neeessary condition, to be sure, but not a determining one.

Of the many theses based on economics, I have chosen to emphasize those of
Ralbwachs and Bernoulli beeause of their clarity and corre sponde nee to the real
ity ofthe city; Ibelieve that they can provide valuable insights into the nature of
urban artifacts. Ultimately, however, behind and beyond economie forces and
conditions lies the problem of choices; and these ehoices, which are political in na
ture, can only be understood in light ofthe total structure ofurban artifacts.

At the beginning of his study.i' Halbwachs undertakes to consider the The Thesis ofMaurice Halbwachs
phenomena of expropriation in a large city from an economie standpoint. Re
starts out with a hypothesis which allows him to analyze expropriations in a sci-
entific manner, viewing them as detaehed from their context; that is, he assumes
that they possess their own character and constitute a homogeneous group.
Thus, he can compare different cases without worrying about their differences;
whether the cause of expropriation is accidental (for example, fire) or normal
(obsolescenee) or artificial (speculation), it does not alter for him the nature of
the effeet, which remains a case of either tearing down or building up, pure and
simple.

Expropriation does not oceur in a homogeneous way in alI parts ofthe city, how
ever; it changes certain urban districts completely while respecting others
more. Itwould seem to be necessary, then, in order to acquire a complete pie
ture, to examine the variations from district to district; only from an overview of
several districts at different periods can we measure the major variations in
space and time.

There are at least two characteri&tics ofthese variations which are noteworthy.
The first has to do with the role of the individuaI, that is, the effe et exerted by a
certain personality as such; the seeond simply with the order of succession of a
given series of artifacts. " A street," writes Halbwachs, "is calIed 'Rambuteau,'
an avenue 'Péreire,' or a boulevard 'Haussmann;: not, one would think, to ren
der homage to these great speculators or administrators who served the public
interest . . . these names are signs of origino ,,4

When munieipal initiatives relate to needs that have been asserted and to pro
posals that have been discussed by the populace, there are many influences and
factors at work, including accidental ones. But on the other hand, when the
rnunicipal government does not represent the popular will (as in Paris from 1831
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to 1871), then we must attribute primary importane e to ideas of aesthetics,
hygiene, urban strategy, or to the practices of one or a few individuals in power.
Frorn this point of view, the actual configuration of a large city can be seen as a
confrontation of the initiatives of different parties, personalities, and govern,
ments. In this way various different plans are superimposed, synthesized, and
forgotten, so that the Paris of today is like a composite photograph, one that
might be obtained by reproducing the Paris of Louis XIV, Louis XV, Napoleon
I, and Baron Haussmann in a single image. Surely the unfinished streets and the
solitude and neglect of certain districts are testimony to the diversity and rela
tive independence of many projects.

The second characteristic we mentioned concerns the sequence in which a series
of artifacts appears. Throughout history, there are constant forces that promote
the building, acquiring, and selling of land, but these forces develop according to
the specific directions that are offered to them, and in accordance with certain
plans which they must address. These directions may change abruptly, often in
unexpected ways; but when normal economie forces cannot by nature be easily
modified, the intensity of their response to change may be much augmented or
much diminished for reasons that are not strictly economie.

Haussmann suggested that there were certain tactical reasons, among others,
for the transformation of Paris, for example the destruction of districts that
were not favorable for assembling troops. That such a consideration should arise
at the time of an authoritarian and non-popular government is not surprising,
nor are others: for example, the attractions of working-class employment and
rich prospects for speculators, both equally advantageous to a regime which
sought to compensate for the minimum ofpolitical rights it offered by affording a
maximum of material prosperity. Thus the large-scale expropriations in Paris
under this regime are explicable on the basis of politics: the apparently decisive
triumph of the party of order over that of revolution, the bourgeoisie over the
working class.

Another characteristic example of the role played by specific historical cir
cumstances during the revolutionary period in Paris is the planning ofthe great
boulevards following the nationalization of emigrant and clerical property. The
Commission of Artists simply marked out these large streets on the map, mak
ing use of the lands made available by the acquisition of the enormous new na
tional property. The study ofthe transformations ofParis is thus bound up with
the study of French history; the form of the city's transformations depends on
both its historical past and the deeds of certain individuals whose wills acted as
historical forces.

Acts of expropriation seem to differ by their very nature from all other acts
which occur at the beginning of property changes. Related to this hypothesis is
the fact that they generally do not occur in isolation; they are not so much fo
cused on this street or that group of houses as connected to an entire system of
which they are only one parto They are involved in the tendenciesofthe city's de
veIopment.

In all cases where historical reasons are given as expIanations for the transfor
mations of Paris, there are also different possible expIanations which relate the
economie factors of expropriation to other economie factors. We have mentioned
the nationalization of clerical property; of course, not alI ofthe streets projected
by the Commission of Artists were realized, but the expropriation of convent I
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property in itself was an economie issue. These properties constituted impedi
ments, even in terms of their physical form, to the development of the city, and
thus even under different circumstances, it is probable that they would have
been expropriated by the king or sold by the clergy in a similar way to that which
occurred later with the railroads.

As was pointed out by Halbwachs, it is not so much the precise way that a gen
eral condition arises which is significant; a condition arises out ofnecessity, and
its meaning does not change because it arises in one particular form, place, and
moment as opposed to another. This can be said ofHaussmann's plan and all the
military, political, and aesthetic arguments we have cited forit. The assembling
of troops was not in itself responsible for modifying the street, not in its topo
graphical form nor in its economie character, and thus it is no more necessary to
account for it than it is for the chemist to account for the form and size of the test
tube he uses for his experiments. Even ifmotives of order, hygiene, or aesthet
ics intervened, as they did not result in any important modification which can be
explained on the basis of economics, the economist need not be concerned with
them. Either these factors had a certain effect and therefore they cannot be ig
nored, or, after thorough research in which all the economie causes have been
eliminated, their existence can be said to have had a "residual effect."

This hypothesis of the purely economie character of expropriations is predicated
on their independence with respect to individual artifacts and political history.
Moreover, since expropriations have a rapid and comprehensive effect, their dif
ferent components being realized simultaneously and not successively, it is the
total act that reveals the direction and influence ofthe forces present in a preced
ing periodo The specific way in which expropriations occur, then, is unimportant,
even from a legal point ofview.

Whenever a consciousness of a collective need takes shape and becomes clear,
total action can originate. Obviously the coHective consciousness can be mis
taken; the city can be induced to urbanize lands where there is no tendency to ex
pand or to build streets where none are reaHy needed, and such hastily created
streets can remain deserted. (The causes ofmistakes are many; for example, the
creation of a street for emergency reasons could lead to the construction of
others by analogy.) Thus expropriations themselves undergo a normal process
of evolution.

Accordingly, Halbwachs does not consider expropriations as abnormal or ex
traordinary phenomena, but instead chooses to study them as the most typical
phenomena of urban evolution. Since it is through expropriations and their im
mediate consequences that the economie tendencies by which the evolution of
urban land can be analyzed are manifested in a reasonably condensed and syn
thetic form, the study of expropriations provides one of the clearest and surest
points of view for examining a highly complex totality of phenomena.

Because ofthe importance I attribute to this thesis ofHalbwachs, I would like to
summarize the three elements that I consider fundamental:
1. the relationship between, and also the independence of, economie factors and
the design of the city;
2. the contribution of the individual personality to urban changes, its nature and
its limits; thus also the relationship between the precise, hìstorically determined
means by which a condition arises and its general causes;
3. urban evolution as a complex fact of social order which tends to occur accord-
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Further Considerations on
the Nature of Expropriations

ing to highly precise laws and orientations of growth.
To these three points I should add the importance of expropriations as a decisive
moment in the dynamic ofurban evolution, a valuable concept which Halbwachs
established as a fundamental field of study.

One could study many different cities on the basis of Halbwachs's thesis. I at.
tempted something along these lines in a study of one Milanese district," stress
ing the importane e of certain apparently accidental occurrences in the SUcces
sive evolution ofthe city, sueh as the destructive effects ofwar and bombarding.
I believe it can beshown, and I have attempted to do so in this study, that occur.
rences ofthis type only accelerate certain tendencies that already exist, modify.
ing them in part, but permitting a more rapid realization ofintentions which are
previously present in economie form and which would otherwise still have pro
duced physical effects---destructions and reconstructions-on the body of the
city through a process which in effect would be hardly different from that ofwar.
It is nonetheless evident that the study of these occurrences, because of the
rapid and brutal form in which they arise, permits one to see far more vivid and
immediate effects than those which appear as the outcome of a long series ofhis
torically sequential facts of land ownership and the evolution of the city's real
estate patrimony.

A modern study of this type derives considerable support from the study of
urban plans-plans for expansion, for development, and so ono In substance
these plans are closely linked to expropriations, without which they would not be
possible and through which they are manifested. What Halbwachs stresses rela
tive to the two important plans for Paris-that of the Commission of Artists and
that of Haussmann (and in both cases the form ofthese plans does not differ sub
stantially from that of many plans conceived under an absolute monarchy}-is
true for most if not all cities. I have elsewhere attempted to relate the evolution
of the urban form of Milan, for example, to the reforms promulgated by first
Maria Theresa and then Joseph II of Austria and finalized under Napoleon. The
relationship between these economically motivated initiatives and the design of
the city is clearly apparent; above all it demonstrates the primary importance of
the economie facts of expropriation in relation to the architectural artifacts of
formo It also sheds light on how by nature expropriations---disregarding for the
moment their political aspect, that is, how they can be used to the advantage of
one class or another-are a necessary condition in the overall evolution of the
city and are deeply rooted in urban social movements.

It can be shown how the Napoleonic PIan for Milan,6 which was one ofthe most
modern plans created in Europe despite its derivation from that of the Parisian
Commission of Artists, explains, in its very physical form, the long series of ex
propriations and dispossessions of ecclesiastical holdings by the Austrian gov
ernment. This pian thus is simply the precise architectural form of a particular
instance of expropriation and can be studied as such; within these limits, if they
can be so described, our study would benefit from an understanding ofneoclassi
cal culture, of the different personalities of architects like Luigi Cagnola and
Giovanni Antolini, and of a whole series of spatial proprosals which, independent
of economie considetations, preceded this plan and were resolved in it.

The relative autonomy ofthese spatial proposals can be measured on the basis of
how strongly they survive in subsequent plans or link up with preceding ones
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but do not promote economic transformations. Thus, the success of strada r
Napoleone, at that time via Dante, is entirely comprehensible within the i

dynamics of urban life. The same dynamics that allowed the Beruto PIan to SUc
ceed in the northern section of the city insured its failure in the southern one,
where its hypotheses were either too advanced or too remote from economie
realities.

The economi c dynamic erupted decisively following the acts taken by Joseph II
ofAustria durìng the twenty- year period from 1765to 1785to suppress religious
orders. It was a matter of both politics and economics; the suppression of the
Jesuits, of the Inquisition, and of the innumerable bizarre religious congrega
tions which were flourishing in Milan as in few other cities, even in Spain, not
only meant a step toward civic and modern progress but also signaled concretely
the possibility for the city to take charge ofvast urbanized areas, to systematize
streets and rectify irregular situations, and to construct schools, academies, and
gardens. The public gardens were set up directly next to the gardens oftwo con
vents and the Senate.

The Bonaparte Forum was certainly not an architectural necessity, but it was
born of the city's need to give itself a modern face by establishing a business
center for the new bourgeoisie that was in power. This need was independent of
its form and the specific topographical, architectural, and historicai conditions
by which its Iocation was chosen.

Antolini's idea remained a purely formaI one, but as such, in a totally different
political context, it was revived in the Beruto PIan with notable prominence, ex
cept that for reasons which once again were economie, the business center was
no longer the Bonaparte Forum, and therefore, because ofthe complex nature of
urban artifacts, the pIan had a different impact on the urban equilibrium. This
economie impact, I wish to emphasize, was independent of its design.

The way that Halbwachs develops his theory helps us to perceive, conversely,
the confusion that generally arises in the theories ofthose who make presupposi
tions that are not at ali scientific and ignore the nature of urban artifacts, blam
ing ruthless demolitions, grandiose plans, and so forth. In this regard, the way
Haussmann's work ìs normally analyzed is typical. To avail ourselves of
Halbwachs's point of view, one may or may not approve of Haussmann's pIan for
Paris when judged solely on the basis of its design-although naturally the de
sign is very important, and it ìs certainly one of the things I want to consider
here-but it is equally important to be able to see that the nature of
Haussmann's pian is linked up with the urban evolution of Paris in those years;
and from this standpoint the pIan is one ofthe greatest successes ever, not only
because of a series of coincidences but above ali because of its precise reflection
ofthe urban evolution at that moment in history.

The streets Haussmann opened followed the reai direction of the development of
the city and clearly acknowledged the role of Paris in the national and interna
tionai setting. It has been said that Paris is too big for France and at the same
time too small for Europe; this observation illustrates the fact that one cannot al
ways estimate the size of a city or the workings of a pIan, whatever the actual
success of this pian, from a study of the urban condition that this pIan
encompasses. Thus, on the one hand, Bari, Ferrara, Richelieu; on the other,
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90 Porta Ticinese, Milan,
Luigi Cagnola.
91a, 91b Two ofthe variants proposed
by the engineer Cesare Beruto,
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Barcelona, Rome, Vienna: in the former, the plan has undergone the effects or
time or has even become only an emblem, an initiative not translated into reality ;
except in an occasional building or street; in the latter, the plan has channelsj '
guided, and often accelerated the propulsive forces that act on, or are about t~ ,
act on, the city. In still other instances, the plan tends to be projected toward the
future in a particular way; for example, a plan which has been judged unfeasible
at the time ofits conception and whose initial manifestations have been opposed
may then be recuperated in subsequent periods, demonstrating its foresight.

Certainly in many cases the relationship between economie forces and the de
velopment and design of the plan is not easy to define; one very important, and
insufficiently known, example is that of the PIan Cerda for Barcelona of 1859.7
This plan, extremely advanced technically and entirely responsive to the '
economie transformations that were pressing upon the Catalan capital, was ex
tensive and appropriate even if it offered too grandiose a forecast of the city's
demographic and economie development. Not realized as it should have been, or
in a strict sense not at all, the plan still determined the subsequent development
of Barcelona. In fact, the PIan Cerda was not realized precisely where its
technological visions were too advanced for the times and where the solutions it
offered demanded a level ofurban evolution far superior to the existing one. Cer
tainly more advanced than Haussmann's plan, it would have been difficult to
realize not only for the Catalan bourgeoisie but for any other European city.

To describe briefly the plan's main characteristics, its viability was based on a
general grid that allowed for a synthesis of the urban whole, as in the case of
Haussmann's plan, and within this, an autonomous system of districts and resi
dential nuclei. The plan thus presupposed not just more advanced technical but
also certain political conditions, and fell short precisely on these points, as in the
autonomous residential compIexes it projected which demanded greater ad
ministrative attention and which were partially revived by the GATEP AC
group in the 1930s.

At the same time, as Oriol Bohigas has rightly noted, the pIan was untenabIe
where it presupposed a very low density, a hypothesis entireIy counter to the
way of life and the very structure of Mediterranean cities. However, where it
transformed the illes, or city blocks," into massive constructed complexes and
accepted the generaI principIe ofthe rectanguIar fabric, it ended up Iending itseIf
magnificently to the aims of specuIation, and as such onIy carne to be realized in a
degraded formo One can see in this case how compIex the reIationship between
the design and the economie situation was-which does not contradict
Halbwachs's thesis; quite the contrary.

Subsequently, the urban growth of BarceIona occurred as it couId, and the PIan
Cerda was used to respond to that growth; it did not have the power to transform
the city's politicaI-economic objectives and was Iittle more than a pretext or an
image to which to conformo Its importance, however, independent from and un
related to the economie forces operating in BarceIona, was that it represented a
moment in the city's history and was taken as such.

As we have said, since the city is a complex entity, naturally it can coincide (and
sometimes does so perfectly) or not coincide with a pIan that issues from it.
When it does not, it is either because of deficiencies in the plan or because ofthe
1I::lì





Land Ownership
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particular historical situation in which the city finds itself. In each case the r f
lationship can be judged only outside ofthe actual development. Thus the Dut ~'
?fEste's pIan f~r ~errara must bejudged apart from its failure to be realized an~
ItS lack of provisions for development; otherwise we would have to say that it
was worthless because of these shortcomings.

Another obvious exampIe is the Muratti pIan for Bari:" this is a typical ex ampie
of expropriation as defined by Halbwachs, and it is characterized here as
elsewhere by a series of precise political and historical circumstances. What is
interesting in this case is that the pIan projected under the Bourbons and ap,
proved in 1790saw a subsequent development which, although subjected to var,
ious transformations, lasted up unti11918. Here too, and stili today, the pIan was
altered in various ways precisely where it worked against speculation and in
favor ofisolated blocks, but it survives not as a mere impression recognizable to
the historian but as the concrete form ofthe city, constituting the typical pattern
of Bari and characterized by the separation between the old city and the modern
Muratti borgo, a pattern also immediately recognizable elsewhere in Pugliese
cities.

At the same time, it has rightly been observed that we should study not only how
cities evolve but also how they decline; from this perspective we could undertake
a study along the same lines as that of Halbwachs, but in the opposi te direction.
For example, to say that the city of Richelieu, lO which was associated with the
great cardinal-minister, declined rapidly with the disappearance ofthis person
age from the political scene means nothing; he may have been the one who
prompted the establishment and actually founded this urban center, but the city
then should have been able to continue to grow on its own accordo The centuries
of decline of certain large cities as well as certain small ones have modified these
urban structures in different ways without damaging their originai quality;
otherwise we would have to say that there never was an urban life in cities like
Richelieu and Pienza simply because they started out as artificial cities.

The same can be said ofWashington, D. C., orofSt. Petersburg. I do not think
that the difference of scale, often extreme, between such cities matters here; ac
tually it confirms the fact that we must ignore size in studying urban artifacts if
we wish to arrive at a scientific framework for the problem. St. Petersburg can
be considered at its beginning an arbitrary act of the czar; and the continuous
bipolarity in Russia between Moscow and what is now Leningrad suggests that
the growth of the latter to the rank of a capitaI and then to a great world me
tropolis was hardly uneventful. The real facts of this growth are probably as
complex as those of the decline of Nizhnii Novgorod in Moscow or, to take
another example, the rise of Milan to predominance over Pavia and other Lom
bard cities after a certain time.
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In Die stadt und ihr Boden, Il Bernoulli illuminated one of the most important,
perhaps the fundamental, problem of the city, one which constitutes a strong
constraint on urban development. In this modest study, which is clearer and
more basic than most of the arti cles and research undertaken subsequently on
the problem, Bernoulli focuses on two principal issues. The first concerns not
only the negative character of private property ownership but also the harmful
consequence of its extreme division; the second, closely linked to this, sheds
light on the historical reasons for this situation and its consequences after a cer-
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tain point for the form ofthe city.

Land ownership, o~s~r~es Bernoulli, whether ofruralland or urban land, tends
to be based on subdìvisìon. the eccentric forms offields are the equivalent ofthe
~omplex and o~en irra~ional organization of urban property:
. . . To every l~novatI~n t~ere is immediately opposed a tangle of property bor
ders, defined smce antiquity, and of a substantially different character from
~hose rural borders along which the plow and harrow run, but no less rooted and
lmmovabl.e. These lots are not just encircled with stone, they are occupied by
constructions of stone. As much as one knows that the new streets and new con
structions that ought to be built would be better than the narrow mean and ser
pentine ~treets and the exhausted hovels, nothing can be done dntil th~ inevita
ble .conflicts over property are resolved. These are long conflicts that demand
patience and money, and very often the originaI intention is deformed along the
way.,,12

In large measure the historical fact that initiated this process of dismembering
the urban land was the French Revolution. When in 1789 land became free, the
large estates of the aristocracy and the clergy were sold to the middle class and
to farmers. But just as alI of the landed rights of the nobility were largely dis
solved, so also were those of the communes, and thus the great state-owned
areas were broken up. The monopoly on land was transformed into private own
ership; land became a marketable entity like anything else:
". . . The land casually slipped away from the community and feHinto hands of
prudent farmers and shrewd citizens, where it quickly became an object oftrue
and real speculation. . . . The city found itself once again at that turn in the road
where the right ofprivate ownership ofland was manifested in full in new bui ld
ing establishments. The new times, unexpectedly awakening to another indus
trial activity, gave proprietors an almost unbounded possibility to increase the
value oftheir own lands.,,13

This analysis very rationally and clearly describes the situation at a precise mo
ment of the city's history, but it must be countered with the foHowing argu
ments. Bernoulli considers the evil of land subdivision to be among the specific
consequences of the French Revolution, or at least a result of the fact that the
revolutionaries of the time were unaware of the enormous communal capital
they were alienating-the communallands that should have been maintained as
collective property and the great property holdings of the nobility and clergy
that should have been confiscated and held by the communities rather than sub
divided among private owners-thereby jeopardizing the rational development
of cities (and countryside). On the other hand, where this did not occur, as in
most of Germany including Berlin, the phenomenon occurred with similar con-
. sequences. When, in execution of Adam Smith's proposal, Berlin's financiallaw
of 1808 permitted government lands to be used to liquidate government debts
and to be transferred into private ownership "as freely and irrevocably as possi
ble,,,14here too the land, now a marketable good, became the object of economie
monopoly. In his history ofthe modern development ofBerlin, Hegemann'" has
portrayed in bold relief the fearful consequences that this had for the city and for
the German workers, up to the time of the notorious master pIan of 1853 of the
President of the Police, which marked the beginning of the famous "Berlin
courtyards. "

Bernoulli's explanation and all the other theses of this type, though highly il
luminating in many respects, must also be criticized on two other bases. The first
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ha~ t? do with the validity of this analysis over time. That is, it explains certain r
striking features but not the definiti~e ones of the capitalist-bourgeois city.
Furthermore, these features were subject to general economie laws that would
have emerged anyway and thus, in my view, were actualIy a positive moment in
the development of the city. In short, the breaking up of the land on the one hand
led to the degeneration of the city, but on the other, it actualIy promoted its de
velopment.

We can return to Halbwachs's conclusion again, which says that we need not at.
tribute primary importance to the precise way a generaI condition arises; it must
arise of necessity, but it does not alter in meaning for having arisen in one forrn
place, and moment as opposed to another. We have just seen how the great ex~
propriations and also the increased subdivision ofurban land become centraI is,
sues with the French Revolution and the Napoleonic occupation; however these
phenomena already had clear precedents in the reforms of the Hapsburgs and
even the Bourbons, and eventualIy they were even manifested in a country as
profoundly reactionary as Prussia.

These phenomena had to do, in sum, with the working out of a generallaw to
which all bourgeois states were subject, and as such it was positive. The division
of the great estates, expropriations, and the formation of a new land registry
system were all necessary economie phases in the evolution of Western cities.
What varies from city to city is the political context in which this process carne
about; and only here, in terms of political choices, are significant differences to
be found.

In fact, on this point the quite romantic aspe et of socialists like BernoulIi and
Hegemann cannot be ignored. In a historical and economie key, these writers
echo the romanticism ofWilliam Morris and all the origins ofthe Modern Move
ment in architecture. It is in itself significant how Hegemann attacks the Miet
kasernen~that is, without questioning whether in the end these large tenement
houses were not equalIy as valid from a hygienic, technical, and aesthetic point of
view as small houses. The same charge was to be made against the Siedlungen of
Vienna and Berlin, where the critique took the form of a revival of certain local
features. It is revealing that these authors always appeal to the Gothic city or to
the state socialism of the Hohenzollerns--conditions that from an urban
standpoint clearly had to be superseded, even at the price ofpossibly makingthe
situation worse.

This reference to romantic socialism leads me to my second criticism of Ber
noulli's thesis, which has to do with its connection to a vision in which the prob
lem of modern urbanism is seen as determined by the city's historical relation
ship with the Industrial Revolution. In this vision, the emergence ofthe problem
ofthe large city is taken to be coincident with the moment ofthe Industrial Rev
olution; before this time the urban problem is seen as qualitatively different.
From this premise it is argued that the phiIanthropic and utopistic initiatives of
romantic socialism were in themselves positive, and even constituted the basis
for modern urbanism, so much so that when they disappeared, the urban cul
ture, isolated from political debate, became increasingly shaped purely by tech
nical processes in the service ofthe dominating power. I will concern myselfhere
only with the first part ofthis assertion, since this entire book not only considers
but denies the assumption of the second in the tenns in which it is postulated. I
maintain that the problem ofthe large city precedes the industrial peri od and is
~~nd up with the city itself. 1



As Bahrdt has noted, the polemic against the industriaI city issues from before
the Iatter was boro; at the time the romantic polemic was initiated only London
and Paris already existed as Iarge cities. The continuity of urban problems
within these cities clearly belies the romantics' attribution of the eviis of ur
banism, reai or presumed, to the growth of industry.!" Moreover, in the first
decades ofthe nineteenth century, Duisburg, Essen, and Dortmund were small
cities with fewer than ten thousand inhabitants, while in Iarge industriaI cities
like Milan and Turin, the problem of industry did not yet exist. The same is true
of Moscow and Leningrad.

What is mysterious at fìrst.glance is to see how most urban historians have been
able to reconcile the theses of the romantic socialists with the analysis made by
Friedrich Engeis. What is EngeIs's thesis? Simply this: "that the Iarge cities
have made the malady ofthe social organism, which was chronic in the country,
acute, and in so doing have illuminated the true essence [ofthe problem] and the
way to cure it. ,,17 Engels does not say that the cities before the IndustriaI Rev
olution were a paradise; rather in his indictment of the living conditions of the
British working class he emphasizes how the rise of big industry only worsened
and made apparent what were already impossible living conditions.

The consequences of the rise of big industry thus are not something that con
cerns large cities specifically; rather they are a fact that has to do with bourgeois
society. Thus, Engels denies that a conflict ofthis type may be resolved at all in
spatiai terms, and the proof of his critique is to be found in Haussmann's pro}
ects, the attempts at slum clearance in the English cities, and the projects ofthe
romantic socialists. As this implies, Engeis aiso rejects the notion that the
phenomenon of industrialism is necessarily bound up with urbanism; in fact, he
declares that to think that spatial initiatives can affect the industriaI process is a
pure abstraction, and practically speaking a reactionary point of view, I believe
that it would be a mistake to try to add anything to this position.

Further evidence of Engels's position on the relationship between socio- The Housing Problem
economics and the city is provided by his discourse on the problem of housing.
Here the position is unequivocaI. To focus on the problem of housing in order to
resolve the social problem is in his view an error; housing is a technical problem
that may or may not be resolved on the basis of a particular site, but it is not a
characteristic of the working class. In this way Engels confirms what we have
suggested above, that the problem of the large city precedes the industriai
periodo Re writes, "... [the] shortage ofhouses is not somethingpeculiarto the
present; it is not even one of the sufferings peculiar to the modero proletariat in
contradistinction to all earlier oppressed classes. On the contrary, all the op-
pressed classes in all periods suffered more or less uniformly from it ... "18

It is well known by now that the problem of housing in ancient Rome, as soon as
the city attained the dimensions of a large metropolis with all the problems in
herent to it, was no less serious than it is in today's cities. Living conditions were
desperate, and the descriptions that have come down to us from the classical
writers show how this problem was foremost and fundamental; it appeared as
sUchin the urban politics from Julius Caesar to Augustus down to the late days of
the empire. Problems of this type also persisted throughout the Middle Ages;
the vision that the romantics give us ofthe medieval city completely contradicts
the reality. From documents, descriptions, and what still remains ofthe Gothic
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cities, it is evident that the living conditions of the oppressed classes in th .•••r~'"
cities were among the sorriest in the history ofrnankind. e". :
In this sense the history of Paris together with the entire subject of the urì, f.:
way of life of the metropolitan French proletariat is paradigmatic. This way al) ~'
life ~as one ofth~ chara~teristic and decisi;e elements ofthe Revolution, and~: J
persistsd up until the tìme of Haussmann s pian. In this sense, Haussmann'
demolitions, however else one may judge them, represented progress; thos S

who are dis~urbed by his tearing down of the ni~eteenth-century city alway:
f~rget t~at it nonethele.s~ represent~ an affìrmation, even if demagogical and
smgle-mmded, ofthe spirit ofthe EnlIghtenment, and that the conditions oflife
within the Gothic districts of the old cities represented something that was oh.
jectively impossible and indisputably had to be changed.

But the moralistic tendency implicit or explicit in the positions of scholars like
Bernoulli and Hegemann did not prevent them from arriving at a scientific vision
ofthe city. No one who has been seriously occupied with urban science has failed
to note how the most important conclusions have always emerged from the work
of scholars who devoted themselves exclusively to one city: Paris, London, and
Berlin are indissolubly linked for the scholar with the names ofPoète, Rasmus,
sen.!" and Hegemann. In these studies, so different in many respects, the re
lationship between generai laws and the specific elements of the city is de
lineated in exemplary fashion. It is worth remarking that if for every branch of
scientific thought the monograph affords a larger vista on its specific object, in
the case ofurban science it indubitably presents advantages because somehow,
related as the city is to the concept of a work of art, the monograph addresses the
total element which is peculiar to the city and which otherwise risks becoming
ossified or opaque or even lost entirely in a more generai treatment.

In this sense, one of the virtues of Bernoulli's work is that he never loses sight of
the relationship with urban artifacts. He refers every generai statement back to
a specific urban artifact, and despite this never entirely becomes a historian, as
happens even in the most convincing parts of Lewis Mumford's work. Bernoulli
saw the city as a constructed mass, in his own definition, where every element
has its particularity and its differentiation within the overall pian.

The subject of the relationship between the land and its buildings almost sur
passes the economie relationship in scope, and perhaps for this reason it has
never been formulated completely. In the polemics of the theoreticians of the
Modern Movement, the treatment of the residential district as a single unit re
calls the theories of earlier historians on large building complexes; it is signifi
cant how in seeking a historical foundation for their urban polemic the moder
nists turned to the great theoreticians of the Renaissance, especially to
Leonardo da Vinci and his pian for a city containing a system of subterranean
roads and canals for transporting cargo and servicing basement levels, with a I
network of streets for pedestrian traffic at the level of the ground ftoor of the I

I,houses. Following Leonardo's project, in a canonical succession that would be
worth studying for its genealogical clarity, comes the project of the Adam !
brothers for the Adelphi residential district in London. ,

.t
The Adelphi district was located south ofthe Strand between the City ofLondon
and Westminster, and the Adam brothers obtained the right to build from the
Duke of St. Alban, the owner of the land. The district was sufficiently large to
contain a building complex in which a system of superimposed roadways could be
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96
96 TheAdelphi district, London,
James and Robert Adam. It was
constructed in 1768-72 and destroyed
in 1937; the design was basedon a
sketch by Leonardo da Vinci.
Axonometric drawings showing
street systems at different levels:a
lowersystem, with open streetsfor
carts and underground streetsfor
services, connects the basements of
thecomplex with the loading docks on
the Thames. An upper street system
[orpedestrians gives access to the
groundfioor of theprivate apartments
and has terracesoverlooking the
rioer. After Hans Bernoulli.
97 Adelphi district, London, James
and Robert Adam, 1768-72. Plan of
ground fioor. After Steen Eiler
Rasmussen.



The Urban Scale

built whose lower streets would connect with the banks 01 the 'I'hames. Th, r
are the tenns in which the Adelphi project was presented. But i, it only iIUPO";'"
tant .in these terms? And can Leonardo's project be seen as something other th:' '~~j
a umque proposal of a remarkable scale and a strongly rationalizing lmpulse? 11il

j)

In Bernoulli's view, Leonardo's project was not entirely in the realm of some f /
the other highly ambitious statements of the Renaissance-those which ma~ :
the city into a supreme work ofart at the limits ofnature, engineering, paintinge
and politics. Leonardo's project was quite different from such ideal schemes be~
cause it was already in the city, a real city with its presumed relationships, as
real as the piazzas of Bellini and the Venetian painters. It was connected to an ao,
tual experience of the city, and gave concrete form to the Milan of Lodovico il
Moro, just as the great hospital there that translated the designs ofFilarete was
a concrete form, as the canals, the dams, and the new streets were concrete
forms. No city was so much constructed in its totality as that ofthe Renaissance·
I have already emphasized how this architecture was both sign and event, and
was based on an order superior to that offunction. This is precìsely the case with
the great Milan hospital, which is certainly not unrelated to Leonardo's medita_
tions, and whose constitutive presence in the city has not changed in its irnpo-,
tane e even today.

Two and a half centuries later the Adam brothers found it possible to construct a
whole part of the city, an actual urban artifact, despite all the real difficulties of
this undertaking. But maybe such a work is not so exceptional; rather it indi
cates that a great primary element could originate, perhaps in an exceptional
way, from a response to the problem ofhousing.

In the preceding section we pointed out several distortions which have charac
terized the study of the city: the overimportance attributed to the deveIopment
of industry seen in a generic and conventional way with respect to the real
dynamic ofurban artifacts, the abstracting ofproblems out ofthe actual context
of the city, and the confusion that certain moralistic attitudes have introduced,
preventing the formation of a scientific habit of thought in urban studies. AI
though most of these distortions and prejudices do not issue from a single source
and do not amount to a clearly systematic set of ideas, they are responsible for
many ambiguities and it is worthwhile to consider certain aspects ofthem at gre-
ater length.

A number of the arguments that have been arbitrarily invented to explain the
genesis of the modern city are to be found as the premises of various technical
and regional studies.f" These tend to turn on the problematical nature of the
term city today; the problem arises, it is argued, essentially out of the city's
physical and political homogenization foBowing the rise of industrialismo Indus
try, the source of every evil and every good, becomes the true protagonist in the
transformation of the city.

According to these arguments, the change wrought by industry is characterized
historicaBy by three phases. The first phase, and thus the origin ofthe transfor
mation of the city, is marked by the destruction of the fundamental structure of
the medieval city, which was based on an absolute identity between the place of
work and the place of residence, both being within the same building. Thus
began the end ofthe domestic economy as a unified entity ofproduction and con-
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sumption. This destruction of the basic form of life of the medie val city Ied to a
~hain o~reactions whose ultimate ramifications would come to be measured fully
In the CItyofthe future. Contemporaneously, workers' housing, mass housing,
and rentai housing appeared; only at this point did the housing problem emerge
as an urban and sociai problem. The distinctive sign of this phase in spatiai
terms, then, was the enlargement of the urban surface, with the house and the
work pIace beginning to be slightly separated in the city.

The second phase, which was the decisive one, was characterized by a progres
sive expansion of industrialization. It engendered a definitive separation of
house and work pIace and destroyed their former relationship to the neighbor
hood. The appearance of the first types of collective work was accompanied by a
choice ofhousing that was not always in the immediate vicinity of the work pIace.
Parallei to this evolution was the separation between work places that produced
merchandise and those that did noto Production and administration were distìn
guished, and the division of Iabor in its most precise meaning began. From this
division ofwork places the "downtown," in the English sense ofthe word, origi
nated, creating specific interdependencies between offices that had increasing
need for reciprocai contact. The central administration of an industriaI complex,
for example, sought to have banking, administration, and insurance as
neighbors rather than production places. At first, when there was still sufficient
room, this concentration carne about in the center of the city.

The third phase of the city's transformation began with the development of
means of individuaI transportation and the full efficiency of alI means of public
transportation to the work pIace. This development must have resulted not only
from an increased technicai efficiency but aiso from the economie participation of
public administrations in transportation services. The choice ofthe pIace ofresi
dence became increasingly independent ofthe pIace ofwork. Meanwhile, as the
service activities, which still tended to be located in the center, developed and
acquired a primary importance, the search for housing outside the city in the ad
jacent countryside grew ever stronger. Work and its Iocation came to pIay an in
creasingIy subordinate role in the choice ofhousing. The citizen moved into any
part of the territory he wished, giving rise to the phenomenon of the commuter.
The reiationship of residence and work now became fundamentally bound up
with time; they became Zeitfunktion.

An expIanation of this type contains a continuous mixture of true and false ele
ments; it has its most evident limitations in its description of artifacts, lapsing
into a sort of"naturalism" ofthe urban dynamic whereby the actions ofmen, the
constìtution of urban artifacts, and the politicai choices that the city makes are
alI assumed to be involuntary. It results in a consideration of certain legitimate,
and technically important, urban proposals (for example, the real problems of
decongestion and the work-residence relationship) as ends rather than means,
virtually as principles and laws rather than instruments. Above alI it makes a
number of confused assumptions, based on a facile and schematic mixture of
points ofview, assertions, systems ofinterpretation, and disparate methods.

The major theses to take issue with in this explanation of the city are principalIy
those relating to the housing problem and to scale. I have already dealt
sufficiently with the first, given the scope of this work, particularly with refer
ence to the thesis of Engels. The second issue, that of scale, requires a very ex-
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tensive analysis; here I intend to consider only a few of its principal aspects as r
they relate directly to the arguments developed so far. 1

A correct treatment ofthe problem of scale ought to begin with the subject ofthe
field or area of study and intervention. I have already discussed this in the first 'l'
chapter of this book and again in my discussion of locus and quality in urban ar_ .
tifacts. Naturally this study of the field ean also be applied in other senses, fol'
example in the sense of operative scale. Here I intend to speak of scale only in the
sense of what has been seen by some to be a "new urban scale."

It is logical that the extraordinary development of cities in recent years and the
problems of the urbanization of the population, of concentration, and of the
growth of the urban surface have taken on prime importance in the eyes of ur.
banists and ali social scientists studying the city. This phenomenon of increased
size is common to large citi es and is noticeable to some degree everywhere; in
some cases it has had extraordinary ramifications. Thus, in defining the region of
the northeast coast of the United States between Boston and Washington and
between the Atlantic and the Appalachians, Gottmann used the term
rnegalopolis,21 already coined and described by Mumford.P But if this is the
most sensational case ofincreased urban scale, no less important instances of ex.
pansion exist in the large European cities.

These expansions constitute phenomena in themselves and must be studied as
such; the various hypotheses ofthe megalopolis have brought to light interesting
material which will undoubtedly be useful for further studies ofthe city. In these
terms, the hypothesis ofthe city-region may truly become a working hypothesis,
and it will become increasingly valuable the more it serves to illuminate situa
tions that preceding hypotheses have been unable to explain completely.

What we want to contest, however, is that this "new scale" can change the sub
stance of an urban artifact. It is conceivable that a change in scale modifies an
urban artifact in some way: but it does not change its quality. Terrns sueh as
urban nebula may be useful in the technicallanguage, but they explain nothing:
however, even the inventor of the term stresses that he uses it "to explain the
complexity and the lack of clarity of [the city's] structure," disputing in particu
lar the thesis of a school of American ecologists for whom "the old notion of city
as structured nucleus, defined in space and distinct from the neighboring area, is
a dead concept" and who envision "the nucleus dissolving, forming a more or less
colloidal fabric, the city being absorbed by the economie region or even the whole
nation. ,,2:1

The American geographer Ratcliff, coming from a different point of view from
ours, has also disputed and rejected the popular thesis that metropolitan prob
lems are problems of scale. To reduce metropolitan problems to problems of
scale means to ignore completely the existence of a science of the city, in other
words to ignore the actual structure of the city and its conditions of evolution.
The reading of the city I have proposed here with reference to primary ele
ments, historically constituted urban artifacts, and areas ofinfluence permits a
study of the growth of the city in which such changes of scale do not affect the
laws of development.

It seems to me that the inappropriate interpretation of the "new scale" by ar
chitects can also be explained through certain suggestions of a more figurative t

~~~ure. It is worth recalling how at the outset of the debate Giuseppe Samonà l.



cautioned architects against the error of too easily being led by a perception of
increased urban scale to gigantism in their projects. "It is absolutely out of the
question in my opinion," he declared, "to nurture any idea of gigantic spatial
parameters. In truth we find ourselves, as at all times in a situation that, from a
general point of view, presents man and his space in well-balanced proportion,
and in a relationship analogous to that ofthe ancients, except that in today's re
lationship alI the spatial measures are greater than were the more fixed ones of
fifty years ago. ,,25

So far in this chapter we have been concerned with raising some questions which Politics as Choice
are fundamentally related to the economie problems of the urban dynamic or at
least derivable from them, and which did not emerge in the discussion in previ-
ous chapters (or only partially, apropos of Tricart's system of classification). I
began by describing and commenting on two theses: that of Halbwachs, whose
work has notably increased our knowledge ofthe city and the nature ofurban ar-
tifacts, and that of Bernoulli, an agile and intelligent theoretician of one of the
most widely debated problems ofthe modern city. These two authors introduced
several elements of discussion which have been recurrent throughout this study
and which continually demand to be reexamined. Bernoulli, developing his
thesis on the relationship between land ownership and the architecture of the
city, rapidly arrived at a scientific conception of the city; similarly, but starting
from a design point of view, did architect-theoreticians like Le Corbusier and
Ludwig Hilberseimer in the same climate of the Modern Movement.

In the preceding pages we also noted the romantic aspe et of scholars like Ber
noulli and Hegemann, and how their moralism, which so much gives value to
their position as polemicists and innovators, ends up by vitiating their studies of
reality. I am convinced that the moralistic component cannot so easily be elimi
nated from our valuation of the works of theoreticians of the city and that it
would be an arbitrary act to do so.

Engels's position was no doubt an easier one to maintain; he addressed the prob
lem from outside, so to speak, that is, from a political and economie point ofview,
telling us from this vantage point that the problem did not exist. This conclusion
could appear paradoxical, but it is also the most clarifying aspect of his argu
mento When Mumford accused Engels of arguing that there were already
enough houses in existence provided they were divided up, and ofbasing this as
sertion on his unverified presumption that what the rich possessed was good,
Mumford was brutally deforming Engels's thought, although in substance reaf
firming the worth of his thesis.j" On the other hand, it is not surprising that
Engels's thesis was not based on studies of the city; it could not have been de
veloped in those terms because it was derived purely politica11y.

At this point it might be objected that while we have sought to comprehend the
complexity ofthe urban problem in a11ofits terms and to refer every specific ex
planation back to the totality of the urban structure, we have failed to account
for that which constitutes the first fact of the polis, politics, within our idea ofthe
city's construction. In other words, if the architecture of urban artifacts is the
construction of the city, how can politics, which constitutes the decisive mo
ment, be absent from this construction?

Yet on the basis ofall the arguments we have raised here, we not only affirm the
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relevance of politics but even maintain that it is of primary importance and .
deed, decisive. Politics constitutes the problem. of choices. Who ultimat 111_
eh the i f a citv if he citv i el\"ooses e image o a CIy I not t e city Itself-and always and only through .•
political institutions. To say that this choice is indifferent'is a banal simplificat .It~
of t.he p~o?lem. It .is not indifferent: Athens, Rome, and Paris are the for~:'.
their politics, the signs of their collective wilI. t

Certainly if we consider the city a man-made object, as the archaeologist doe
t~e~ ~verything the city accumulates is a sign of its progress; but this does n~t
diminish the fact that there may exist different valuations of this progress, a
welI as different valuations ofits political choices. But here politics, which up t~
now may have seemed extraneous to or remote from this discourse on the city
makes its appearance in its own guise, presenting itself in the proper manne;
and at the essential momento

Urban architecture-which, as we have repeated many times, is a human crea
tion-is willed as such; thus the Italian piazzas of the Renaissance cannot be
explained either in terms oftheir function or by chance. Although these piazzas
are means in the formation ofthe city, such elements which originalIy start out
as means tend to become ends; ultimately they are the city. Thus the city has as
its end itself alone, and there is nothing else to explain beyond the fact ofits own
presence in its own artifacts. This mode of being implies a will to exist in a
specific way and to continue in that way.

This "way" is what constitutes the beauty ofthe ancient city, which is always a
paradigm for our own urban schemes. Certain functions, time, pIace, and culture
modify our cities as they modify the forms oftheir architecture; but such modifi
cations have value when and only when they are in action, as events and as tes
timony, rendering the city evident to itself. We have seen how periods of new
events make this problem especially apparent, and how only a correct coinci
dence of factors yields an authentic urban artifact, one wherein the city realizes
in itselfits own idea ofitself and registers it in stone. But this realization must al
ways be evaluated in terms of the physical ways it occurs; there is as absolute
and unambiguous a relationship between the element of chance and the element
of tradition in urban architecture as there is between generallaws and real ele
ments.

In every city there are individuaI personalities; every city possesses a personal
soul formed of old traditions and living feelings as welI as unresolved aspirations.
Yet stilI the city cannot be independent of the generallaws of urban dynamics.
Behind the particular cases there are generaI conditions, and the result is that no
urban growth is spontaneous. Rather, it is through the natural tendencies ofthe
many groups dispersed throughout the different parts of the city that we must
explain the modifications of the city's structure.

Finally, a human being is not only an inhabitant of one country and one city, but
of a highly precise and delimited pIace, and while no urban transformation does
not also signify a transformation in the lives of its inhabitants, the reactions of
people cannot be simply predicted or easily derived; to attempt to do so would be
to attribute to the physical environment the same determinism that naive
functionalism attributed to formo Reactions and relationships can be isolated for
analysis only with difficulty; they must be understood within the overall struc
ture of urban artifacts. This difficulty might even lead us to search for an irra~;a1elernent in the growth ofthe city. The city is a' irrational as any work of J



art, and its mystery is perhaps above alI to be found in the secret and ceaseless
will of its collective manifestations.

Thus the complex structure ofthe city emerges from a discourse whose terms of
reference are still somewhat fragmentary. Perhaps the laws of the city are
exactly like those that regulate the life and destiny ofindividual menoEvery biog
raphy has its own interest, even though it is circumscribed by birth and death.
Certainly the architecture of the city, the human thing par excellence, is the .
physical sign of this biography, beyond the meanings and the feelings with which
we recognize it.
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In the years between the first and second editions of this book, several of its
ther,nes have been d~bated and confirmed by materiai from other studies. The
subject of the close be between the study of the city and architecture has par
ticularly dominated the debate in a Iarge sector of the architectural culture. This
confirmation ofthe direction initiated here has convinced me ofthe need to make
an out-of-print text available again and the usefulness of reissuing this book.
However, I think that it would be a mistake, at Ieast for the centraI part ofthe
book, to attempt to bring it up to date by modifying parts of some chapters or in
troducing them anew, because to do so would destroy the overall structure ofthe
work and impose a complete face-lift upon it.

The success of this book is attested to by the numerous references made to it, the
adoption of some of the terminology it introduced, and-uniquely-the way its
title has been widely cited, both appropriately and inappropriateIy. The Ar
chitectureof theCity, in fact, has a precise meaning worth recalling in as simple a
way as possible: to consider the city as architecture means to recognize the im
portance of architecture as a discipline that has a self-determined autonomy (and
thus is not autonomous in an abstract sense), constitutes the major urban ar
tifact within the city, and, through alI the processes anaIyzed in this book, links
the past to the presento Architecture so seen is not diminished in terms ofits own
significance because of its urban architectural context or because a different
scale introduces new meanings; on the contrary the meaning of the architecture
of the city resides in a focus on the individuaI project and the way it is structured
as an urban artifact.

This study of architecture not only considers and grows out of alI of the past, but
in it the architectural theories ofthe Modern Movement have a major pIace; it is,
then, also an evaluation ofthe Modern Movement's legacy and its signficance. In
the four years since the first edition ofthis book, there have been numerous pub
lications, transiations, and interpretations ofthe Modern Movement that testify
to the difficulty of evaluating this legacy, but to accept it means to place the
available material in a critical context. By now the view of the Modern Move
ment as a qualitative leap forward or as a moral-political movement has been
abandoned by alI but a few stubborn retrogrades whose work fails to enhance in
any way the patrimony they defend. This book offers a preliminary evaluation of
the modern legacy, seeking to find the terrns within which it can usefully be ac
cepted.

In rereading this book, there emerges from it as a fundamental problem the
question of tendencies and of the relationship between urban analysis and de
sign. These themes are related to each other. Few things better illustrate the
poverty of some modern studies of architecture than the explicit assumption (or
iniplicit in the worst cases) that scientific concepts are neutral. Neutrality is a
stance that can be taken within a system of concepts or rules; but when the prob
lem is to assign values to these same concepts, neutrality is meaningless. Ar
chitecture and architectural theories, like everything else, can only be described
according to concepts which are neither absolute nor neutral, and these, depend
ing on their importance, have the potential to modify man's way of seeing pro
foundly. In architecture problems ofknowledge have always been connected to
Illatters of tendency and of choice. An architecture that lacks a tendency has
neither a field nor a manner in which to reveai itself. In constructing a theory of
architecture, the relationship with history is also one of choice; my introduction
and translation of Boullée's essay, l published after I wrote this book,
exemplifies this.

Preface to the
Second Italian Edition

98 "Capriccio,"by Giovanni Antonio
Canaletto, 1753-59, depicting
Palladio's Basilica ojVicenza, his
projectjor thePonte di Rialto in
Venice, and a partial view of
the Palazzo Chiericati. National
Gallery, Parma, Italy. "It is easily
seen that thepainting doesnot lack
boatsorgondolas, nor anything else
to transport the viewer to Venice; and
I know that many Venetians have
asked what site in the city it was
which they had not yet seen"
(F. Algarotti, "Raccolta di lettere
sopra lapittura e l'architettura"
[Livorno, 1765), vol. LV).
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The con~tru~tion of a more complex ~ationaIism than the schematic one offe1' r
by the historiography of modern architecture up to a few years ago entaiis a c eq;~!,
fr?ntat~on with modern architecture's own tradition, for onIy in coming to te Ot),~,

with this can a correct reiationship with the present be discovered. The abse~ t;!'
of a tendency illustrates the gratuitous and ad hoc nature of many studi es. 1\Il,'"
reiationship between urban anaIysis and design is thus an issue that can be1' Il ,
solved onIy with.in the fr~mework of a tendency, wit~in a ce~ain system, and n:~
throug~ neutrahty. In this respect the example of Hilberseimer's work is signjfì,
cant; his analyses of the city and of the structure of architecture are rigorOusl c

interdependent aspects of a generaI theory ofrationalism in architecture. The/
two terms, analysis and design, seem to me to be coalescing into one fundalllen~
tal area of study, in which the study of urban artifacts and of form becomes ar,
chitecture. The rationality of architecture lies precisely in its capacity to be con,
st~cted ou~of a med.itati~n on artifac~s over time, with certain. elements playing ~
an mtegratmg role m this construction. For the archaeologist and the artist '
alike, the ruins of a city constitute a starting point for invention, but only at the '
moment that they can be linked with a precise system, one based on IUcid:
hypotheses which acquire and develop their own validity, do they construct .,
something real. This construction of the real is an act mediated by architecture ~
in its relationship with things and the city, with ideas and history.

After I wrote this book and from the concepts I postulated in it, I outlined the
hypothesis of the analogous city, in which I attempted to deal with theoretical
questions concerning design in architecture. In particular I elaborated a com
positional procedure that is based on certain fundamental artifacts in the urban
reality around which other artifacts are constituted within the framework of an
analogous sytem. To illustrate this concept I gave the example of Canaletto's
fantasy view of Venice, a capriccio in which Palladio's projects for the Ponte di
Rialto, the Basilica of Vicenza, and the Palazzo Chiericati are set next to each
other and described as if the painter were rendering an urban scene he had actu
ally observed. These three Palladian monuments, none of which are actually in
Venice (one is a project; the other two are in Vicenza), nevertheless consti tute
an analogous Venice formed of specific elements associated with the history of
both architecture and the city. The geographical transposition of the monuments
within the painting constitutes a city that we recognize, even though it is a pIace
of purely architectural references. This example enabled me to demonstrate
how a logical-formal operation could be translated into a design method and then
into a hypothesis for a theory of architectural design in which the elements were
preestablished and formally defined, but where the significance that sprung
forth at the end of the operation was the authentic, unforeseen, and originaI
meaning of the work.

Certain parts of this book touch on matters which remain to be developed
further but which are quite important for a complete panorama of architectural '
studies. These include the theory of permanences and the meaning of monu
ments, the concept of locus, the evolution ofurban artifacts, and the value that
architecture as the physical structure ofinstitutions gives to a pIace. Other ques
tions treated here in a systematic way for the first time-such as building typol
ogy and urban morphology, or the issue of classification in architecture-have
subsequently been amplified by important contributions which now must be
taken into account.

The appeal in the introduction to this book for further anaIytical material on
cities-and thus for more authentic knowledge ofthe greatest possible variety of
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d
urban situations, thereby providing some necessary background on the specific
architectural construction of the city-still holds. The available material is still
too fragmentary for us to proceed safely; on the basis of the elements that such
analytical material could furnish, we might possibly have to revise our theory,
little by little altering our hypotheses on the basis of new facts. Monographs of
this type are necessary because it is above all through them that we can respond
to the questions ofurban analysis in a complete way. The urban configuration is a
system where questions oftopography and land ownership, ofregulations, class
struggles, and the idea of architecture tend slowly toward a single, precise con
struction, and every generaI theory must always be measured against this. In
recent years some studies have been conducted in this domain, and I know that
their publication has provided useful reference material.
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Another issue raised in this book, one which also has been taken up recently in a
different way and has produced interesting material for my own theses, is that of
functionalism. The critique I make in this book is of a naive functionalism that
oversimplifies reality and humiliates fantasy and liberty, especially when it is
used either as a compositional tool-as is commonly the case in our schools-or
as a standard zoning practice. Over the years I have pursued this critique, for
example in my introduction to Boullée's essay, where I attempted to propose a
vision of rationalism as an alternative to the functionalist position. The critique
of functionalism must be considered a new theory of architectural composition
and a basic principle for urban analysis. However, the rejection of naive
functionalism does not mean the rejection of the concept of function in its most
proper meaning. In other words, as I point out in this book, the concept of fune
tion must be used in an algebraic sense, by which I mean that values are know
able only as functions of one another, and that between functions and form there
are more complex connections than the linear ones of cause and effect, which are
belied by reality.
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Finally, for the various welcomes this book has been given, I must thank all
those who have reviewed, discussed, studied, and lingered over different as
pects of it. The reviews by Carlo Aymonino, Giorgio Grassi, and Vittorio Gre
gotti2 particularly interested me, especially because these authors, from differ
ent points of view, focused on the relationship this book establishes with ar
chitecture and in particular with the theoretical foundations of my own projects
and teaching. As much for their authority as for the new elements they intro
duce, these essays could constitute part ofthe present work. I also thank Man
fredo Tafuri, who, in his considerations on modern architectural theories, has
placed the themes of this book into a larger framework of architectural
phenomena, evaluating my writing and my designs as a total work of architec
ture.3 Beyond the favorable judgments ofthese writers, the sense oftheir recog
nition has been most important to me, coming as it did during one of the most
difficult and solitary periods of my architectural work. A particular thanks to
Salvador Tarrag6 Cid for his translation of the book into Spanish and for the long
introductory essay he wrote for the Spanish edition."
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In writing this introductory essay, I intend not to modify or correct parts of this
book, but rather to offer the scholar some amplification of certain ofthe themes I
have dealt with, especiallya tendency represented by this book, which in the six
years since its first publication has engendered a number ofrelated works.

I believe that the meaning ofthis book has been correctly grasped, even by those
who have condemned it, as that of a designfor thearchitecture of thecity. There
fore, many ofits assertions have not been greeted with the neutrality that is usu
ally accorded to a criticaI work. I wish to emphasize, however, that it was the ar
chitectural treatise that served as a generaI model for this work; my intention
was not to wage a battIe of criticism or to discredit old idols like functionalism,
but above ali to advance a number ofpropositions on the nature ofthe design pro
cess and the study of formo

I purposely limited myselfto citing architects rarely but schoIars from other dis
ciplines frequentIy, beginning with geographers and historians. I also purposely
refrained from placing a precise boundary between ancient and modern ar
chitects. It might seem strange that someone concerned with defining the
boundaries of the "corpus" of architectural studies should make use of theses
from disciplines outside of architecture, but in fact I have never spoken of an ab
solute autonomy of architecture or of an architecture an sich, as some presume I
have; I have primariIy been concerned with establishing some ofthe characteris
tic propositions of architecture. The desire to do so in a theoretical rather than a
design framework has aroused suspicions which I doubt that my architecture
wouId otherwise provoke.

This observation, which may seem autobiographicaI, derives from a fundamen
tal consideration without which it is difficult to understand the full range of the
research I have undertaken, and which, for specific historieal reasons, consti
tutes a major impasse for architecture above ali. I refer to the gap between
theoryand practice. I have rareIy seen it bridged even by those who have very
c1ear ideas about their own activity. We can look at this argument in two diffe
rent ways. The first, of a more generaI nature, has to do with the limiting of'his
tory to the historiographical act, to the amassing of a pure knowledge ofthe past
without opening perspectives on the future, and to a substitution of a generaI
faith in progress for a historical perspective. The latter connection seems quite
elear to me, since the history of art and technology is inseparable from alI the
theories of art and technology. The second way of explaining this gap is on the
basis of the insufficiency of current theoretical conceptions, as exemplified by
the ideological fragility of contemporary architecture, which by now has entirely
forgotten the positions of the Modern Movement and has put its trust in what is
often a pureIy commerciaI taste.

In further investigating this gap, which stili is posed as "theory or practice" and
which ultimately becomes identified with the institution of architecture, I have
sought out the statements of certain artists on the subject and read them care
fully. Artists like Paul Klee, Henry van de Velde, Adolf Loos, and others c1early
show us in a more or Iess systematic way the path of study, but their directions,
which at first may have seemed compelling to follow, subsequently have often
been forgotten. Thus artistic investigations have diminished while philological
studies on this or that historical period, reconstructions of facts, and punctiIious
s~Udiesof events muItipIy. I do not deny the importance ofthe latter contribu
bons, but they cannot be decisive for a theory of design. This becomes c1ear
when one confronts the legacy of the Modern Movement, which is often either
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taken as dogma (even though it is not well understood) or relegated to a hi
toriographical evento il,

With my introduction and translation of Boullée's essay, l I specifically intend~d
to elaborate a theory of architecture, taking as a point of departure a text which
is a unique example of an architectural unity in that Boullée wrote it to formulat
and comment on his own projects as well as to construct a theory ofarchitecturee
By construction I mean the establishment of a discourse on the corpus of ar,
chitecture; it constitutes for architecture and art the same kind offrame ofrefer,
ence that exists for science.

For the artist, the problem of predecessors and models, of the particular situa,
tion in which he works-that is, of working within an already problematicaUy
structured context-places him in a position not unlike that of the scientist or
philosopher. If he were not to operate within this context, art, like science and
philosophy, would have no meaning. It is by now sufficiently clear that architec_
ture does have such a context for the transmission ofits models. Thus my studies
on Lombard neoclassicism, on Loos.f and on Boullée are only incidentally histor_
ical, and in the end are nothing less than the cultural references from which I
have constructed my theory of architecture; they have enabled me to establish
with the greatest possible precision the context within which I can develop cer.
tain principles. Naturally the historical experience of the Enlightenment has
also had a particular relevance for me.

Ultimately, the history of architecture is the materia l of architecture. In the pro
cess of constructing a large and unique project over time, working on certain ele
ments which alter very slowly, one steadily arri ves at an invention. Among
those elements typological forms have a particular import. In The Architecture
of the City, major though not primary importance is ascribed to typology. Sub
sequently, in my teaching, I have given typology the preeminent pIace, viewing
it as the essential basis of design. I think it would be useful to describe the paths
along which this development has occurred.

Aspects of classification and of architectural knowledge and the concept of
typological form are the major themes developed in the typological discourse,
and these themes are closely bound up with one another. Let us take the urban
house as a reference. The urban house is an element of the city's construction de
fined by its double nature as an object of use and a work conforming to the in
stitutional character of architecture. The materia l to study is thus within the
field of architecture itself, and it involves the classification of existing typologies
and their scope, and the investigation ofthe meaning they have had and continue
to have outside of any preconceived scheme of development.

In this sense the relationship between the artifact and the category into which it
is put becomes the object of analysis, an analysis which in turn becomes that of
the process of architecture itself and the relation continuously established be
tween a particular form and the life ofthe collective. But throughout its complex
historical path, its constitution and definition as a discipline, architecture is iden
tified with the city and cannot be defined without the city. A term such as hétel or
Wohnhof refers to a particular cultural artifact and corresponds to a specific area
of culture; and even if such terms can also be distorted and adapted to various
situations, they always correspond to clearly distinguishable artifacts. Only
within the context of the logical succession of urban artifacts can one evaluate
with some precision theformal character ofspecific proposals, as well as ofthat
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particular group of proposals-whether more or less historically, practically, or
partially realized-which are encompassed under the name utopian.

The present study derives its greatest support from studies of land ownership
snd topography. The block and the district, as permanent elements in the city,
are seen as parts of a preconstituted urban structure in which topographical,
sociological, linguistic, and other factors come together. These elements can be
subjected to both an overall individuation and a typological characterization,
thereby bringing to light local, regional, and national phenomena, which in turn
become the elements of a norm.

Here the relationship between the generaI and the particular becomes increas
ingly precise; it becomes possible, for example, to establish characteristics ofthe
Gothic lot which are closely related to the typology of the Gothic house, the so
called merchant's house. Typological relationships of this sort can be found in
many different places-in Venice, Germany, Budapest, throughout Europe.
Thus, while every place is characterized by its own particular aspect, by being
precisely the architectural construction that it is, it can also be referred back to a
more generaI design. We can define this generaI design as typologicalformo

The classification of various Gothic houses necessarily leads to our distinguish
ing the common characteristic that unites them and makes them unique; this is
formoAfter arriving at its own specifìcity through its relationship with different
realities, aform becomesa way of confronting reality, a way in which land is di
vided, for example, or the nature ofthe house established within a certain histor
ical framework. In architecture such form has the value of a law, with its own au
tonomy and its own capacity to impose itself on reality. The Gothic lot, with its
long and narrow form, the position ofits stairs preestablished, and a constant re
lationship between solids and voids, constitutes a specific experience of unity.
This experience coheres as a form even in different situations, even today; so
that when an architect comprehends the beauty of a long and narrow cut in, say,
an apartment design of Le Corbusier, he is referring to a specific experience
which he knows through architecture.

Typological form refers, then, to a form which, either as a result of its being cho
sen during certain periods or the implications ascribed to it, has ended up by as
suming the synthetic character of a process which exactly manifests the form it
self. Architectural innovations always reveal particular tendencies, but they do
not constitute typological inventions. We can understand that there is no possi
bility oftypological invention if we realize that typology is shaped only through a
long process oftime and possesses highly complex links with the city and society.

A particularly interesting example is Palladio's use of classical typology. Pal
ladio not only engaged in a heretical mixing of parochial and public elements, re
ducing religious buildings to buildings of state, but he also used indifferently, as
forms in themselves, types that were associated with different uses, in particu
lar the classical type ofthe centrally planned tempIe. In the former case, his ar
chitectural "inventions" (within certain limits) were precursors ofthe greatest
discoveries ofthe "revolutionary architects"; in the latter bis treatment ofresi
dential typology anticipated all ofmodern architecture beginning with Schinkel.
Few examples better demonstrate how the immutable characteristics of typol
ogy are really those through which architectural design proceeds best.

Another thesis ofthis book which has provoked further studies is that ofthe city
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of parts. Here the city is seen as a whole constituted of many pieces complete ill["
themselves, and the distinctive characteristic or each city, and thus also or ti,. '....••'.
urban aesthetic, is the dynamic that is created between its different areas all.d "
elements and among its parts. Moreover, such a city constituted of discrete '
parts permits greater freedom of choice. J

This theory was developed by studying the physical reality of the city, and its li
truth emerges in each period ofthe city's history. I should also mention planning
here, for it too represents a part of the city. The studies I made prior to this book I
on some ofthe larger European cities, in particular Vienna and Berlin," togethel' :
with some research I undertook on one part of the city of Milan, 4 convinced l1le i
that this principle was generalizable and constituted a fundamental hypothesis. I

A subsequent study ofthe citi es ofthe Veneto, which by extension applied to al!
Mediterranean and mercantile cities, further verified this hypothesis. In SOl1le
cities, there were enduring Roman features or Eastern influences that were
stronger, while in others capitalism rapidly presented itself together with its
specific attributes. One of the most interesting examples along these lines is the
Venetian Ghetto and the structure of Venice generally.

I believe that all of these theses would benefit from further scientific investiga_
tion, from the point of view both of urban studies and of design, although I arn
also aware that they are susceptible to academic distortion. But in generaI, ever
greater richness of information tends to lead to greater comprehension and po
tential for invention. I am thinking particularly of the theses of primary ele
ments and of monuments, which were expounded for the first time in this book,
and which subsequently have been validated by further documentation. There
are several outstanding examples which also merit further investigation, includ.
ing the amphitheater of Arles and the city of Vila Viçosa.

This discourse must be extended in a manner parallel to that on typology, that is,
by demonstrating how the presence ofform, of architecture, predominates over
questions offunctional organization, and by denying alI theories that attempt to
return questions oftypology to the realm ofthe organization ofbuildings. Form
is absolutely indifferent to organization precisely when it exists as typological
formo I began this book by referring to the Palazzo della Ragione in Padua, and I
still cannot think of a more illustrative example.

On an urban level, one example that I did not discuss is that of Split in Yugos
lavia, which in my opinion constitutes, if not an outstanding example, then cer
tainly a most revealing one. Here a large building, Diocletian's Palace, becarne a
city, transforming its internaI characteristics into urban ones and thereby de
monstrating the infinite richness of analogical transformations in architecture
when they operate on specific forms. Relative to examples like Vila Viçosa or
Braganza, where a citadel became an urban nucleus and where ultimately the
transformations were related to the more complex issue ofthe walls, the case of
Split represents a true transformation of exterior spaces in a collective sense,
that is, an urban sense. More than Arles, Nimes, and Lucca (each with its diffe
rent morphological implications), Split discovered in its own typological form an
entire city, and thus the buildingcame to referanalogically to the form ofa city.
This example is evidence that the single building can be designed by analogy to
the city.

This concept is certainly not restricted to ancient and mythological examples; if ì
we think of the rue corridor of Le Corbusier and the distorted meaning of ..l.....i ..
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This path ofresearch suggests a truly scientific direction for architecture. At the
same time, I realize that the use of geographic texts, to refer to one discipline
which receives particular attention in this book, has be come a rigorous but
closed form of research. I tried to use these texts as one uses materials of con
struction. The problem is to use them to establish an urban science and an ar
chitectural theory. Thus in writing on the cities of the Veneto I sought to give
this material an interpretation and a form that could be assimilated into the
theory of architecture.

"street" given to exterior galIery spaces by other modern architects, we realiz
that both were operating on a similar preestablished typology, that of an eloll~
gated element branching out into smaller rooms. An Italian archaeologist l'e.
cently made this point succinctly in speaking of the way classical typology cleal'ly
stated how "the attribution of various functions to buildings based on a single
typology" was standard." This is valid for all architecture, and it tells us the
meaning of the monumento It best applies to architecture that is most strongly
identified with a typological form, for example, Palladio's use ofthe centrai pIan.
Modern architecture too has understood this relationship between architectul'e
and the city in its development of the unité d'habitation and the large Hojé of
German architecture.

The development of these ideas led me to see more clearly the connection be
tween thestudy oj typologicalform and architectural design. In some cases, like
that of Palladio's typology, the relationship is quite obvious; in others, like that
ofthe Certosine and Benedictine convents which I analyzed in my lectures at the
Polytechnic in Milan, the connections between typology, architecture, and city
develop with increasing complexity and consequentiality.

The recognition of the existence of such complex but increasingly ordered re
lationships led me to postulate my theory of the analoqous city in the introduo,
tion to my study of the cities of the Veneto as well as in other writings. This
theory developed from many ofthe theses proposed in The Architecture ofthe
City. I believe that many paths can lead to this concept of design, once the ideas
presented in this book are established as a point of departure. One path sets out
directly from urban studies. In analyzing the city of Milan, for example, I en
countered en route all the difficulties which theoretical analysis calls into play,
but unexpectedly these difficulties also led to the putting together of tables of
elements that ultimately went into the ordering of a design. These tables, the
fruit ofwork I undertook with Vanna Gavazzeni and Massimo Scolari, enabled us
to accomplish a series of operations whose nature became increasingly composi
tiona!. The analogous city meant a system of relating the city to established ele
ments from which other artifacts could be derived. At the same time, the sup
pression of precise boundaries in time and space alIowed the design the same
kind of tension that we find in memory.

In such an analogous system designs have as much existence as constructed ar
chitecture; they are a frame of reference for all that is rea!. When architects
study the city of Milan, they have to take into consideration, as areai element,
Antolini's unbuilt project for the Bonaparte Forum. This design is real in the
sense that it was subsequently translated into a series of artifacts that cannot be
explained without its existence and its formo

It seems to me that urban science, understood in terms ofall the foregoing argu
ments, is a web composed of many threads whose design appears increasingly
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clear. Ifone looks at such subjects as the transformation of the walls of the an
cient city, the existing body of archaeological material, the historical center as a
part of the city, and finally, the city itself in terms of its parts, one can see all
these as integraI and inseparable elements of an overall formation.

Finally, Iwould like to express my heartfelt thanks to my students and friends
José Charters ·Montiero and José da N6brega Sousa Martins who took on the
task of translating this book into Portuguese and who, with their work on Por
tuguese cities and colonial cities, carry forward the work initiated here.
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This book is an architectural project. Like any project it depends less on the Comment on the German Edition
material it draws on than on the relations it establìshes between facts. An inves-
tigation of the meaning of the relationship between the singularity of form and
the multiplicity of functions was the principal objective of this study. I still be-
lieve today that this relationship constitutes the meaning of architecture. Some
of the elements analyzed in this book have subsequently become elements of a
design theory: urban topography, the study of typology, the history of architec-
ture as the material of architecture. In these elements time and space are con-
tinualIy intermixed. Topography, typology, and history come to be measures of
the mutations of reality, together defining a system of architecture wherein
gratuitous invention is impossible. Thus they are opposed theoreticalIy to the
disorder of contemporary architecture.

Like my architectural projects, this book has been interpreted in different ways,
but those who have attempted to develop only one aspect, insisting either on a
position of objectivifly in urban research or on the autonomy of forms, have al
ways taken the wrong road. These interpretations are erroneous because they
obscure the complex nature of architecture. I have tried to show that to read to
pography as an architect means to recognize the formal values inherent in it, and
above all to create a reference to design. The nature of a building is thus born
from the nature ofits city.

Fifty years ago Adolf Behne wrote about modern architecture, "By the concept
of form I do not mean an accessory or an ornament but rather something de-
riving from the particular character of the building [the modern architect]
desires the broadest adaptability to the greatest number of'necessities."! In this
book, the analysis of several great buildings of the past is conducted on precisely
this rational basis. These buildings are seen as structures that have formed and
still are forming the city, offering the maximum adaptability to new functions
over time. The city ofSplit, which grew up within the walls ofDiocletian's Palace
and gave new uses and new meanings to unchangeable forms, is emblematic of
the meaning of architecture and ofthe relationship between architecture and the
city, where the broadest adaptability to a multiplicity of functions corresponds
to an extreme precision of formo

August 1973
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Notes All quotaiions from foreign language
sources haue been put into English by the
translators of this book unless oiherunse
noted.
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reprinted with "Riproduzione anastatica
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Chapter 1
The Structure of Urban Artifacts
1. Mumford discusses the idea of the city
as a work of art in the introduction to his
most beautiful book, synthesizing the most
compiex and stimulating material from
studies on the city, especially from the
Anglo-Saxon literature (not excluding Vie
torian eclecticism), and then developing it.
"The city is a fact in nature, like a cave, a
run of mackerel or an ant-heap. But it is
also a conscious work of art, and it holds
within its communal framework many sim
pIer and more personal forms of art. Mind
takes form in the city; and in turn, urban
forms condition mind, for space, no less
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than time, is artfully reorganized in cities.
in boundary lines and silhouettes, in th~
fixing of horizontal planes and vertical
p.eaks, in utiliz~ng. or denying t~e natura!
site .... The city IS both a physical utility
for collective living and a symbol of those
collective purposes and unanimities that
ari se under such favoring circumstances
With language itself, it remains man'~
greatest work of art" (Lewis Mumford
The Culture of Cities [New York: Har~
court, Brace & Co., 1938]), p. 5. The con,
ception of the city as a work of art is often
the characteristic content and experience
in an artist's work; sometimes the name of
an artist becomes associated with a city.
One particularly important example of a
study of the relationships between the city
and the literary work, and ofthe city ìtselr
as a work of art, is Thomas Mann's lecture
on Liibeck of June 5, 1926. Mann, "Liibeck
als geistige Lebensforrn," in Zwei Festre.
den (Leipzig: Philipp Reclam, June 1928),
pp. 7-47. A complex analysis of urban
structure appears in modern form as early
as Montaigne's travel journal, and is de
veloped by scholars, travelers, and artists
of the Enlightenment. Michel Eyquem de
Montaigne, Journal de voyage en ltalie
par la Suisse et l'Allernagne en 1580 et
1581,with notes by M. De Querlon (Paris,
1774); ed. Maurice Rat (Paris: Garnier
frères, 1955); trans. W. B. Waters, The
Journal of Montaigne's Travels in ltaly by
Way ofSwitzerland and Germanu in 1850
and 1851, 3 vols. (New York: E.P. Dutton
& Co., 1903).
2. The city and the nature of collective
artifacts. Lévi-Strauss, Tristes Tropiques
(Paris: Plon, 1955); trans. John Russell
(London: Hutchinson & Co., 1961). On p.
122 of the French text, the author speaks
of "La ville ... la chose humaine par ex
cellence." On p. 121, he introduces some in
itial considerations on the quality of space
and the mysterious character of the evolu
tion ofthe city. In the behavior of'individu
als everything is rational, but this does not
mean that an unconscious moment cannot
be found in the city; for the city, in terms of
the relationship between the individuai
and the collective, offers a strange opposi
tion. "Cities have often been likened to
symphonies and poems, and the compari
son seems to me a perfectly natural one;
they are, in fact, objects of the same kind.
The city may even be rated higher since it
stands at the point where nature and ar
tifice meet" (p. 127). In his elaboration of
this argument, Lévi-Strauss echoes the
conclusions of ecological studi es concern
ing the relationship between man and the
environment and between man and the
shaping of the environment. To under-



stand the city in a concrete way means to
grasp the individuality of its inhabitants
an individuality that is the basis of the
monuments themselves: "To understand a
city, beyond its monuments, beyond the
history of its stones, is to rediscover the
specific way of being of its inhabitants."
3. Halbwachs, La mémoire collective,pre
face by Jean Duvignaud, introduction by J.
Michel Alexandre (Paris: Presses Univer
sitaires de France, 1950; rev. and enlarged
ed., 1968).
4. Cattaneo's conception. Cattaneo, "Ag
ricoltura e morale," first published in Atti
della Società d'incoraggiamento d'arti e
mestieri. Terza solenne distribuzione dei
premi alla presenza di S.A.I.R. il Serenis
simo Arciduca Vicerè nel giorno 15mag
gio 1845(Milan, 1845), pp. 3-11; laterin the
first volume of Scritti completi editi ed in
editi di Carlo Cattaneo, ed. Arcangelo
Ghisleri, 3 vols. (1st ed., Milan, 1925-26). It
is now republished along with the other
work attributed to Cattaneo, "Industria e
morale," in the opera omnia published by
F. Le Monnier: Carlo Cattaneo, Scritti
economici, 3 vols., ed. Alberto Bertolini
(Florence, 1956), voI. III, pp. 3-30. The
passage cited is on pp. 4-5. On these pages
the author gives the complete framework
of his concept of natura l artifacts, in an
analysis in which linguistics, economics,
history, geography, geology, sociology,
and politics come together to characterize
the structure of artifacts. Even more than
his Enlightenment heritage, his positivism
comes to light in his approach to individuai
problems. "The German language uses the
same word for the art of building and the
art of cultivating: the word 'agri culture'
(Ackerbau)does not ring of cultivation, but
of construction; the colonist is a builder
(Bauer).When the ignorant German tribes
saw in the shadow ofthe eagle how the Ro
mans built bridges, streets, walIs, and
with IittIe different effort transformed the
shores of the Rhine and Mosel into vin
eyards, they embraced alI of those works
with only one name. Yes, a people must
build its fields, just as it must build its
cities" (p. 5). Bridges, streets, walls, are
the beginning of a transformation; this
transformation shapes man's surroundings
and itself becomes history. The clarity of
this formulation makes Cattaneo one ofthe
first urban scholars in the modern sense
when he applies it to the problem of the re
gion; consider his intervention on the sub
ject of the problems that arose with the
new railroad routes. Thus Gabriele Rosa
wrote in his biography of Cattaneo: "The
problem was to open an artery between
Milan and Venice. Mathematicians rigor
ously studied the geographical question,

not considering the population, history,
and topical economics, elements which re
belled against mathematical ordering. The
versatile and profound mind of Cattaneo
was necessary to bring a clear light to bear
on this new and serious questiono ... He
sought a route that would permit the ful
lest private gain and public utility. He said
that the work need not be sacrificed to the
tyranny ofthe terrain; that the aim was not
so rnuch to pass through quickly, but to
make speed profitable; that coming and
going would be more frequent at short dis
tances; that the greatest flow would be on
the line uniting the persistent and most an
cient centers; and that in Italy whoever
disregards individuals' loveoltheir coun
try will always sow on sandy ground."
Rosa, "Commemorazione di Carlo Cat
taneo" (read at the meeting of the Lorn
bard Institute of Science and Letters,
November 11, 1869), in Rendiconti del
Reale Istituto Lombardo, (Milan, 1869),
pp. 1061-1082; republished as "Carlo Cat-
taneo nella vita e nelle opere," introduction
to Scritti completi editi ed inediti di Carlo
Cattaneo, voI. I, pp. XIII-XXXIX.
5. Lynch, The Image 01 the City (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Technology Press and Har
vard Univo Press, 1960).
6. Sorre, "Géographie urbaine et écologie,"
Urbanisme et architecture. Etudes écrites
etpubliées en l'honneurde PierreLavedan
(Paris: Henri Lal,lrens, 1954), pp. 341-44;
Mauss, "Essai sur les variations sais
sonières des sociétés eskimo. Étude de
morphologie sociale," with M.H. Beuchat,
in L'année sociologique, 1904-1905 (Paris:
Félix Alcan, 1906), pp. 39-132. See also n.
l, chap. 3.
7. On the city as a man-made object, see
Oscar Handlin and John Burchard, eds.,
The Historian and the City (Cambridge,
Mass.: M.LT. Press and Harvard Univo
Press, 1963). John Summerson speaks of
"the city as artifact" in his essay "Urban
Forms' in this anthology, pp. 165-76. An
thony N. B. Garvan, in "Proprietary
Philadelphia as Artifact" (pp. 177-201),
sheds light on the term from the standpoint
ofthe archaeologist and the anthropologist
and then argues that "if, therefore, the
term can be applied to an urban complex at
all, it should be applied in such a way as to
seek alI those aspects of the city and its life
for which the material structure, build
ings, streets, monuments were properly
the tool or artifact" (p. 178). It is in this
sense that Cattaneo speaks of the city as a
physical thing, as a construction ofhuman
labor: "Labor builds houses, dikes, canals,
streets" C'Industria e morale," Scritti
economici, voI. III, p. 4).
8. Sitte, Der Stiidtbau nach seinen
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kùnsterlichen Grundsdtzen (Vienna: Cari
Graser Verlag, 1889); trans. George R.
Collins and Christiane Grasemann Collins,
City Planning According to Artistic Prin
ciples (London: Phaidon, and New York:
Random House, 1965). The passage cited
appears on p. 91 of the English edition.
Sitte's biography is interesting. Re was es
sentially a technician; he studi ed at the
Vienna Polytechnic and founded the state
professional school, the Staatsgewerbe
schule, in 1875 in Salzburg, and later the
one in Vienna.
9. Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand, Précis des
leçons d'architecture données à l'Ecole
Polytechnique, 2 vols. (Paris, 1802-1805;
2d ed., 1809). The sentence quoted is from
the 2d ed., voI. II, p. 21.
lO. Francesco Milizia, Principj di Architet
tura Civile, cito n. 4 ofthe Introduction to
this book; the phrase quoted is from the be
ginning of the second part, "Della com
odità," p. 221.
11. Antoine Chrysostòme Quatremère de
Quincy, Dictionnaire historique d'ar
chitecture comprenant dan son plan les
notions hisioriques, descriptives, ar
chaeologiques, biographiques, ihéoriques,
didactiques et praiiques de cet art, 2 vols.
(Paris, 1832). The passage quoted is from
voI. 2, the section on "Type." Quatremère's
definition oftype has recently been picked
up by Giulio Carlo Argan in a particularly
interesting way, in Argan, "Sul concetto di
tipologia architettonica," in Progetto e des
tino (Milan: Casa editrice Il Saggiatore,
1965), pp. 75-81. See also Louis Haute
coeur, Histoire de l'archiiecture classique
en France, 7 vols. (Paris: A. et J. Picard,
1943-57), in particular voI. V, Réuoluiion
et Empire. 1792-1815(1953), whereHaute
coeur writes, "As Schneider noted, Quatre
mère affirmed that there is a 'correlation
between scale, forms, and the impressions
that our spirit receives from them'" (p.
122).
12. Among the new aspects ofthe researcb
by architects on the problerns oftypology,
the lectures given by Carlo Aymonino at
the Istituto di Architettura di Venezia are
particularly interesting. In one of them,
"The Formation of a Concept of Building
Typology," he states, "We can thus at
tempt to distinguish some 'characteristics'
of building typologies which allow us to
identify thern better: a) singleness of
theme, even if [the type is] subdivided into
one or more activities in order to derive a
reasonable elementarity or simplicity from
the organism; this also applies in more com
plex cases; b) indifference-in theoretical
formulations-to context, that is, to a pre
cise urban location (does a significant inter
changeability derive from this?) and the
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formation of a relationship concerned Onl;y
with its own pian as the single relevant
boundary (an incomplete relationshij.j. c)
the overcoming of building code re~la_
tions to the extent that the type is charac_
terized precisely by its own architectural
formo The type in fact is also conditioned
by codes (ofhygiene, security, etc.) but not
only by them" (p. 9). Aymonino's lectures
are found in two volurnes published by the
Istituto Universitario di Architettura di
Venezia, Aspetti eproblemi della tipologia
edilizia. Documenti del corso di caratteri
distributivi degli edifici. Anno accademico
1963-1964 (Venice, 1964); and La for
mazione del concetto di tipoiogia edilizia
Atti del corso di carotteri distributivo degli
edifici. Anno accademico 1964-1965 (Ven
ice, 1965). Some of these lectures are also
republished with revisions in Carlo
Aymonino, Il significato della città (Bari:
Editori Laterza, 1975).
13. Malinowski, A Scientific Theory otCiu.
iure and Other Essays (Chapel Hill: Univo
of North Carolina Press, 1944). Fune
tionalisrn in geography _ The concept of
organic function was introduced by Fried
rich Ratzel in 1891, who, by analogy with
physiology, compares the city to a bodily
organ; the functions of the city are those
which justify its own existenee and de
velopment. More recent studies disti n
guish between functions associated with
centrality and the relationship to the gen
erai region (Allgemeine Funktionen) and
those which are associated with particular
functions (Besorulere Funktionen). In the
latter studies, function has a greater spa
tial reference. For the use of this term in
relation to ecology, see n. 29 of this chap
ter. From its inception, geographical
functionalism found itself in serious diffì
culty in trying to c1assify commercialfunc
tions, which had naturally acquired promi
nence. In Anthropogeographie, Ratzel de
fined the city as "a longstanding concentra
tion of men and their houses, which covers
a considerable amount of land and is found
at the center of the major commerciai ar
teries." Hermann Wagner too insists on
the city as a point of concentration of com
merce (Handel und Verkehr). Ratzel, An
thropogeographie, 2 vols. (Stuttgart: J.
Engelhorn, 1882and 1891;3d ed., 1909and
1922). For a summary of the theses of the
German geographers, see the dictionary
Allgemeine Geographie, Gustav Fochler
Hauke, ed. (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer
Bucherei, 1959), in particular the entry
"Siedlungsgeographie," by Gunter Glauert,
pp. 286-311. See also Jacqueline Beaujeu
Garnier and Georges Chabot, Traité de
géographie urbaine (Paris: Armand Colin,
1963), and John Harold George Lebon, An l



Introduction to Human Geography (Lon
don: Hutchinson Univo Library, 1952; 5th
ed. rev., 1963).
14. Chabot, Les villes. Aperçu de géo
graphie humaine (Paris: Armand Colin,
1948; 3d ed., 1958). Chabot classifies the
principal functions of the city as military,
commerciaI, industrial, therapeutic, intel
lectual and religious, and administrative.
Ultimately he admits that in the city the
various functions become mixed with one
another, ending up acquiring the value of
an originaI artifact; however, he is more
concerned with elementary and originaI
functions than with permanent artifacts.
In Chabot's system, function, together
with the pIan, is seen as a moment ofurban
life. His conception is thus the richer and
more articulated.
15. Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft.
Grundriss der Verstehenden Soziologie,
4th ed., ed. and with an introduction by J 0-
hannes Winckelmann, 2 vols. (Tiibingen:
J.C.B. Mohr-Paul Siebeck, 1956).
16. Jean Tricart, Cours de géographie
humaine, 2 vols: voI. I, L'habitat rural;
voI. II, L'habitat urbain (Paris: Centre de
Documentation Universitaire, 1963).Tricart
observes, "Like every study of artifacts
considered in themselves, urban morphol
ogy presupposes a convergence of givens
customarily drawn from different discip
lines: urbanism, sociology, history, politi
cal economy, law itself. It is sufficient that
this convergence has as its aim the analysis
and explanation of a concrete artifact, of a
landscape, for us to be able to state that it
has its pIace in the framework of geog
raphy" (voI. II, p. 4).
17. Richard Updegraff Ratcliff, "The
Dynamics of Efficiency in the Locational
Distribution of Urban Activities, " in
Harold Melvin Mayer and Clyde Frederick
Kohn, eds., Readings in UrbanGeography
(Chicago: Univo of Chicago Press, 1959),
pp. 299-324; the passage cited is on p. 299.
18. Marcel Poète, Introduction à l'Ur
banisme. L'évolution desvilles, la leçonde
l'antiquité (Paris: Boivin & Cie., 1929).
Concerning the influence which Poète
exercised on urban studies, see the journal
La vie urbaine, published by the Institut
d'Urbanisme de l'Université de Paris à la
Sorbonne, under the direction of Lavedan.
The journal, issued three times yearly
from 1920 to 1940, published studies and
research on the city, primarily historical in
character and of a notably high level.
Poète's monumental work, perhaps un
equaled in the entire body of studies on the
city, is Une vie de cité. Paris de sa nais
sance à nos jours, 4 vols. (Paris: Auguste
Picard, 1924-1931):voI. I, Lajeunesse. Des
origines aux temps modernes (1924); voI.

II, La cité de la Renaissance. Du milieu
du XV, siècleà lafin du XVI' siècle (1927);
voI. III, La spiritualité de la citéclassique.
Les origines de la cité moderne (XVI'
XVII' siècles) (1931); album, Six cents il
lustrations d'après les documents, accom
pagnées de légends et d'un exposé his
torique (1925). The studies on Paris are
condensed in Marcel Poète, Comment s'est
formé Paris (Paris: Hachette, 1925).Mum
ford described this book as abasie text rich
with the learning of an entire lifetime.
19.Introduction à l'Urbanisme ... , p. 60.
20. Lavedan's works include Géographie
des villes (Paris: Gallimard, 1936; rev. ed.,
1959) and Histoire de l'urbanisme, 3 vols.
(Paris: Henri Laurens, 1926-1952): voI. I,
Antiquité. Moyen-Age (1926; 2d ed. with
the section on antiquity completely re
vised, with Jeanne Hugueney, 1966); voI.
II, Renaissance et temps modernes (1941;
rev. ed., 1959); voI. III, Epoque coniem
poraine (1952). Aiso by Lavedan, Les
villes françaises (Paris: Vincent, Fréal &
Cie., 1960).
21. Enlightenment thought. On the re
lationship between buildings and the city,
Voltaire, for example, wrote: "Many citi
zens have constructed magnificent build
ings, but more refined in le grand gout on
the inside than the outside, and satisfying
the taste for luxury of private individuals
stilI more than they enhance the city."
François Marie Arouet de Voltaire, Le
siècle de Louis XIV (first definitive ed.,
1768), in Oeuvres complètes de Voltaire, 4
vols. (Paris, 1827-29). The passage is from
voI. III, p. 2993. See also, Jean Mariette,
L'Architecture françoise, ou Receuil des
Plans, Elevations, Coupes et Profiles des
Eglises, Palais, Hotels, & Maisons par
ticulières de Paris & des Chateaux et
Maisons deCampagneou dePlaisance des
Environs, & desplusieurs autres Endroits
de France, Bàii« nouvellement pas les
plus habil«Architectes et levés et mesurés
exactement sur les lieux, 3 vols. (Paris,
1727-1832). This great collection of reliefs
of buildings, edited by publisher and print
dealer Jean Mariette, was re-edited by
Louis Hautecoeur, L'architecture fran
çaise (Paris-Brussels: G. Van Oest, 1927).
See also Anthony BIunt, François Man
sart and the Origins of French Classical
Architecture (London: Warburg Institute,
1941).
22. Francesco Milizia, Principj di Archi
tettura Civile. Milizia's treatise is divided
into three parts: "Parte prima. Della bel
lezza," "Parte seconda. Della comodità,"
"Parte terza. Della solidità delle fab
briche."
23. Ibid., p. 371, from "Parte seconda."
24. Ibid., p. 663, from "Conclusione della
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terza parte e di tutta l'opera."
25. Ibid., p. 418, from "Parte seconda."
26. Ibid., p. 420, from "Parte seconda."
27. Ibid., p. 235, from "Parte seconda."
28. Ibid., p. 236, from "Parte seconda."
29. A treatment of this problem would
have to take into account the great theme
of ecology developed in the classi c works
of Humboldt, Grisebach, and Warming,
and continuing up to the modern periodo
Alexandre de Humboldt [Alexander von
Humboldt], Essai sur la géographie des
plantes, accompagnée d'un tableau
physique des régions équinoxiales ...
(Paris, 1805). AugustGrisebach, DieVege
tation der Erde nach ihrer klimatischen
Anordnung. Ein Abriss der Vergleichen
den Geographie der Pflanzen, 2 vols.
(Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann, 1872).
Eugenius Warming, Oecology of Plants.
An Introduction to the Study of Plant
Communities (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1909); originai edition in Danish (Copenha
gen: P.G. Philipsen, 1895). Their points of
departure are the recognition of the
"growth forms" of species and their effort
to bring to the fore the recognition of ex
ternal factors (physical surroundings)
without neglecting to consider the recip
rocal actions among living beings, includ
ing mano For an extensive bibliography,
see Jean Brunhes, La géographie hu
maine. Essai de classification positive.
Principes et exemples (Paris: Félix Alcan,
1910;4th ed. rev. in 3 vols., with expanded
bibliography, 1934);trans. T. C. Le Compte,
ed. Isaiah Bowman and Richard Elwood
Dodge, Human Geography;An Attempt at
a Positive Classification; Principles and
Examples (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1920).
The fascination with urban science in these
studies is evident. The term human ecol
ogygoes back to Robert Park (1921). Amos
H. Hawley, Human Ecology. A Theory of
Community Structure (New York: Ronald
Press, 1950). See also n. 13 of this chapter
and n. 1, chap. 3.
30. The following essay is interesting,
though not really based on a study of the
city as a concrete artifact: Etienne
Souriau, "Contribution à la physiologie des
cités. Le végétal ville ou rhyme et raison,"
in Urbanisme et architecture. Etudes
écrites en l'honneur de Pierre Lavedan
(Paris: Henri Laurens, 1954), pp. 347-54.
31. Milizia, Principj di Architettura
Civile, p. 235..
32. Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du
Mal, 2d ed. (Paris: Poulet-Malassis et de
Braise, 1861). Among the criticai editions
ofthis work, see esp. J. Crépet, G. Blin, C.
Pichois, eds. (Paris: J. Corti, 1968). The
verses quoted are from "Tableaux pari
siens," no. 89, "Le Cygne." Baudelaire is
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one ofthe literary figures whose criticai in
tuitions about architecture and the city al'~
among the most remarkable.

Chapter 2
Primary Elements and the
Concept of Area
1. This type of conception of the city and
its parts is the basis ofthe urban theory of
Fritz Schumacher; it appears in the pIan of
1921 for Cologne and in the more famous
one of 1930for Hamburg. For Schumach_
er's theory, the most important work is his
Vom Suidiebos: zur Landesplanung U'n(j
FragenstiidtebaulicherGestaltung(Ttibing_
en: Ernst Wasmuth, 1951). See in particu_
lar the paragraph on p. 37 eoncerning "the
different requirements (Anjorderungen)
ofthe parts ofthe city": the differentiation
of the modern city is the principal feature
of its individuality (Eigenart), as ali of its
zones tend to be divided with ever more
clarity from one another. The way it is
shaped and its objectives (Gestaltungs_
aujgabe) characterize its structure inde
pendently of any single law or formai prin.
ciple. For the pian of Hamburg, see Fritz
Schumacher, Zum Wiederaujbau Ham.
burgs, record of the discussion in Hamburg
Town Hall on October lO, 1945 (Hamburg:
Johann Trautmann, 1945); republished in
Schumacher, Stromunqen in deutscher
Baukunst seit 1800 (Leipzig: E. A. See
mann, 1935; 2d ed., Cologne, 1955). Aiso
see Gemeinsamer Landesplanungsrat Ham
burg/Schleswig -Holstein, Leitgedanken
und Empjehlungen (Hamburg-Kiel, 1960).
On the study area and some interpretations
ofthe "natural area" in the sense ofthe origi
nai area, see my study, Aldo Rossi, Contri
buto al problemadei rapporti tra tipologia
edilizia e morjologia urbana. Esame di
un'areadi studio diMilano, conparticolare
attenzionealle tipologieedilizieprodotteda
interventiprivati (Milan: Istituto Lombardo
per gli Studi Economici e Sociali[I.L.S.E.S.],
1964).
2. On the subject of American sociology
and the Chicago School, see the follow
ing: Ernest W. Burgess, "The Determina
tion of Gradients in the Growth of the
City," in Proceedings of the American
Sociological Society, XXI, 1927, pp. 178-
84; Burgess, "The Growth ofthe City," in
Proceedings of the American Sociological
Society, XVIII, 1923, pp. 85-97, repub
lished in Robert E. Park, Ernest W.
Burgess, Roderick D. McKenzie, The City
(Chicago: Univo of Chicago Press, 1925),
and with an introduction by Morris
Janowitz (Chicago and London: Univo of
Chicago Press, 1967).
3. Homer Hoyt, TheStructure and Growth
of Residential Neighborhoods in Ameri-



can Cities (Washington: FederaI Housing
Administration, 1939). For a discussion of
some of the theses of the American urban
sociologists, see Sorre, "Géographie ur
baine et écologie" (cit. n. 6, chap.1).
4. The major work of Baumeister is Stadi
erweiterungen in technischer, baupolizei
licher und uiirtschaftlicher Beziehung
(Berlin: Ernst und Korn, 1876). This is the
first German handbook which was widely
read.
5. On the Berlin codes, see Werner
Hegemann, Das steinerne Berlin . . ., cito
n. 12 of this chapter, and esp. the section
on "The Typological Problem of Housing
in Berlin" in chap. 2 of this book.
6. The urban vicissitudes ofthe city ofVien
na are particularly interesting because of
the historical importance of this city and
the ampIe existing documentation. The
Weichbild identified by Hassinger is not
really the periphery; it is distinguished by
its own image, and even today this zone
constitutes as highly typical an aspect of
Vienna as the Josefplatz. The generaI
evolution ofthe city can best be understood
by studying the constitution and disposi
tion of the individuaI areas which consti
tute it, especially those areas whose use is
intimately associated with housing. The
nature of housing in Vienna is largely
explained by the Hofquartierspflichi, This
regulation had to do with the establish
ment of the Hapsburg court in the city; un
able to satisfy the residential needs of the
numerous court followers, the law was al
tered so that private landlords were
obliged to provide quarters as needed dur
ing court sessions. This meant the destruc
tion of three-story Gothic houses in the
baroque period for the erection of six- and
seven-story houses with two or three base
ment stories. The value of the land within
the walls had already become so high in
1700 that the poorest classes ofthe popula
tion and the artisans were forced to mi
grate to the external districts, which were
created after 1683. It is interesting to note
how in this case a schematic interpretation
of the phenomenon of urbanism does not
explain the formation of the city up to the
nineteenth century; when, after 1850, the
growth process of the industriaI period
began, Vienna had already destroyed part
of its old city. See Aldo Rossi, "Un piano
per Vienna," Casabella-continuità, no.
277 (July 1963), pp. 2-21, republished in
Aldo Rossi, Scritti scelti sull'architettura e
la città, 1956-1972, ed. and with an intro
duction by Rosaldo Bonicalzi (Milan: Clup
[Cooperativa Libreria Universitaria del
Politecnico], 1975), pp. 193-208;HugoHas
singer, Kunsthistorischer Atlas der K. K.
Reichshaupt- und Residenzstadt Wien

und Verzeichnis der erhaltensioertenhis
torischen,Kunst- und Naturdenkmale des
Wiener Stadtbildes (Vienna: Anton Schroll
& Co., 1916); Roland Rainer, Planungs
konzept Wien (Vienna: Verlag fur Jugend
und Volk, 1962). See also the journal Der
Aufbau: in particular no. 4/5 of 1961, Ge
meinunrtschaft, Planen und Bauen; no. 7/
8 of 1961,1946-1961,15 Jahre, with Georg
Conditt's article, "Stadtplanung und Plan
ungsgrundlagen"; no. 11/12 of 1962, Aus
senbezirkederStadt Wien, with articles by
Sokratis Dimitriou, "Die Wiener Gurtel
strasse," and Karl Feltinek, "Kulturelle
Mittelpunkte in den Wiener Aussenbe
zirke." Finally, see Robert E. Dickinson,
The West European City: A Geographical
Interpretation (London: Routledge & Ke
gan Paul, 1951; rev. ed., 1961);see esp. the
section in chap. 10, "Vienna: CapitaI of
Austria," pp. 184-94.
7. Lynch, The Image of theCity, pp. 66-67.
8. Ibid., pp. 70-71.
9. Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc. Dic
tionnaire raisonné de l'architecturefran
çaisedu XI' au XVI' siècle, lO vols. (Paris:
Ancienne Maison Morel, 1854-69); the pas
sage cited is from voI. VI, "Maison," p. 214.
lO. For an explanation ofthe Hofquartiere
pflichi law, see n. 5 ofthis chapter.
11. Behrens, "Die Gemeinde Wien als
Bauherr," Bauwelt, no. 41 (1928); pub
lished in Italian with my introduction,
"Peter Behrens e il problema dell'abita
zione moderna," Casabella-continuità, no.
240 (June 1960). In this article I argued
that the fundamental thematics ofthis Ger
man master in the field of housing can be
summarized in two principal points: 1)only
a system of Iow houses with gardens, in
combination with houses of several stories,
in a carefully chosen and studied area, ren
ders a quarter harmonious, publicly lìv
able, and economical; 2) materials and indi
viduaI constructionai parts must be stan
dardized. By 1910 Behrens had already
clarified the formative process of a new
urban space. Concerning the problem of
Modern Movement housing, see Inter
nationale Kongresse fur Neues Bauen,
Zurich, Die Wohnung fur das Exis
tenzminimum (Frankfurt am Main: Eng
Iert & Schlosser, 1930; 3d ed., Stuttgart:
Julius Hoffrnann, 1933). This book, which
reports on the proceedings of the 2d
C.I.A.M. (Congrès Internationaux d'Ar
chitecture Moderne), held in Frankfurt in
1929, contains the principal writings ofthe
architects ofthe Modern Movement on the
housing problem, among them: Ernst May,
"Die Wohnungfurdas Existenzminimum";
Waiter Gropius, "Die soziologischen
Grundiagen der Minimalwohnung fiir die
stadtische Industriebevolkerung"; Le Cor-
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busier and Pierre Jeanneret, "Analyse des
éléments fondamentaux du problème de la
'Maison Minimum'''; Hans Schrnidt,
"Bauvorschriften und Minimalwohnung."
The book has been translated into Italian,
with a long introduction by Carlo
Aymonino, together with the proceedings
ofthe3d C.I.A.M. held in Brussels in 1930,
which focused on the question of "Metodi
construttivi razionali. Case basse, medie e
alte." On some of the methodological as
pects of the Modern Movement, see
Ernesto Rogers, "Problemi di metodo (La
prefabbricazione)," 1944 and 1949; repub
lished in Rogers, Esperienza dell'architet
tura (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1958), pp. 80-
81. The problem of housing in the Modern
Movement is analyzed in a masterly way
by Giuseppe Samonà, who deals with the
full range of these issues, focusing on the
relationship between arehitecture and the
city. It is worth quoting the following pas
sage from Samonà's essay: "An organism
was sought that was polemically opposed
to the chaotic corpulence of the existing
city, and therefore suited in all of its ac
tivities and services to the needs of an as
sociative life, capable of being programmed
in its behavior with the schematìc exact
ness of a preconstituted standard for all ac
tivities, and able to be translated into well
determined dimensions. The almost
institutional meaning of 'scale' as a mea
sure of all activity prevented one from ex
periencing urban situations in the context
of their own social applications, of pene
trating their discontinuities and com
plexities, because the explosive impetus of
their forces and contradictory interests
would have been irreducible to a single
scheme, even if it were technically per
fect." Giuseppe Samonà, L'urbanistica e
l'avvenire della città negli stati europei
(Bari: Laterza, 1969; 2d ed. enlarged,
1971), pp. 99-100 ofthe 1st edition.
12. Jean Gottman, Megalopolis. The Ur
banizedNortheasternSeaboardof'theUnii
ed States, introduction by August Heck
scher (New York: Twentieth Century Fund,
1961; 2d ed., Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T.
Press, 1964).
13. This study of housing in Berlin is de
veloped in my article, Aldo Rossi, "Aspetti
della tipologia residenziale a Berlino,"
Casabella-continuità, no. 288 (June 1964),
pp. 10-20; republished in Scritti scelti . . .,
pp. 237-52. Major publications on Berlin in
clude Louis Herbert, Die Geographische
Gliederung von Gross-Berlin. Lander
kiindliche Forschungen (Stuttgart, 1936);
Werner Hegemann, Das steinerne Berlin.
Geschichte der grossten Mietkasernen
stadt in der Welt (Berlin: Kiepenhauer,
1930; repubI., Berlin: Ullstein, 1963);
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Robert E. Dickinson, TheWest European
City ... ,~cit. ~. ,? to this chapt~r), esp.
chap. 13, Berhn, pp. 236-49; Fntz Schu_
macher, Stromunqen in deutscher Bau_
kunst seit 1800 (cit. n. 1 to this chapter).
Erich Haenel, Heinrich Tscharmann, Da~
Kleinwohnhaus derNeuzeit (Leipzig: J. J
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24. Titus Livius, Ab urbe condita, Bk. V,
chap. LV.
25. Aristotle, Politics (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard Univo Press, 1962), Bk. VII, p.
593.
26. Pietro Romanelli, Il foro romano, p.
26.
27. Marcel Poète, Introduction à l'ur
banisme, p. 368.
28. Ferdinando CastagnoIi, Carlo Cee
chelli, et al., Topografia e urbanistica di
Roma. De Tournon's comment is quoted in
the Appendix to "Parte Terza. Roma dal
Rinascimento al 1870,"by Gustavo Giovan
noni, pp. 537-38. See also, Paolo Marconi,
Giuseppe Valadier (Rome: Officina Ediz
ioni, 1964), esp. chap. IX, "L'occupazione
francese," pp. 168-87.
29. Domenico Fontana, Della traspor
tatione dell'ObeliscoVaticano ... , Bk. I,
p. 101; cited by Sigfried Giedion, Space,
Time and Architecture (cit. n. 22, chap. 2),
p.93.
30. Giedion, op. cit., p. 93.
31. Ibid., pp. 96-98.
32. Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand, Précis des
leçons d'architecture ... , voI. I, p. 17
(cit. n. 9, chap. 1). See also, Durand, Partie
graphique des cours d'architecturefaits à
l'Ecole Royale Polytechnique depuis sa
réorganisation, précédée d'un sommaire
des leçons relatives à ce nouveau travail
(Paris, 1821), as well as Aymonino's refer
ences to Durand in the texts cited n. 12,
chap.l.
33. Carlo Cattaneo, La città considerata
comeprincipio ideale delle istorie italiane
(Milan, 1858); ed. G. A. Belloni (Florence:
Vallecchi, 1931); repubIished as La Città,
ed. G. Titta Rosa (Milan-Rome: Valentino
Bompiani, 1949); and included in the com
plete works, Carlo Cattaneo. Scritti
storici e geografici, 4 vols., ed. Gaetano
Salvemini and Ernesto Sestan (Florence:
Felice Le Monnier, 1957), voI. II, pp. 384-
487. Salvemini, in his introduction to La
più bellepagine di Carlo Cattaneo scelte
da G. Salvemini (Milan, 1922), calls Cat
taneo's Notizie naturali e civili su laLom-
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bardia ... (of 1844)the "model ofregional
anthropogeography, even today unsur
passed in Italy" (pp. I-XXXI, republished
in Salvemini, Opere, voI. II: Scritti sul
Risorgimento [Milan: Giangiacomo Fel
trinelli, 1961], pp. 371-92). See also Croce's
judgment; he saw it as a rift in Italian his
tory ("Cattaneo did not write a history of
Italy, but offered a 'rift' in Notizie naturali
e civili della Lombardia ... [sic], which
for their admirable objectivity hardly seem
to have been written just a few years be
fore 1848"). Benedetto Croce, Storia della
storiografia italiani nel secolo de
cimonono, 2 vols. (4th ed., Bari: Laterza,
1964), vol. I, p. 211.
34. Cattaneo, La città considerata ... ,in
Scritti storici egeografici,voI. II, p. 391.
35. Ibid., p. 416.
36. Ibid., p. 387.
37. Ibid., p. 396.
38. Ibid., p. 386.
39. Ibid., p. 406.
40. Ibid., p. 421.
41. Gramsci, Quaderni del carcere, 3: Il
Risorgimento (Turin: Giulio Einaudi,
1964). The quotation is from the paragraph
on Quintino Sella, pp. 160-61. Concerning
the debate on Rome as capitai, see Al
berto Caracciolo's beautiful book, Roma
capitale. Dal Risorgimento alla crisi dello
stato liberale (Rome: Edizioni Rinascita,
1976); and Italo Insolera, Roma moderna.
Un secolo di storia urbanistica (2d ed.,
Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1962). Caracciolo re
ports parts of Cavour's speech ofMarch 25,
1861, where the Piedmontese maintained
that Rome was "the only Italian city that
did not have exclusively municipal [Iocal]
memories" (p. 20). See also the passage on
pp. 10-11 of Caracciolo's book: "In the na
tional movement, Rome was above ali a
unifying force of extraordinary moral
power. Ifthere was a common tradition to
be found in the entire peninsula, it was cal
led Rome. No study ofthe origins ofItalian
national consciousness can fai! to take into
account the magnetic attraction of this
name over the centuries. Every time an at
tempt has been made to recover a unity in
the history of Italy, one has had to return,
by one route or another, to this point. The
power of ancient Rome and the authority of
Papal Rome are the characteristic ele
ments that determine and almost fili up by
themselves the history of Italy over two
millenia. Every active force in the penin
sula must reckon with the religious, politi
cal, and moral power summarized in the
name ofthis city .... Again at the dawn of
the Risorgimento, the name of Rome ap
pears frequently, as much with the neo
Guelphs as with liberai and democratic
laymen, because the problem of the
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Church is always there, and it is such as
condition the success of every instance ~
unification and renewal. One can attempt
to destroy it, or put it in the background o
neutralize it, but in no case can this d~ci.l'
sive entity in Italy be ignored." •
42. P. 132 (cit. n. 3, chap. 1).
43. Jacob Burckhardt, Forceand Freedo-tn_
(cit. n. 4, chap. 3), p. 163.
44. Karoly Kerényi, Die Mytlwlogie der
Griechen,Die Gotter-und Menschheitges_
chichten (Zurich: Rhein- Verlag, 1951);Die
Heroen der Griechen (Zurich: Rhein-Ver •.
lag, 1958); trans. H. J. Rose, TheHeroesol .
the Greeks (London: Thames and Hudson
1959). The passage cited is from the Eng:
lish edition, p. 213. See also, Cari Gustav
J ung and Karl Kerényi, Einfuhrung in das
Wesen der Mythologie (Zurìch: Rascher
1941); trans. R. F. C. Hull, Essays on ~
Science of Mythology (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1951). I would have liked
to explore some of the ramifications of
Kerényi's work on the concept of locusand
on the significance of the origin of urban ar
tifacts. However, in addition to its being
beyond the scope of this study, a research
effort of this type would demand years of
work and the availability of a vast quantity
of analytical material. In his Science oJ
Mythology Kerényi investigates the
founding of cities, as this subject continu,
ally touches on his work on the gods and
heroes of Greece; he sheds light on both the
multiplicity and the originality which con
stitute cities and also on the significance of
the founder ofthe city as well as ofits origi
nai design. "It is not only the psychologist
who finds tri- and quadripartite [systerns
existing] together. Ancient traditions
know the importance of the number three
in city plans, in Etruria as in Rome itself:
they tell of three towers, three streets,
three quarters, three temples or tripartite
temples. We cannot but observe a multip
licity even when we seek the singular and
the shared: this is the nature of the origi
naI. And this already implies at the least an
answer to the question of whether it is
worthwhile to inquire into the particular
origin of different local and chronological
formations. "
45. Karl Marx, Zur Kritik der politischen
Oekonomie, in Marx-Engels Werke (Ber
lin: Dietz, 1961), voI. 13. The passage is
from the introduction which Marx wrote
between August and September of 1857.
English version in Karl Marx, OnHistory
and People, vol. 7 of The Karl Marx Li
brary, ed. Saul K. Padover (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1977), pp. 79-80.
46. Marcel Poète, Introduction à l'Ur
banisme (cit. n. 18, chap. 1), p. 232.
47. Carlo Cattaneo, La città con-



siderata ... , in Scritti storici egeografici,
voI. II, pp. 384-85.
48. Ibid., p. 386.
49. Ibid., pp. 386-87.
50. Poète, lntroduction à l'Urbanisme, p.
215.
51. Roland Martin, L'urbanisme dans la
Grèceantique (Paris: A. & J. Picard, 1956'
2d ed. enlarged, 1974). '

Chapter4
The Evolution of Urban Artifacts
1. Maurice Halbwachs, Les expropriations
et le prix des terrains à Paris (1860-1900)
(Paris: E. Cornély, 1909); Les cadres
sociaux de lamémoire (Paris: Presses Uni
versitaires de France, 1925); La popula
tion et les tracésde voiesàParis depuis un
siècle, 2d ed. enlarged of the first part of
Les expropriations. .. (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1928); L'évolu
tion des besoins dans les classes ouvrières
(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1933).
2. Hans Bernoulli, DieStadt und ihr Boden
(Erlenbach-Zurieh: Verlag fur Architek
tur, 1946; 2d ed. rev., 1949).
3. Halbwachs, La population et les tracés
de voies . . . For an application of the
method and the results of my study, see
also, Aldo Rossi, Contributo al problema
dei rapporti tra tipologia edilizia e mor
fologia urbana ... (cit. n. 1, chap. 2).
4. Halbwachs, La population et les tracés
de voies . . . ,p. 4.
5. Aldo Rossi, Contributo al problema dei
rapporti tra tipologiaedilizia emorfologia
urbana ... The zone in Milan treated in
this study consists of the triangular area
between the forrner Spanish bastions, two
axes of corso Italia and corso di Porta
Romana (converging in piazza Missori),
and part ofthe forrner Commune of Vigen
tino to the south.
6. Aldo Rossi, "Il concetto de tradizione
nell'architettura neoclassica milanese," in
Società, XII, no. 3 (June 1956), pp. 474-93;
republished in Rossi, Scritti scelti ... (cit.
n. 6, chap. 2), pp. 1-24. In this work, which
began with an analysis of Milanese urban
history, I already foresaw the possibility of
a larger urban theory which could account
for the unity of development of urban ar
tifacts notwithstanding their multiplicity
of aspects. Thus the architecture of the
eighteenth century became emblematic for
me of the contrast between a rational, en
lightened conception of the city and the im
portance of specific situations. The prinei
pal facts relating to the forrnation of the
Napoleonic pian for Milan are as follows,
With the Viceroy's decree of January 9,
1807, the municipalities of Milan and Ven
ice were accorded a Commissione di Or-
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nato which had vast powers and a large
sphere of action. The t~~k of the Cornrnis_
sion was specificaIIy to plot out a generai
type of internaI city street for sUbsequent
systematization; to ,!nd~rtake, at the re
quest of the Municlpah~y, ~he requisite
projects for the symmetncallmprovernent
of buildings fronting on th~ stree.ts and for
the enlargement and strrughtemng of the
same and for the execution of the sarne pro
Jects worked out in detail ... ; to be vìgìl,
ant concerning the public s~cu~ty with ~e
garrì to buildings, etc ... , ThlS Cornrnls
sion appointed by the government, was
composed of the most ~llus~rious per
sonalities in the field then IDMilan, among
them Luigi Cagnola and Luigi Canonica.
Naturally the first task the Commission
undertook was that ofthe master pIan, the
project for which was completed th~t year,
but it also did not fail to take an actìve role
il_lguiding, making provisions fo~, an? con
tmuously and directly intervemng ID the
development of the city in the years 1807-
1814. To sketch the generai outlines of the
pIan: the construction of a large new
center, the Bonaparte Forum, was pro
jected by Antolini to stand in front of the
Sforza Castle; the broad strada Napoleone
(roughly where via Dante is today) was to
take off from here, opening up around the
Cordusio in an interesting triangular piaza
and then continuing along in a straight line
with the Ospedale Maggiore and San Naz
aro as a backdrop. Almost parallel to this,
another street starting out at the bottom of
via San Giovanni sul Muro was to lead to
the tempie of San Sebastiano del Tibaldi,
isolated and circumscribed within a large
rectangular plaza, whose expansion
around its centraI pIan emphasized its vol
ume. The corso della Riconoscenza (for
mer1y corso di Porta Orientale and today
corso di Porta Venezia) flowed between
the Residence of the Archbishop and the
Palace of Justice. The Piazza del Duomo
was enlarged without disrupting the an
cient Roman grido As I wrote at the end of
my study, "Ultimately they took into con
sideration and respected the artistic build
ings and historical memories of the city;
the monuments were seen as the seat and
testimony ofmunicipal history, and placed
as backdrops to the straight streets and
the centers of piazzas, almost as constitu
ti ve elements of that larger pian of con
struction and of ordering which history
forrns over time and in which cities come to
be mirrored." Scritti scelti ... , p. 21. A
vast amount of analytical material and use
fuI criticaI evaluation exists concerning the
urban history of Milan.
7. Oriol Bohigas, Barcelona, entre el Pla~
Cerda i el barraquisme (Barcelona: Edi-
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cions 62, 1963). I1defonso Cerda, Teoria
Generai de la Urbanizacion y aplicacion
de sus principios y doctrinas a la Reforma
y Ensanche de Barcelona, 2 vols. (Madrid:
Imprenta Espanol, 1867); facsimile repro
duction with bibliography and otherprinci
pal published writings of Cerda, ed. Fa
bian Estapé (Barcelona: Instituto de Es
tudios Fiscales-Editorial Ariel-Editorial
Vicens Vives, 1968). Bohigas studied and
perhaps was first to draw attention to
Cerdà's pian and his teaching; he notes
how the 1867 work preceded by twenty
three years Joseph Stiibben's treatise Der
Stiidtebau (Darrnstadt: Bergstrasser, 1890),
pt. IV, voI. IX, ofStiibben's Handbuch der
Architektur (1883-90), which was consi
dered the first treatise on urbanism. It is
interesting to quote a few passages from
Cerda's work, as cited by Bohigas, includ
ing the Catalan scholar's evaluation of
Cerda's work and the pian for Barcelona:
"The large city ... is not much more than
a kind of station or inno ... Itwill always
have one or more streets which come from
the highway grid that furrows the surface
of our globe. From these principal streets
then depart others which distribute move
ment ... for the entire city. From these,
the properly urban streets, others detach
which communicate with the individuai res
idences. . .. The areas formed by the
urban streets crossing reciprocal intersec
tions should be much smaller than those
formed by the principal streets. These re
latively small areas are those which ...
are called barrios .... [They are] refuges
which man has reserved for his own short
visit or for a permanent one, whenever he
wants to separate himself from the great
movement that agitates humanity."
Bohigas brings out very acutely how, even
if many of Cerda's themes have their roots
in Romantic literature, he nonetheless
stands completely apart for the importance
he gives to urban classification and to the
analysis of actual situations.
8. llla, plural illes, is Catalan for "block."
9. See, Vincenzo Rizzi, I cosidetti Statuti
Murattiani per la città di Bari ... (cit. n.
2, chap. 2).
lO. Pierre Lavedan, Les villes françaises
(cit. n. 20, chap.l), pp. 102-103. The city of
Richelieu was created by the great cardi
nal-minister of Louis XIII between 1635
and 1640. Around 1638, the walls of the
city, the church, and a certain number of
buildings were begun. In 1641 the whole
pIan appeared finished. The pian is highly
regular, with a large centrai axis dividing
the city into two symmetrical parts. This
axis, coming from agate, is lined on both
sides by a uniform row ofhouses and culmi
nates in a square plaza with closed corners,
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where the principal buildings are l""al d ir..,....·.·.....'At Richelieu, order was imposed noi O~l'';
?~ a plaza o: a street, but on an e~tire cit ~r ,
it IS a magmficent monumental umty \Vhi~ il'
has been preserved up to our o~n time. O ~;
the other ha~d, ~he ~astle has dlsappeared~ ;\1
fr?m the be~nmng itwas never co~nected ,'6
with the city, A larger composltion or c

which the castle could have been a develop. ,i
mental element was never attempted il) ii)
the design of the city. The other great .i'
French city which was developed as a rOYal;
residence- Versailles-has a far more
complex topological evolution.
11. Cit. n. 2, chap. 4.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid.
15.Werner Hegemann, Das steinerne Ber.
lin ... (cit. n. 13, chap. 2). Hegemann's
volume constitutes one of the most impor_
tant contributions on the urban history or
Berlin. It is an outstanding book whose
political commitment to a democratic re
newal of civic institutions is based on an ex
traordinary knowledge ofthe development
of the city. For Hegemann, Berlin, a city
which had a very large number of "rental
barracks" owing to its unfortunate police
code, was also a city which had within itself
great possibili ti es for renewal. See esp. the
passages excerpted in Casabella-con
iinuità, no. 288 (June 1964), pp. 21-22.
16. Hans Pau I Bahrdt, Die moderne
Grosssiadt ... (cit. n. 19, chap. 2). See
esp. the first part of the book, "Kritik del'
Grossstadtkritik," pp. 12-34.
17. Engels, "Zur Wohnungsfrage," three
articles published in the magazine Volks
staat in 1872 (2d ed. rev., Leipzig, 1887);
trans. C. C. Dutt, The Housing Question
(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1936).
18. Engels, The Housing Question, pt. I,
p.21.
19. Steen Eiler Rasmussen, London, The
Unique City (1st English ed., rev. from the
Danish ed. of 1934, London: Jonathan
Cape, 1937; repub. Cambridge, Mass.:
M.I.T. Press, 1967). Far Poète's work, see
n. 18, chap. 1; for Hegemann, see n. 13,
chap.2.
20. For example, see Stadie verdndern ihr
Gesicht (Stuttgart: Stadtplanungs und
Vermessungsamt Hannover, 1962), which
has a mostly socio-economie bibliography
interesting for this type of formulation of
the problem. It is necessary to keep in
mind, however, that the assumption that
the first Industriai Revolution was a qual
itative urban leap accompanies (and
paralyzes) ali of the historiography of the
Modern Movement.
21. Gottmann, Megalopolis. The Urbanized
Northeastern Seaboard ... (cit. n. 12,



chap.2).
22. Lewis Mumford, The Culture ofCities
(cit. n. 1, chap. 1).
23. Jean Gottmann, "De la ville d'au
jourd'hui à la ville de demain. La transition
vers la ville nouvelle," Prospective, no. 11
(June 1964), pp. 171-80. See also Pierre
Massé's introduction (pp. 5-16) to this issue
dedicated to urbanization.
24. Richard Updegraff Ratcliff, "The
Dynamics of Efficiency ... " (cit. n. 17,
chap.l).
25. Samonà, contribution to the "Tavola
rotonda sulle componenti urbanistiche e gli
strumenti di intervento," in La città ter
ritorio. Un esperimento didattico sul cen
tro direzionale di Centocelle in Roma
(Bari: Leonardo da Vinci, 1964), pp. 90-
102; the passage cited is on p. 91.
26. Mumford, TheCulture ofCities, p. 168;
the judgment on Engels is to be found in
the annotated bibliography, p. 519.

Preface to the Second Italian Edition
1. Aldo Rossi, "Introduzione a Boullée" in
Etienne-Louis Boullée, Architettura. Sag
gio sull'arte, trans. into ltalian by Aldo
Rossi (Padua: Marsilio, 1967), pp. 7-24.
2. Aymonino, "Per la formazione di una sci
enza urbana," in Rinascita, no. 27 (July 2,
1966); Grassi, "La costruzione logica della
città," in Architettura libri. Rivista di in
formazione bibliografica a cura del ser
vizio di documentazione della CLUVA,
no. 2/3 (Venice, July 1966), pp. 95-106;
Gregotti, "L'architettura della città," in Il
Verri,no. 23 (March 1967), pp. 172-73.
3. Tafuri, Teorie e storia dell'architettura
(Bari: Laterza, 1968), pp. 90-92, 114, 160,
190, 192-93, 201-202.
4. Tarragé Cid, "Prologo a la edicién castel
lana," in Aldo Rossi, La arquitectura de la
ciudad, trans. Josep Maria Ferrer-Ferrer
and Salvador Tarragé Cid (Barcelona: Gus
tavo Gili, 1971, 1976), pp. 9-42.

Introduction
to the Portuguese Edition
1. Aldo Rossi, "Introduzione a Boullée," in
Etienne-Louis Boullée, Architettura. Sag
gio sull'arte (cit. n. 1 to the Preface to the
Second ltalian Edition), pp. 7-24.
2. Aldo Rossi, "Il concetto di tradizione
nell'architettura neoclassica milanese"
(cit. n. 6, chap. 4); Rossi, "Adolf Loos,
1870-1933" (cit. n. 5, chap. 3).
3. Aldo Rossi, "Un piano per Vienna" (cit.
n. 6, chap. 2); Rossi, "Aspetti della
tipologia residenziale a Berlino" (cit. n. 13,
chap.2).
4. Aldo Rossi, Contributo al problema dei
rapporti tra tipologiaedilizia emorfologia
urbana ... (cit. n. 1, chap. 2).
5. Guido Mansuelli, Architettura e città.

Problemi del mondo classico (Bologna:
Alfa, 1970).
6. Hof(pl. Hofet, courtyard, court.

Comment on the German Edition
1. Adolf Behne, Der moderne Zweckbau
(Munich: Drei Masken, 1923); republished
with an introduction by Ulrich Conrads
(Frankfurt am Main and Berlin: Ullstein
GmbH, 1964).
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Biographical Note Born in Milan on May 3, 1931, Aldo Rossi studied architecture at the Milan pOlitecnicr ,';
and received his degree there in 1959, While a student and then after, he worked on th :"
architectural magazine Casabella-Coniinuiià at a time when it played a leading role i~.:.""".'.
Italian culture. Rossi participated in the magazine in several capacities during the 1\ ,
period that Ernesto Rogers was its director: first as a collaborator (1955-1958, nos. 20&' ,
21?), then as a member ofthe study center (1958-1960, nos. 221-248), and finally as an ."~
editor (1961-1964, nos. 249-294). . .

Rossi began his teaching activity as an assistant in Ludovico Quaroni's urbanism COUl's '
in Arezzo in 1963, and as an assistant for Carlo Aymonino's course "Organizational e"
Characteristies of Buildings" at the Istituto Universitario di Architettura in Venice in
1963-1965. In 1965 he joined the faculty ofthe School of Architecture in Milan and
beeame involved in the important cultural activities promoted by the Italian student l~.'!:

movement. In 1972, 1973, and 1974 he taught at the Eidgenossische Technische ,
Hochsehule in Zurich. Since 1975 he has been Professor of Design at the Istituto j
Universitario di Architettura in Venice. In September-Oetober 1976, he directed the l
First International Seminar of Architecture in Santiago de Compostela, Spain, on the
theme "Design and Historic City" (1st S.LA.C., Seminario Internacional de
Arquitectura en Compostela; proceedings published in Salvador Tarrag6 Cid and Justo
Beramendi, eds., Proyecto y ciudad historica [Santiago de Compostela, 1977]), as weU :
as the second ofthese seminars in 1978. He was Visiting Professor at the Cooper Union
School of Architecture in New York City in 1977and at the Yale Sehool of Architecture
in 1980. He has participated in numerous conferences throughout Europe, Latin
America, and the United States.

Rossi's major written work, TheArchitecture of the City, was published in 1966 and has ,;
since . -een translated into several languages (see the "Publishing History of The '~
Arcnitecture of the City" that appears in this volume). Some of Rossi's other writings '1
appear in L'analisi urbana e la progettazionearchitettonica (Milan, 1970), including 4
the results of the study group he directed at the Milan Sehool of Architecture; in the "I
volume Scritti Scelti sull'architettura e la città 1956-1972 (Milan, 1st ed., 1975; 2d ed. '!
1978); and in numerous journals published in Italy and elsewhere. From 1965 to 1972he ';1
direeted the series Polis-Quaderni di architettura e urbanistica for Editori Marsilio in :1
Padua. In 1973he directed the international section on architecture ofthe XV Triennala "
of Milan, at which time the collective volume Architettura Razionale was published }I
with ~is introduction (Milan, 1973). Ros~i's ScientijìcAutobiography was published in '~
1981 In the OPPOSITIONS BOOKS senes. '~

Following Vittorio Savi's essay L'architettura di Aldo Rossi (Milan: Franco Angeli, i
1976), numerous articles and several monographs on Rossi's work have been published, .~
including Aldo Rossi in America 1976-1979, Kenneth Frampton, ed., with an '
introduction by Peter Eisenman (lnstitute for Architecture and Urban Studies, l
Catalogue 2). For extensive bibliographies of writings by and on Aldo Rossi from 1954 '
to 1979, consult Aldo Rossi, Projects and Drawings 1962-1979, Francesco Moschini, ed. ~
(New York: Rizzoli, 1979). l

'I
Rossi's design work is intimately related to his writings. Among his principal built ',•.,1
works are the Unità di abitazione for the Società Monte Amiata complex in Gallaratese ~
2, Milan, 1969-1974, and the elementary school ofFagnano Olona in Varese, 1972-1977. I
In 1977, working with Carlo Aymonino, Gianni Braghieri, and Vittorio Savi, he won a :,'j
competition for the design of the Centro Direzionale of Florence. More recently, Rossi I

has participated in the IBA (Internationale Bauausstellung) competition for a housing :1
project in Berlin, where he won a special first prize; received a special mention in a ~l
competition for the redesign of a historie part of Bern, Switzerland; and completed his
Theater of the World in Venice. Projects for a cemetery in Modena, a school in Broni,
and several houses in various locations in Italy are currently under construction.






